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Iran views IAEA
inspector’s act as
‘industrial sabotage’

Intelligence Ministry says
arsonists backed by Iran
International TV arrested
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Esteghlal left frustrated
as IPL tie with Sepahan
ends in stalemate 15

World should not remain silent
on inhumane conduct of the U.S.
See page 12

Turkey picked as guest
of honor at Tehran
Intl. Book Fair 16

Tehran, Rome explore ways
of boosting trade
TEHRAN – Officials, businessmen and
entrepreneurs from Iran and Italy gathered
together in Milan on Friday to discuss
ways of expanding economic cooperation,
IRNA reported.
As reported, Iranian Ambassador to
Italy Hamid Bayat and representatives of
Iran-Italy Joint Chamber of Commerce
were among the attendees of the business

forum which was held following the visit
of an Iranian trade delegation to the European country.
Addressing the forum, the Iranian ambassador underlined the two countries’
positive economic and political relations
and emphasized the need for further expansion of cooperation between the two
sides’ private sectors.
4

Foreign institutions exaggerating
death toll in Iran unrest
TEHRAN — The Iranian deputy interior minister for political affairs said on
Saturday that international bodies have
been exaggerating the death toll that followed the protests over increase in gas
price, noting that the national prosecutor’s
office will announce the exact statistics
in this regard.

Jamal Orf said the figures released by
these bodies are invalid.
“Such statistics are not valid,” Orf said
when asked about the international institutions’ statistics.
He added, “These bodies are exaggerating death toll of the recent unrest
across the country.”
3

Shadow of strife looms over
Iraq’s political crisis
Iraq’s Prime Minister Adel Abdul Mahdi
said he would step down after two months
of street protests across the country’s south
and center.
The announcement came hours after
Iraq’s top Shia religious leader, Ayatollah
Ali al-Sistani, released a statement calling
for a change in leadership in Iraq. On
Thursday, powerful Shia leader Moqtada
al-Sadr, who leads the largest bloc in parliament, Sairoon, had also demanded that
the government resign and said that if it

Iranian Health Minister Saeed Namaki (L) and UN Secretary-General António Guterres

Hanif Ghaffari
Head of the Tehran Times
Politics Desk

Wrong French address
to public opinion

T

he French foreign minister has called
the accession of Norway, Sweden, Denmark, the Netherlands, Finland and
Belgium to the European Special Financial
Mechanism(INSTEX) an indication of “Europe’s commitment to a nuclear deal with Iran”!
These ridiculous statements indicate that the
French still intend to continue their joint
game with the United States of America
against the Islamic Republic of Iran. This
dangerous, albeit unpredictable, game was
started and continued by U.S. and French
Presidents (Trump and Emmanuel Macron)
in year 2017.
The fact is that the only reason for the
crisis has been the departure of the United
States from an international agreement.
On the other hand, Donald Trump’s government has imposed sanctions against
Iran, which has shown little commitment
to international treaties. In such a situation, the White House must return to the
nuclear deal in the direction of the exit
from the swamp, and the United States
must also lift its sanctions against Iran
and offset the damage that has occurred
in the last year. The Trump government
should also apologize to the international
community on leaving the JCPOA.
The Islamic Republic now sends a firm
and clear message to the west, exactly 18
mounts after U.S. president, Donald Trump
unilaterally withdrew from its nuclear deal
with Iran.At this point, it seems that Iran has
made a wise decision. Over the last year, the
European troika has not only done anything
to revive the nuclear deal or bring any kind of
benefit to the Iranian nation, but they have
actually backed up US by developing new
plans to undermine Iran’s “missile work”,
and diminish its “power in the region” as
well as its “nuclear technology”.
Elysée officials are well aware of Instex’s
inefficiency. They are also well aware that
due to US policies and pressure from the
White House, it is virtually impossible
for Instex to work. Therefore Jean-Yves
Le Drian and other French officials are
trying to convey the wrong and inaccurate address to public opinion around the
world! France, which has falsely called
itself a “mediator” for resolving the Iranian
nuclear crisis, is one of the pillars of the
Trump administration in the international
system. A bitter truth that many French
people have accepted!

Maduro says U.S., Colombia prepare provocation, mobilizes Venezuelan army
Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro said he
had information that Colombia and the United
States were planning a provocation on the Bolivarian Republic’s Western border and called
on all staff of the country’s armed forces to be
prepared for battle.
“I have information that Colombia, together
with the U.S. Southern Command are planning
to launch another provocation at the Venezuelan
border with Colombia. All staff of Venezuela’s
armed forces must be combat ready,” Maduro
stated on Friday during his meeting with the
country’s transportation employees broadcast
via Twitter, RIA Novosti reported.
The president added that the provocations

served to incite a military conflict on the Venezuela-Colombia border in order to draw attention away from the protests taking place
in Colombia.
Earlier in September, Maduro announced
large-scale military exercises on the country’s
Western border with Colombia, saying its
neighbour presented a level orange security
threat.
The two neighbouring nations regularly accuse
each other of supporting anti-government forces.
The political crisis in Venezuela intensified
earlier in January when merely two weeks after Maduro’s inauguration for his second term,
opposition lawmaker Juan Guaido illegally pro-

claimed himself “interim president” and called
on citizens to help him take power in the country.
Guaido immediately received support from the
United States and some Latin American countries,
including Colombia, while Maduro accused him
of trying to stage a coup in Venezuela with the
help of the U.S.
He also accused Bogota of being behind the
plot to overthrow and assassinate him.
While Guaido was endorsed as “president” by
the U.S. and Colombia, a number of countries,
including Russia and China, have said they only
recognise Maduro as the legitimate president
of Venezuela.
(Source: FNA)

Turkey repatriates 2 foreign ISIL terrorists to Belgium

Turkey repatriated two foreign terrorist fighters
to Belgium on Friday, said the Interior Ministry.
On Twitter, the Turkish ministry said the Belgian nationals were sent back to their countries
of origin as part of Turkey’s ramped-up efforts
to repatriate foreign terrorist fighters.
The two terrorists, Fatima B. and Rahma B.,
were jailed in Antwerp upon their arrival in Belgium on late Friday, the Office of Belgian Federal
Prosecutor said in a statement.
The statement added that the authorities had
issued arrest warrant in default for Fatima B.
on May 18, 2015 and for Rahma B. on June 27,
2019, over terror ties.
Meanwhile, Turkey’s Interior Minister Suleyman Soylu announced on Thursday that 11
French national members of the Daesh/ISIL
terror group will be sent back to their countries
of origin early December.
“This week we will carry out repatriations to

Tehran Times/ Shahab Ghayoumi

PERSPECTIVE

did not do so, it would be “the beginning
of the end of Iraq”.
Over the past week, an escalation of
violence took the lives of more than 60
people, with many victims shot dead with
live ammunition. Since the start of the protests in early October, some 400 people
have died. Demonstrators have demanded
the resignation of the government and a
complete overhaul of the political system.
They have also called for an end to foreign
interference in Iraqi political affairs.
13

Belgium and Ireland on Friday and Saturday,”
Soylu had said.
Several European countries have resisted
Turkey’s efforts to repatriate Daesh/ISIL terrorists, but Turkey has vowed to press forward.
Since recognizing Daesh/ISIL as a terror group
in 2013, Turkey has been attacked by terrorists
numerous times, including 10 suicide bombings,
seven bombings and four armed attacks which
killed 315 people and injured hundreds.
In response to the attacks, Turkey launched
anti-terror operations at home and abroad,
neutralizing 3,500 Daesh/ISIL terrorists and
arresting 5,500.
Previously on November Turkey deported
two captured Western members of the Daesh
Takfiri terrorist group despite unwillingness of
the countries of origin.
Turkish Interior Ministry spokesman Ismail
Catakli said one American and one German member

of the terrorist group were sent back on Monday.
“Efforts to identify the nationalities of foreign
fighters captured in Syria have been completed,
with their interrogations 90% finished and the
relevant countries notified,” Catakli was cited as
saying by the state-run Anadolu news agency.
“The process of repatriating foreign fighters to
their countries will continue with determination.”
Turkish sources say about two dozen other
members to be deported in the coming days
were all European, including a Dane expected
to be sent abroad later on Monday, as well as
two Irish nationals, nine other Germans and 11
French citizens.
Last week, Turkish Interior Minister Suleyman Soylu reiterated that Turkey would surely
send captured members of Daesh back to their
countries of origin even if those countries have
stripped them of citizenship.
(Source: Anadolu)

Navy
unveils four
homegrown
military
equipment
TEHRAN – The Iranian Navy has unveiled four
homegrown military equipment, with the aim
of boosting the force’s defense power.
In a ceremony on Saturday attended by Navy
Chief Rear Admiral Hossein Khanzadi, the Navy
officially unveiled the unmanned aerial vehicle
“Pelikan 2” and the naval mine “Sadaf 2”, Mehr
reported.
The navigation system “Soren” and the precision guided bomb “Balaban” were also unveiled
during the ceremony.
3

ARTICLE
Ramin Hossein Abadian
Mehr News Agency
journalist

What scenario has
infiltrators started
in Iraq?

I

raq has recently witnessed many incidents, one of which is attack on the
Iranian consulate in Najaf by rioters.
The latest reports indicate that the rioters
were not natives of Najaf.
According to Iraqi police, more than 50
security forces were killed in the attack on the
Islamic Republic of Iran’s consulate in Najaf.
The Governor of Najaf, Luay al-Yassiry,
condemned the attack on Iran’s consulate
in Najaf, saying that Iraq will foil the plot in
the country. At the same time, Baghdad’s
government also reacted officially to the
attack by the rioters.
The Iraqi Foreign Ministry also issued
a statement condemning the attack on
Iran’s consulate and said that the rioters
aim to undermine the historic ties between
the two countries. The statement urged
Iraqi protesters to be aware of those who
intend to exploit the demonstrations.
As the Iraqi government has stated,
the main goal of agitators who provoked
attack on the consulate is to undermine
the strategic Baghdad-Tehran ties.
However, the position of Iraq’s government shows that rioters’ action did not
have the slightest impact on the relations
between the two countries. Iran’s ambassador to Iraq, Iraj Masjedi, rejected the
claims that Iraqi people were involved in
the attack and reiterated the strong ties
between Baghdad and Tehran.
The Saudis appear to have formally and
publicly backed anti-Iran riot acts in Iraq.
In this regard, the Saudi Ambassador to
Egypt, Osama al-Nuqali, said in his insolent
remarks that the Iranians should expect
more reactions and what will happen next
will not be less than the recent attack. This
comment suggests the possibility of Saudi
Arabia’s involvement in the act of sabotage.
The attack on the Iranian consulate in
Najaf was not the end of recent incidents.
The infiltrators have even threated that
they will attack offices of Marjas in the city.
Following the threats by the infiltrators,
the PMF (Popular Mobilization Forces)
have been widely deployed in Najaf. The
deputy chairman of the PMF, Abu Mahdi al-Muhandis, emphasized the decisive
support for Ayatollah Sistani, saying that
the PMF forces are under the command
of the religious authority.
13
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P O L I T I C S
Salehi: Iran views IAEA
inspector’s act as ‘industrial
sabotage’
P O L I T I C A L TEHRAN – Nuclear chief Ali Akbar Salehi
d
e
s
k has said Iran views the conduct of an IAEA
inspector who was carrying suspicious material while entering
the Natanz nuclear enrichment site as an “industrial sabotage”.
In early November Iran confirmed that it had prevented an
inspector from the International Atomic Energy Agency from
accessing the site because she was carrying suspicious material.
“The Agency’s inspectors must be checked while entering Iran’s
sites and in this check the devices showed that one of the inspectors
was carrying suspicious material,” Salehi told the Youth Journalists
Club in interview published on Saturday.
Salehi said when the inspector was asked about the issue “her
answers were not convincing and not acceptable.”
Salehi, a nuclear scientist, said some other things happened
that “I cannot reveal their details.”
All these events were “documented” and “filmed” but since the
inspector enjoyed diplomatic immunity “we could not hold her,”
director of the Atomic Energy Organization of Iran explained.
Referring to the history of malicious moves against Iran’s nuclear work in the past, he said
the West used Stuxnet virus against the Iranian nuclear industry,
committed industrial sabotage, and sold faulty equipment to Iran.
“We see the recent act by the Agency’s inspector is in line with
those measures.”

New IAEA chief says he wants
‘constructive’ relation with Iran
By staff and agency
Rafael Grossi, the new director general of the International Atomic
Energy Agency, has said that he wants to develop a constructive
relationship with the Iranians.
In an interview with NHK
published on Saturday, he said
he will take a fair stance on Iran.
Rafael Grossi is set to take
office as director general of
the UN nuclear watchdog on
Tuesday. The agency’s board
appointed him to the post in
October, following the death
of the previous chief Yukiya
Amano in July.
Foreign Ministry spokesman
Abbas Mousavi said on October
31 that Iran is ready to expand
cooperation with the IAEA based
on “mutual trust” and adoption
of a professional approach by
the UN nuclear body.
“The Islamic Republic of Iran is ready to maintain and expand
constructive interaction and cooperation with the agency based on
mutual respect and professional precision and neutrality of this
institution,” he said in a message, congratulating appointment
of Grossi as the director general of the IAEA.
Mousavi expressed hope that Grossi would fulfil his international
duties professionally and with adopting an independent position.

Saudis would like to see Iraq
‘hostile’ to Iran: Analyst
(Press TV) — The recent unrest over popular economic demands
that has wreaked chaos in Iraq has roots in the American occupation and the interference of U.S. allies in the region, a political
analyst says, adding that Saudi Arabia hates to see any government
in Baghdad being close to Iran.
Elijah Magnier, a journalist and political commentator from
Brussels, made the remark during the Friday edition of PressTV’s
The Debate program, while commenting on Iraqi Prime Minister
Adel Abdul-Mahdi’s intention to resign.
Earlier this month, Iraqi Defense Minister Najah al-Shammari
told France 24’s Arabic-language channel that a “third party” was
behind shootings targeting demonstrators.
A few months ago, the Lebanese Arabic-language daily newspaper
al-Akhbar reported that Iraqi security sources have uncovered a
plan seeking to install a military strongman favored by the U.S. by
creating a power vacuum in the country.
“The Saudis don’t want to see Iraqis close to Iran, they don’t
want to see Iraqis supporting Iran… The Saudis would like to see a
governing system in Iraq that is very hostile to Iran and is ready to
support whatever the Americans want to support and to pay any
amount of money to achieve this objective,” Magnier told Press
TV on Friday.
Asked whether the United States and its regional allies, such as
Saudi Arabia and Israel, have plans to exploit Iraq’s oil resources,
Magnier said they intend to press on with that objective through
destabilizing Iraq.
“The Americans are trying to inject very small amount of support
by using people who are very trained in manipulating protesters and
directing them whatever they want because an unstable Iraq and
unstable Lebanon and Syria forge into the plan of Americans to spoil
a stable region, particularly when these countries are considered
the allies of Iran in the area,” the political analyst said.
Kevin Barrett, an American author and scholar, the other panelist invited to The Debate program, said the resignation of the
Iraqi premier was rooted in the United States’ dissatisfaction with
his political policies.
“One of the major reasons that this destabilization of Abdul-Mahdi’s government happened was that U.S. occupation,
which still has a lot of power in Iraq, and its partners, the Saudis and the Israelis, were displeased with some of Abdul-Mahdi’s
policies,” Barrett said
He touched on the Iraqi prime minister speaking out against
Israeli attacks on his country and the destruction of warehouses of
the Iraqi pro-government Popular Mobilization Units, as well as
his independent policies, such as Baghdad’s plans to buy S-400s
from Russia and buying infrastructure from China.
“One of the main purposes of invading, occupying and destroying
Iraq was break it up and prevent this central government in Baghdad
from continuing to use Iraq’s resources for the benefit of its own
people,” Barrett added.
Nearly two months of protests have, primarily, rocked the capital
city of Baghdad and southern areas of Iraq.
The rallies have, however, turned into violent confrontations on
numerous occasions, with reports alleging that certain foreign-backed
elements have been seeking to wreak havoc in the country.
Since October 1 more than 300 people have been killed in the
country, according to the Iraqi parliament’s human rights commission.
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Araqchi: Iran, China utilizing new
paths to reinvigorate economic ties
P O L I T I C A L TEHRAN – The Iranian
d
e
s
k deputy foreign minister for
political affairs said upon arrival at Beijing
airport on Saturday that Tehran and Beijing
are utilizing new techniques to enhance mutual economic cooperation.
“New paths have been found. We are returning to a stable economic situation regarding ties with China but we first should
remove some barriers to upgrade economic
relations between the two friendly nations,”
Seyed Abbas Araqchi said.
He further said that his visit to Beijing,
which is taking place upon a request by his
Chinese counterpart, is aimed at pursuing
regular diplomatic consultation between the
two sides regarding the Joint Comprehensive
Plan of Action (JCPOA).
China is a party to the JCPOA, the official
name for the 2015 nuclear deal.
The other signatories to deal are Russia,
the U.S. and the three European states of
France, Britain and Germany. However,
Donald Trump withdrew the U.S. from the
agreement in May 2018 and reinstituted
previous sanctions and imposed new ones.
“Since the beginning of the JCPOA negotiations, we have held continuous consultation
meetings with our friendly countries of China
and Russia.”
‘Shocks of U.S. JCPOA exit have
subsided’
Araqchi also said the economic shocks
caused by the U.S. unilateral withdrawal from
the JCPOA has subsided, therefore Tehran
and Beijing enjoy expanding relations in all
arenas.

The top diplomat added, “The JCPOA as
an important international deal is not now
in a suitable condition and Iran does not
enjoy its interest under the deal due to the
U.S. withdrawal and lack of intention by the
remaining signatories (France, Britani and
Germany) to the deal to fulfill their undertakings.”
Araqchi said Tehran is assessing the situation in consultation with Russia and China
ahead of the joint commission meeting of
the JCPOA.
“Following Iran’s decision to modify its
obligations under the JCPOA, the deal now
is in a situation based on which we must
have more serious consultations with our

friends (Russia and China). Next Friday the
joint commission of the JCPOA, based on
a preplanned program, is to be held, so we
decided to review the committee’s agenda
along with our friends before the Friday
meeting to achieve a closer joint stance.”
Iran has started to gradually reduce its
commitments under the JCPOA in response
to the abrogation of the deal by United States
and a failure by the Europeans to honor their
commitments
So far, the Atomic Energy Organization
of Iran (AEOI) has taken four steps to cut
back commitments in accordance with paragraph 36 of the JCPOA which “allows one
side, under certain circumstances, to stop

complying with the deal if the other side is
out of compliance.”
On May 8, exactly one year after the U.S.
abandoned the deal, Tehran announced that
its “strategic patience” is over and began
to partially reduce its commitments to the
agreement at bi-monthly intervals.
In the first stage, Iran announced that
it will not limit its stockpile of the nuclear
fuel to 300 kilograms allowed under the
deal. On that date (May 8) Iran’s Supreme
National Security Council (SNSC) said if the
remaining parties to the JCPOA, especially
Europeans, devise a mechanism to protect
Iran from the sanctions’ effect in the twomonth deadline it will reverse its decision.
But since European parties missed the
deadline, on July 7 Iran announced that it
has started enriching uranium to a higher
purity than the 3.67%, thereby starting the
second step.
Again, as Europe missed the second 60day deadline, Iran moved to take the third
step, removing a ban on nuclear research
and development (R&D).
In the latest step, which was done on
November 6, Iran started injecting uranium
gas into 1,044 centrifuges at the Fordow
nuclear site. It was done at the presence of
inspectors from the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA).
This happened again after the Europeans
failed to take concrete steps to save the
JCPOA.
Iran has said lifting ban on its oil export
and financial transactions are the main
conditions to reverse its decision.

Senior officials study details of next year’s budget

P O L I T I C A L TEHRAN — In a session
d
e
s
k of the Supreme Council of
Economic Coordination on Saturday, President
Hassan Rouhani, Majlis Speaker Ali Larijani
and Judiciary Chief Ebrahim Raeisi discussed
details of the budget for the next Iranian calendar year.
The next Iranian calendar year starts on
March 21, 2020.
The top officials also exchanged views on
sources of income and also effects of reforming
the budget.
In a session of the council in November,
the heads of three branches of government
discussed revising structure of the tax system.
In a session of the council on September 21,
Rouhani said that revenues of a planned increase
in fuel prices should be given to low-income
people and those with fixed income.
“Revenues of increase in fuel price should
be given to low-income people to make up for
reduction in their purchasing power because
of fluctuations in inflation,” he said.

In another session on September 14, it was
agreed to give more authority to the central
bank to control the foreign currency market.
On August 31, the council approved regulations to implement oil projects.
In a session of the council on August 10,
Rouhani said that solving problems must be
the main objective of policymaking and deci-

sion-making.
Rouhani said his administration is making efforts to resolve the people’s economic
problems.
To counter the effects of sanctions, the
government is taking compensatory measures.
During a session of the council on July 27,
four strategies to compensate for budget deficit

were approved.
Transferring government’s assets, using
forex reserves, selling Islamic bonds, and
withdrawing 450 trillion rials (about $10.714
billion) from the National Development Fund
(NDF) were the four strategies approved at
that session.
During a session of the council on July 13,
the amendments to the national budget plan
for the current calendar year were approved.
The generalities of a modified budget plan,
which has been restructured in line with the
country’s “resistance economy”, were approved.
The modifications consist of four major parts,
which are “sustainable revenue resources”, “effective expenditure”, “promoting stability, development and justice” as well as “fundamental
modifications of budgetary system”.
They are aimed at reducing the country’s
dependence on oil money and promoting
economic stability under the umbrella term
“resistance economy” ordered by Leader of the
Islamic Revolution Ayatollah Ali Khamenei.

UK expresses concern over attack on
Iran’s consulate in Najaf

Diplomat hopes INSTEX would be
implemented as six more countries join in

P O L I T I C A L TEHRAN — British
d
e
s
k Foreign
Secretary
Dominic Raab has expressed concern over
attack on Iran’s consulate in the Iraqi city
of Najaf, Iranian Ambassador to London
Hamid Baeidinejad said in tweet on Friday.
A group of rioters stormed into the
Islamic Republic’s diplomatic mission
in Najaf on Wednesday and set it ablaze.
They also replaced the Iranian flag with
an Iraqi one. Reportedly, the consulate
had already been evacuated of its staff.
Iraqi Foreign Minister Mohammad Ali
al-Hakim has apologized to the Islamic
Republic.
During a phone call on Thursday, Hakim
told Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad
Zarif that his country was committed to
protecting Iran’s diplomatic missions and
their staff in Iraq, according to Press TV.
This is the second attack on an Iranian
diplomatic mission in Iraq after its office in
the Shia holy city of Karbala was attacked
last month.
Iranian Ambassador to Baghdad Iraj
Masjedi said on Thursday that the attack
was aimed at damaging relations between
Iran and Iraq.
“Definitely, the objective behind setting
fire on Iran’s consulate in Najaf is damaging

P O L I T I C A L TEHRAN — Iranian
d
e
s
k Deputy
Foreign
Minister for Political Affairs Abbas
Araghchi said on Saturday that he hopes
the Instrument in Support of Trade
Exchanges (INSTEX) would become
operational as six more European
countries join the financial mechanism.
His comments came as Belgium,
Denmark, Finland, the Netherlands,
Norway and Sweden issued a joint
statement on Friday announcing
becoming shareholders of INSTEX.
In an interview with IRNA
correspondent in Beijing on Saturday,
Araghchi said the European countries’
action in joining INSTEX is “valuable”.
INSTEX has been designed by the
European Union to facilitate legitimate
trade with Tehran. It was introduced
on January 31 by France, Germany and
Britain, the three countries party to the
2015 nuclear deal. It was introduced
long after the U.S. imposed sanctions
on Iran and threatened to punish any
country or company that does business
with Iran.
It is supposed to be a financial channel
and a special mechanism for transferring
money in spite of U.S. sanctions on

good and brotherly relations between the
two neighboring countries of Iran and Iraq
by certain foreign and internal elements in
Iraq,” the ambassador remarked.
Masjedi noted that good relations between Iran and Iraq have made certain
countries in the region angry.
He called on the Iranian people to practice self-restraint, noting that actions done
by the limited number of rioters do not
reflect actions of the Iraqi people.
Iran’s Foreign Ministry spokesman
Abbas Mousavi has expressed disgust at
the attack and urged the Iraqi government
to “take responsible, decisive and effective action against destructive agents and
aggressors.”
“Iran has officially communicated its
strong protest to Iraq’s ambassador in
Tehran,” Press TV quoted him as saying
on Thursday.

Iran. Its objective is to facilitate Iran’s
transactions with European companies.
“The fact that the European countries
are serious about having INSTEX as a
business mechanism to keep economic
relations with Iran and finding a way
in order for Iran to have economic
interaction with Europeans despite the
United States’ sanctions is very valuable,”
said Araqchi.
Araqchi served as a senior negotiator
in crafting the 2015 nuclear deal,
officially known as the JCPOA, with the
other parties, which includes the five
permanent members of the UN Security
Council (China, Russia, Britain, France
and the U.S.) Germany and the European
Union. However, the U.S., under President
Donald Trump, abandoned the deal and
reinstituted sanctions on Iran.
“I believe even in state of sanctions,
INSTEX can cover almost 20 percent of
Iran’s economic relations,” Araqchi stated.
Araghchi said on November 11
that INSTEX has not been yet fully
implemented.
During a meeting with a group of
Austrian MPs in Tehran on April 29, he
criticized European delay in implementing
its special mechanism to save the JCPOA.

France welcomes six European countries’ decision to join INSTEX

P O L I T I C A L TEHRAN – French Foreign Minister
d
e
s
k Jean-Yves Le Drian has welcomed six
European countries’ decision to join the Instrument
in Support of Trade Exchanges (INSTEX).
Belgium, Denmark, Finland, the Netherlands, Norway and Sweden issued a joint statement on Friday
announcing becoming shareholders of INSTEX.
In a tweet on Friday, Le Drian said that the six
European countries made an important decision to
join INSTEX.
He also said that the Europeans are strongly committed to support the 2015 nuclear deal, officially
known as the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action.
The statement issued by the six European countries

says, “In light of the continuous European support for
the agreement and the ongoing efforts to implement
the economic part of it and to facilitate legitimate
trade between Europe and Iran, we are now in the
process of becoming shareholders of the Instrument
in Support of Trade Exchanges (INSTEX) subject to
completion of national procedures. INSTEX was established by France, Germany and the United Kingdom
in January 2019.”
It added, “The nuclear agreement was unanimously
endorsed by the UN Security Council and is as a key
instrument for the global non-proliferation regime
and a major contribution to stability in the region.”
INSTEX has been designed by the European Un-

ion to facilitate legitimate trade with Tehran. It was
introduced on January 31 by France, Germany and
Britain, the three countries party to the nuclear deal.
It was introduced long after the U.S. imposed sanctions on Iran and threatened to punish any country
or company that does business with Iran.
INSTEX is supposed to be a financial channel and
a special mechanism for transferring money in spite
of U.S. sanctions on Iran. Its objective is to facilitate
Iran’s transactions with European companies.
On March 20, Iran’s central bank governor Abdolnaser Hemmati announced that a mechanism similar
to INSTEX has been registered in Iran, officially called
the Special Trade and Finance Institute (STFI).
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Intelligence Ministry says arsonists
backed by Iran International TV arrested
P O L I T I C A L

TEHRAN — The Inteld
e
s
k ligence Ministry says it
has arrested those who implemented the
Iran International TV’s order to set fire to
public and private property in different
Iranian provinces.
In a statement on Saturday, the ministry said the individuals were identified
and arrested while trying to set fire to
public and private property in order to
intensify the unrest, Mehr reported.
Protests erupted in some cities in Iran
against increasing gasoline price. In certain cases, the protests turned violent as
some rioters clashed with police, using
knives and guns.
Rioters damaged public and private
property and put banks and state buildings on fire.
Last week, the Iranian embassy in London said it had filed a complaint against
the London-based anti-Iran TV channels.
Ambassador Hamid Baeidinejad said
the TV channels, which also include Iran

International, incite protestors to resort
to violence and also broadcast false re-

ports about rallies against the rise in
gasoline price.

“Our country’s embassy in London has
filed complaint against Persian language
anti-Iran TV channels of Iran International, BBC Persian and Manoto TV to
Ofcom, because of the biased distortion
of the recent incidents in Iran and also
their invitation for the spread of violence,”
Baeidinejad tweeted last Friday.
In another case last year, Baeidinejad
said Ofcom was pursuing the embassy’s
lawsuit against Iran International.
The lawsuit was filed over the channel’s
support for a terrorist group involved in
an attack on a military parade in Ahvaz.
Iran International broadcast an interview
with the spokesman of the al-Ahwaziya
terrorist group after the incident.
The station is believed to be directly
supported by the royal Saudi court.
The Guardian cited a source close
to the Saudi government as saying that
Iran International receives an estimated $250m from the Saudi royal court
each year.

Military aide says Leader has foiled U.S.-Israeli evil policies

P O L I T I C A L

TEHRAN — The leadership of Ayad
e
s
k tollah Ali Khamenei in the fight against
Takfiri terrorists has foiled the evil polices adopted
by Israel, the U.S. and their regional servants, says a

top military aide.
“The victories of nations in Iraq, Syria, Lebanon
and Yemen are the fruits of the Resistance Front,”
Major General Yahya Rahim Safavi said on Saturday,
Fars reported.
He pointed to the decline of the hegemons’ power
in the world, saying the world is moving in a path that
would lead to the dominance of oppressed nations over
the oppressors and the arrogant.
Rahim Safavi said with the victory of the Islamic
Revolution and the Holy Defense (Iraq’s war against Iran
in the 1980s), the global arrogance was defeated and
the way to overcome arrogant powers have been paved.
The Islamic Revolution in Iran created a new Islamic
civilization and the new Islamic civilization will form
the source of the Islamic world’s power in the current
century, he added.

He also said no revolution in the world has been as
powerful as the Islamic Revolution.
In remarks earlier on November, Ayatollah Khamenei said the U.S. enmity against Tehran dates back to a
Washington-sponsored coup against the legal government
of Iran in 1953, noting that the U.S. in now weaker than
that time but more “barbaric and flagrant”.
“The wolfish U.S. has certainly become weaker, but in
the meantime, it has become more barbaric and flagrant,”
the Leader said, adding, “The Islamic Republic of Iran,
in response, has blocked the entire ways on U.S. return
and influence via mighty defense and logical rejection
of any talks (with the White House).”
Noting that the United States has never been trustworthy, the Leader said, “The government which was
overthrown (in the 1953 coup), in fact, was hit by the
stick of reliance on the great Satan (the U.S.).”

‘Some say enemies may have infiltrated into management system in
view of the way gas price rise implemented’
P O L I T I C A L

TEHRAN — Head of
d
e
s
k Iran’s Civil Defense Organization said on Saturday that the Intelligence
Ministry is responsible for investigation into
a possible infiltration of enemies into the
management system regarding implementation of rise in gas price.
The general said the plan was conducted
very badly.
“The plan was implemented so badly that
some people believe that the enemies had
possibly have infiltrated into the country’s
management system.”
He further said that the Intelligence Ministry must come to a conclusion and release
its findings regarding such a possibility.
“We had the background of implementing subsidy law, and based on that and
regarding the society’s condition we could
decide in a better way to convince the public
opinion for implementation of the plan to

increase gas price to prevent its aftermath
incidents,” Jalali opined.
On November 15, the government increased
the gasoline price. However, the legitimate
public protests against the price increase were
directed at sowing chaos through targeted
attacks on public and private properties,
forcing law enforcement forces to step in
to stop saboteurs.

Early estimates of an intelligence body
showed that a sum of nearly 87,000 protesters and rioters had taken part in protest rallies and gatherings when the price
increase went into effect.
A large number of protesters, who over
93% of them were men, had only been present in the gathering centers and avoided
joining the rioters.
“The identical methods of the main core
of violent rioters discloses that they are fully
trained individuals who have been prepared
and looking forward to the situation to riot,
unlike most people who have been taken off
guard by the sudden hike in gas price,” the
intelligence report said.
It showed that gatherings had been
comprised of 50 to 1,500 people in 100
places in the country out of a number of
1,080 major towns and cities. The report
said violent raids and damage inflicted on

properties are larger than what happened
in the February 2018 unrest.
Most cases of damage to properties had
happened in Khuzestan, Tehran, Fars and
Kerman provinces.
The report said most casualties had resulted from armed attacks on gas stations
and military centers. A number of police and
Basiji forces were martyred in the attacks.
Nearly 1,000 people were arrested across
the country while over 100 banks and 57
big stores were set on fire or plundered in
just one province.
The Intelligence Ministry announced in
a statement last week that it had identified
several rioters who misused the protest rallies.
“The main culprits behind the riots…
have been identified and proper measures
are being adopted and the honorable nation
will be informed about its result later,” the
statement said.

Navy unveils four homegrown military equipment
1
Pelikan 2 is a sophisticated long-range drone,
suitable for naval patrol and reconnaissance missions.
Sadaf 2 has been designed and developed for defensive
missions against the surface and subsurface vessels, with
a maximum depth of 100 meters.
Soren will be used to detect any single change in the
geographic position of the marine vessels without any
need to the GPS.
Balaban is a smart bomb with controllable fins that
extend its range, and is equipped with the Inertial Navigation System (INS) and Global Positioning System
(GPS) guidance system which boost its precision.
Damavand destroyer will be equipped with
the Eagle Eye radar: Khanzadi
Rear Admiral Khanzadi said the Damavand destroyer
will be equipped with the Eagle Eye radar.
The Damavand destroyer has been redesigned ac-

cording to the Caspian Sea conditions, Khanzadi said.
Damavand joined the Iranian Navy in the Caspian Sea

in March 2015 and the Iranian officials have announced
it will rejoin the naval forces in the Caspian Sea after
it had an accident while docking in the Caspian Sea in
January 2018.
Khanzadi also said the Be’sat submarine, which weighs
more than 3,000 tons, will also be equipped with vertical
launch missiles.
The designing of Be’sat and its detailed modular
designing has been finished, he said, adding that constructing the new homegrown submarine will begin
as early as the next Iranian calendar year (starting
on March 21, 2020).
Earlier this week, Khanzadi pointed to the force’s great
strides in expanding its aerial and naval capabilities,
saying the Navy is working round the clock to upgrade the
equipment and the force “will soon witness the addition
of long-range drones aboard its warships.”

Foreign institutions exaggerating death toll in Iran unrest: deputy interior minister
1
The Interior Ministry official said the
prosecutor’s office will present a report about
the number of those killed.
“The prosecutor’s office will announced
the exact death toll base on report by the
country’s department of forensic medicine,”
he told a press conference.
Human rights watchdog Amnesty International has updated the number of confirmed
deaths, putting the number at 161.
Protests erupted in Iran on November
15 after the government announced an increase in the price of gasoline, a subsidized
commodity that is still cheaper in Iran than
other countries in the world.
The proceeds from price increase is paid
in form of cash subsidies to 60 million Iranians, who account for about 75 percent of
the population.
The rationed gasoline, which is 60 liters per month, is priced 1500 tomans (35
cents) and any amount beyond that is 3000

tomans (70 cents).
The calculation is based on the official
rate of 4200 tomans per dollar. However,
the value of dollar, due to the U.S. president’s
strategy of “maximum pressure” against Iran,
is almost 2.5 times higher in the free market.
Following peaceful protests against the
implementation of the gas price rise plan, a
number of rioters in certain cities damaged
public and private properties and set banks,
gas stations and state-owned buildings on fire.
To control the situation, Iran blocked access
to the internet for days. However, most of the
country’s internet access has been restored.
Interior Minister Abdolreza Rahmani Fazli
said on Tuesday that 731 banks and 70 gas
stations were set ablaze or damaged during
the recent unrest in the country.
“The rioters torched 731 banks to create
problems,” Rahmani Fazli said. “Also, they
damaged and/or torched 140 public places, 70 gas stations and 9 religious centers

and burned 307 automobiles and 1076
motorcycles.”
Registration of parliament hopefuls starts on Sunday
Orf also told reporters that registration of
candidates for the February parliamentary
election will begin on Sunday.
“Registration of hopefuls for the 11th
Majlis election and midterm election of the
Assembly of Experts will kick off on Sunday, December 1st, and it will continue till
December 7th nationwide.”

The parliamentary elections will be held
on February 21. Candidates should first be
confirmed by the Guardian Council before they
can officially run for a seat in the parliament.
Orf, who also serves as the head of the
Interior Ministry elections headquarters, said
the staff have been trained for registration
and related works.
“The entire staff, responsible for implementation of the elections, including
2,000 governors and district governors,
have been trained… as our collogues went
to the provinces and trained relevant staff,”
he explained.
“On Thursday we staged an online executive exercise in the Interior Ministry and
contacted the entire governorships to review
and resolve their problems,” Orf stated.
Majlis, also known as the Islamic Consultative Assembly, is made up of 290 parliamentarians.
The MPs are elected for a four-year term.
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Parliament speaker says will
not run for re-election
P O L I T I C A L

TEHRAN — Majlis Speaker Ali Larijani says
d
e
s
k he will not run for re-election in the upcoming
parliamentary elections.
“I represented the noble people of Qom for three terms,
which has been an honor for me,” Larijani said on Saturday,
according to ILNA.
“However, in general, I do not have any plans to be present
in the next Majlis (parliament),” he added.
Parliamentary elections will be held on Feb. 21, 2020 with
the approval of the Guardian Council

The midterm elections of the Assembly of Experts will also be
held on the same date in Tehran, Khorsan Razavi, North Khorasan,
Fars and Qom provinces.
Under Article 99 of Iran’s Constitution, the responsibility to
supervise elections lays with the Guardian Council.
The body consists of six theologians appointed by the Leader
and six jurists nominated by the Judiciary and approved by
parliament.

U.S. still short of evidence against
detained Iranian scientist
TEHRAN (FNA) — The U.S. government has not yet collected
any evidence against Dr. Masoud Soleimani, a renowned Iranian
scientist who has been detained by the FBI in the last 13 months,
an official at Tarbiat Modares University in Tehran said, adding
that relevant ministries of the Islamic Republic are pursuing the
case to expedite the professor’s release.
“Given the ongoing follow-up of the Ministry of Science,
Research and Technology and Ministry of Health and Medical
Education, we look forward to receiving the American Judicial
System’s decision regarding the Iranian scientist case,” Director
of Public Relations at Tarbiat Modares University Mohammad
Hassan Nosrati said.
“The case of the university professor who has been jailed by
the U.S. authorities is incomplete after a year due to lack of evidence and has been sent to court for the final verdict,” he added.
In a statement released last month, Dr. Mahnaz Rabeie, Soelimani’s wife, along with other members of his family, said the
researcher has remained incarcerated in the U.S. for one year
without any adequate evidence to convict him.
According to the statement, Soleimani, the full professor
and head of the Hematology Department at Tarbiat Modares
University was selected as an outstanding faculty member of
the year in 2015. He also won recognition as being among the
top 1% scientists and researchers on the basis of ISI (Thomson
Scientific Institute) in the same year.
Soleimani arrived in the U.S. on October, 22, 2018 with a
visa issued upon an invitation by the Mayo Clinic in Minnesota
to lead a research program on the treatment of stroke patients.
He was, however, arrested by the FBI upon arrival at the Chicago airport. His visa was canceled and he was transferred to a
jail in Atlanta, Georgia.
Soleimani’s whereabouts remained unknown for up to a week
until the Chicago airport police claimed that the professor had
returned to Iran on a Qatari flight, said the statement.
“It was a failed attempt that ultimately just revealed the deliberate U.S. move to pretend that Dr. Soleimani is ‘disappeared’
in order to distract the pursuit process. Now, Professor Masoud
Soleimani has been held in prison for almost a year without charge
and trial. This young scholar, who had no negative or unlawful
acts records in his life, was not allowed to be released on bail till
his trial. This as his scientific endeavors and research have always
been transparent and helpful to humanity, and his conduct and
actions are in a very humane and respected way at prison according
to the prisoners and guards,” read the statement.
His family also voiced worries about Soleimani’s “poor” mental
and physical condition in jail, saying he is suffering from chronic
irritable bowel syndrome, has lost 15 kilograms and suffers from
severe vision loss.
The statement added that numerous attempts by his family
as well as the Interests Section of the Islamic Republic of Iran in
the US to provide him with the much-needed medications have
been unsuccessful.
Soleimani’s family condemned the U.S. government’s hostile act.
“[We] believe the abuse of nationals to oppress their government is an inhumane act and a clear example of human rights
violation. The conspiracy by the US government and Mayo Clinic
to set up and arrest a scientist, who is expert in his field (stem
cells) and has stepped in to help hard-to-cure patients around
the world was a purposeful movement, especially when we see
he has authored numerous articles in the field. This move is
meant to keep a non-American scientist away from science and
advancement.”
No sensible person, the family said, approves of this “biased
and inhumane behavior.”
They demanded that the United States, as a country which
claims to advocate human rights and justice, release Soleimani
as soon as possible. Insisting on the researcher’s innocence, they
stated that had there been any evidence against him, his trial
would not have been adjourned for a year.
“We call on Iranian and non-Iranian scholars and scientists
to protest against the U.S. government and its anti-human rights
policies to avoid recurrence of such cases. We also urge them to
demand the U.S. government and its legal system to immediately
release Professor Masoud Soleimani.,” added the statement.
They also urged the government of Iran to pursue this process
more seriously, adding that the case did not receive due attention
initially and was examined only after six months.
“Meanwhile, the unfortunate death of his mother following the
shock of her son’s arrest, made Dr. Masoud Soleimani’s wish to
visit his mother unattainable forever,” part of the statement read.
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Tehran to host Iran-Oman Joint
Economic Committee meeting
E C O N O M Y TEHRAN – Tehran is going to host the next
d
e
s
k Iran-Oman Joint Economic Committee meeting
in the current Iranian calendar month of Azar (ends on December
21), Portal of Iran Chamber of Commerce, Industries, Mines and
Agriculture (ICCIMA) reported.
The decision was announced on Saturday during a ceremony
which was held by ICCIMA on the occasion of the end of Omani
Ambassador Saud bin Ahmad Khalid al-Barwani’s mission in Tehran.
In the event, Iranian private sector’s representatives expressed
their gratitude to Khalid al-Barwani for his efforts to strengthen the
economic relations between the two countries over the past six years.
Speaking in the meeting, Head of Iran-Oman Joint Economic
Committee said, in 2013, when al-Barwani was appointed as Oman’s
ambassador to Tehran, the total volume of trade between the two
countries stood at $221 million and Iran’s exports to Oman were
$146 million.
“Despite the positive political relations, the two sides did not have
significant economic ties,” he said, adding that “however, currently
despite the U.S. sanctions, Iran’s exports to Oman has reached $728
million and the two countries’ trade turnover has also reached $1.16
billion, which means a 5.3 percent increase in trade between the
two countries in about five years.
Al-Barwani for his part, expressed gratitude for Iranian private
sector’s hospitality, saying that “I have made all my best over the
past six years to maintain the political and economic ties between
the two countries in a good level.”
“While traveling to various provinces of Iran, I came across intelligent businessmen who can play significant roles in boosting
economic relations between the two countries,” he added.
Referring to Iran’s removal of visas for Omani citizens, al-Barwani said, The Omani government has also facilitated the issuance
of visas for Iranians, and the process is now proceeding swiftly.

Tehran, Rome explore ways
of boosting trade
1
Bayat also voiced the Iranian embassy’s complete
readiness for supporting both Iranian and Italian businessmen
in doing business in the two countries.
“The longstanding trade relations between Iran and Italy and
the mutual trust and satisfaction of the two sides is considered
a positive record in the two countries’ economic relations….
According to official statistics, Italy has been Iran’s top trading
partner among the EU countries during 2017 and 2018,” he said.
Elsewhere in his remarks, the ambassador mentioned the
U.S. sanctions on Iran, saying that although the cruel sanctions
have created some problems for the two countries’ [Iran and
Italy] traders, they have not been able to halt the two sides’ trade
relations, and Italian companies are still eager for working in
Iran due to its huge potentials.
At the end of the event, B2B meetings were held between the
two countries’ private sector representatives.
A 25-member Iranian trade delegation comprised of representatives of companies active in various fields including
petrochemicals, stone and construction materials, industrial
equipment, food, pharmaceuticals and healthcare, clothing and
footwear, and insurance visited Italy to expand trade with their
Italian counterparts.

Banks’ loan growth in October at
slowest pace since 2016, OJK says
The disbursement of bank loans grew only 6.53 percent year-onyear (yoy) in October, the slowest pace since 2016, according to
the Financial Services Authority (OJK).
OJK Deputy Commissioner for Banking Supervision Slamet
Edy Purnomo said the sluggish growth was due to lower credit
demand in the mining and construction sectors.
“Loan growth slowed due to a 4 percent contraction in the
mining sector,” Slamet said during a press briefing in Jakarta
on Friday. He added that lower commodity prices had adversely
affected mining companies’ financial performances, weakening
their credit demand as a result.
The OJK recorded banks’ non-performing loan (NPL) had
reached 2.73 percent in October from 2.66 percent in September.
The “risk profile in October was still under control (and) the
NPL rising is still under control,” OJK spokesperson Sekar Putih
Djarot said during the same briefing.
The global economic slowdown, driven by Brexit uncertainties
and U.S.-China trade frictions, was expected to continue affecting
Indonesia’s financial market, she added.
“Dovish policies by several central banks in developed countries
have had a positive impact on global liquidity, including those
of emerging markets, such as Indonesia,” she said.
(Source: thejakartapost.com)
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Iran Grain Conference to host 70
renowned foreign companies
By Mahnaz Abdi
TEHRAN — Iranian capital city Tehran
will host 70 renowned foreign companies
during a large international conference on
grains, oilseeds and related industries during
December 2 and 3 at Espinas Palace Hotel.
The event titled “Iran Grain Conference
2019” is the largest conference ever held in
Iran in the field of grains, Sharif Nezam-Mafi,
the board chairman of Iran-Switzerland Joint
Chamber of Commerce which is organizing
the international gathering, said in a press
conference on Saturday.
Nezam-Mafi, who is the secretary of the
event, said for the first time in the country a
conference on grains includes the complete
chain of the related products, technology,
equipment, industries and all other related issues. “It is a prominent feature of Iran
Grain Conference.”
Referring to the high number of participants and sponsors of the event, he said 450
applicants have registered to participate in
the conference, of them 70 applicants are
from other countries including Russia,
Germany, Switzerland, Denmark, France,
China, Turkey, Azerbaijan and Kazakhstan,
and the event is sponsored by 35 companies
and associations.
He said the foreign participants are all
renowned companies in the international
level and in fact they are all among the Ten
Top companies of their countries in the related fields.
Networking, major objective of
conference
Nezam-Mafi further said that the main
objective and role of Iran Grain Conference
is “Networking” and in fact it tries to create
a proper ground for the Iranian companies
to find their foreign partners.
Many of foreign companies think that Iran
is an importer of the consumer products, he
said, adding, “We intend to let them know
that Iran is a major producer in many fields.”
Many specialized panels
Elsewhere in his remarks, Nezam-Mafi

From left to right, Seyed Mohammadreza Mortazavi, Hossein Yazdjerdi, Hossein Ziaian,
Sharif Nezam-Mafi, Kaveh Zargaran
referred to holding many specialized panels in various fields on the sidelines of the
conference as another prominent feature
of the international event and mentioned
“Trade” as the subject of the first panel which
will discuss international banking during
the sanctions.
The panels mainly cover issues related
to the future needs and limitations, for example those related to the climate change,
and will discuss the possible resolutions,
he informed.
He also named some of the main speakers
of the event as Yazdan Seif, Iran’s deputy
agriculture minister and CEO of Government
Trading Corporation of Iran (GTC), Masoud
Khansari, the head of Tehran Chamber of
Commerce, Industries, Mines and Agriculture
(TCCIMA), Ferial Mostofi, a board member
of Iran Chamber of Commerce, Industries,
Mines and Agriculture (ICCIMA), and Markus
Leitner, the Swiss ambassador to Tehran.
To build a linking bridge
During the same press conference, Hossein Ziaian, a board member of Iran Grain
Conference, referred to the status of Iran

Iran, Nigeria to set up joint economic
committee
E C O N O M Y TEHRAN – Iran and
d
e
s
k Nigeria have agreed
upon establishing a joint economic committee aiming to boost cooperation in various
areas like trade, investment, agriculture,
and technology transfer, Nigerian PM
News reported.
As reported, the decision was made
during a meeting between the Nigerian
President Muhammadu Buhari and Iranian Vice President for Economic Affairs
Mohammad Nahavandian, on Friday in
Malabo, Equatorial Guinea.
The officials met on the sidelines of the
5th Summit of Gas Exporting Countries
Forum (GECF).
Speaking in the meeting, Nahavandian
referred to the two countries’ great potentials for expanding economic ties, saying,
“A lot can be done. We can do miracles.
We have the vision.”
He suggested four major areas – petrochemicals, power, irrigation agriculture
and industry – for economic cooperation
between the two sides.
Buhari, for his part, said he was impressed with the speed in the transformation of the Iranian oil and gas industry
compared to the time when he was Nigeria’s
petroleum minister in the 1970s.

E C O N O M Y TEHRAN — During
d
e
s
k weekdays ended on November 28, while 867,603 tons of commodities worth over $857 million were traded at
Iran Mercantile Exchange (IME), the trading
volume and value experienced a growth of
38 percent and 25 percent, respectively.
According to the report from IME Interna-

Iranian Vice President for Economic Affairs
Mohammad Nahavandian (1st L) and Nigerian President Muhammadu Buhari (middle)
on the sidelines of the 5th GECF meeting
in Malabo, Equatorial Guinea, on Friday.
He said, “I will work very hard to realize
the establishment of the joint committee.
We will go back and identify sectors of
common interest.”
“In particular, we are interested in how
you utilized your gas, with 95 percent of
your national population wired to gas”,
he stated.
“The evolution of our gas industry is too
slow. We are still flaring gas. I will work with
you on how to harness and utilize our gas.
I am very impressed”, the official added.

in the grain market and said that given its
potential the country should elevate its status
in this field.
“Through inviting private sector and
foreign companies we wanted to create a
linking bridge through this conference in
a way that Iran can promote its status especially during the current condition”, he
underlined.
Creating a linking bridge between Iranian
companies and foreign ones specially during
the sanctions time is in fact a main objective
of this international gathering, he noted.
Ziaian further said, “We are planning to
hold provincial and regional conferences
continuously after holding Iran Grain for
further promotion of the country’s status
in the field of grains.”
To expand export market
Hossein Yazdjerdi, another board member
of the conference, who was also present in
the press conference, said that Iraq, Afghanistan and North African countries are some
major importers of flour in the region and
Iran can benefit from this opportunity to
expand its export market, adding that Iran

Grain Conference is a platform to help the
country promote its export status.
The organizers have made many efforts
to make this conference as attractive as possible to address many important attendees,
he underscored.
Yazdjerdi further elaborated on the status
of wheat cultivating in Iran and said, “The
good news is that we have achieved self-reliance in production of wheat, but in terms
of the quality of this grain we should still
try to promote it, as just 40 percent of our
produced wheat is of high quality.”
To highlight Iran’s presence
Later in the press conference, Seyed Mohammadreza Mortazavi, the board chairman
of Federation of Iranian Food Associations
and also a board member of Iran Grain 2019,
mentioned creating stable and effective ties
as the major aim of holding this international
event and expressed hope that it can highlight Iran’s presence in the global market.
“It is true that we are an importer of many
grains, but Iran has a high potential for processing these products”, he further said.
“We have problems in cultivation, import
and export of grains, but we hope to find
the ways for stable supply of our required
grains”, he added.
“There is a 10-year outlook for grain
supply, but if the market is not managed
properly, we will face serious problems”,
the official commented, adding, “We should
benefit from our geopolitical status to prevent
such problems.”
Such conference missing in Iran
Kaveh Zargaran, the secretary general of
Federation of Iranian Food Associations, who
is also a board member of Iran Grain 2019,
said, “For many years, we have been seeing
that the neighboring countries which hold
shares very lower than Iran’s share in the
grain market, are holding such conferences,
but it was missing in our country.”
Now, it is hoped that Iran Grain Conference can highlight the country’s role and
status in the grain market, he mentioned
in the same press conference.

Rail industry development plan to
be drafted within a month
E C O N O M Y TEHRAN – Iran’s
d
e
s
k Deputy
Industry,
Mining and Trade Minister for Industry
Affairs Mehdi Sadeqi Niaraki said the
draft for the country’s rail industry
development plan will be prepared
within in a month, ILNA reported.
Speaking in the first meeting of the
rail industry policy-making council, the
official said forming this council was a
necessity for taking necessary measures
regarding policy making, planning and
integrating the country’s capabilities
and capacities for the development of
the rail industry.
Expanded transportation via railway
is today one of the major pillars of
sustainable development for the
countries; and the Iranian governments
has allocated significant funds and
resources to development of the country’s
railway in recent years.
Currently, Iran has 13,000 kilometers
of railway laid, and based on the country’s
Sixth National Five-Year Development Plan
(2016-2021), the railway network is due to
expand to more than 16,400 kilometers.
Based on the mentioned plan, the
railway will account for at least 30
percent of cargo transportation and 20

percent of passenger transportation in
the country by 2021.
Back in July, Islamic Republic of Iran
Railways (known as RAI) Head Saeed
Rasouli stated said boosting the efficiency
of national railway network is a top agenda
for RAI in the current Iranian calendar
year (ends on March 19, 2020).
“To materialize this target, connecting
the cargo hubs to the national network
via building 512 kilometers of railway
is being followed up”, the official said.
Rasouli also announced that his
organization and the ministry of industry
have come to an agreement on supporting
domestic production in the railway sector.
He said that a task force has been set
up to follow up the issue.

Value of trades at IME rises 25% in a week
tional Affairs and Public Relations Department,
last week, on the domestic and export metal
and mineral trading floor of IME, 316,904
tons of various products worth close to $421
million were traded.
On this trading floor, 299,422 tons of steel,
5,630 tons of copper, 5,720 tons of aluminum,
120 tons of molybdenum concentrates, 5,000

tons of iron ore and 12 tons of precious metal
concentrates as well as 3 kg of gold bullion
were traded by customers.
The report declares that on domestic and
export oil and petrochemical trading floors of
IME, 543,555 tons of different commodities
with the total value of $446 million were traded.
On this trading floor, 158,421 tons of

bitumen, 224,500 tons of VB feed stock,
82,840 tons of polymer products, 40,500
tons of lube cut oil, 30,026 tons of chemical
products, 760 tons of insulation, 2,000 tons
of slaps waxes as well as 3,220 tons of sulfur
were traded.
Furthermore, 7,144 tons of commodities
were traded on the side market of IME.

China’s economy set for more pain in 2020 as growth forecast to sink further
China’s economic growth could drop below 6%
next year for the first time since 1990 as the
world’s second-largest economy continues to
be affected by the trade war with the U.S. and
cooling infrastructure investment, UBS Wealth
Management forecasts.
Real gross domestic product (GDP) is set to
increase by just 5.7% in 2020, according to Hu
Yifan, regional chief investment officer and chief
China economist at UBS Wealth Management,
a unit of Switzerland-based banking group UBS
AG. That compares with an estimated 6.1% in
2019 and would mark the third straight annual
slowdown.
China’s GDP growth slipped to 6.6% in
2018 from 6.8% the previous year, and was
6.2% year-on-year in the first nine months of
2019, the National Bureau of Statistics said
in October.

Hu isn’t the only analyst forecasting sub6% GDP growth in 2020. Nomura Holdings
Inc., Goldman Sachs Group Inc. and Moody’s
Investors’ Service estimate expansion of 5.8%.
Morgan Stanley is a little more optimistic, with a
base case scenario of 6%, although its economists
say growth could slip to 5.9% if the trade war
worsens and the property market slumps, and

could fall as low as 5.3% in a worst-case scenario
where trade talks with the U.S. break down and
more tariffs are imposed by Washington on
Chinese goods.
Economic growth is being dragged down
partly by slowing domestic demand fueled by
a slump in investment, and partly by the trade
dispute with the U.S., which has led to a significant decline in exports to what was previously
China’s biggest overseas market. Beijing and
Washington announced in October that they
were working toward “phase one” of an agreement to end their row, although it has yet to
be concluded.
Moving closer to “phase one” deal
Hu said the two sides are moving closer to a
“phase one” deal, but they are not likely to strike
more ambitious “phase two” or “phase three”
deals next year given their disagreements at

recent talks. That has dimmed the outlook for
trade next year and Hu said she is forecasting
zero growth in imports and exports next year,
or even an outright decline. However, if “phase
two” and “phase three” of a trade deal are struck
in 2020, growth for the year could be as high
as 6%, she said.
U.S. President Donald Trump said on Tuesday
that the two sides were in the “final throes” of
negotiations to complete the first phase, which
would see China increase purchases of American
agricultural goods and commit to protecting
U.S. intellectual property. However, Hu said
that market concerns are growing over whether
the partial deal can be reached before Dec. 15,
when the U.S. is set to implement previously
announced tariffs of 15% on $160 billion worth
of imports from China.
(Source: caixinglobal.com)
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Iran to double petchem production
capacity by Mar. 2026

E N E R G Y TEHRAN – Head of Iran’s
d
e
s
k National Petrochemical
Company (NPC) said the country’s
petrochemical production capacity is going
to double by the end of Iranian calendar year
of 1404 (March 2026), IRIB reported.
Speaking on the sidelines of a visit to
Forouzan field’s flare gas recovery project
in Kharg Island, Behzad Mohammadi said 27
petrochemical projects will be inaugurated
by the end of the Iranian calendar year of
1400 (March 20, 2022) while another 26 are
planned to go operational by 1404.
In early November, Mohammadi said that
Iran’s petrochemical industry will be accounting
for 6.2 percent of the total global petrochemical
output by 2025.
According to the official, Iranian
petrochemical industry is strongly moving
forward despite the pressures that the U.S.
sanctions have imposed on the industry.
The deputy oil minister further noted that
there are currently 56 active petrochemical

complexes across the country which receive
33 million tons of feedstock annually

(equivalent to 650,000 barrels of crude
oil per day).

The NPC CEO further said that Iran’s annual
petrochemical revenue had reached $17 billion
from only $200,000 back in 1979, the year
the Islamic Revolution became victorious. He
also said the sector’s revenues would cross 37
billion dollars per year by 2025.
Back in October, Mohammadi had estimated
that investment in the country’s petrochemical
sector is going to increase by 75 percent by the
end of Iranian calendar year 1404.
“So far, $53 billion has been invested in the
country’s petrochemical industry, and with the
third leap in this sector, the number is going to
increase to $93 billion by the [Iranian calendar]
year of 1404, which means a 75-percent
growth,” he said in a conference on oil and
energy in Tehran.
In late September, Director of NPC’s
Projects Ali-Mohammad Bosaqzadeh had
said that Iran’s annual petrochemical output
is planned to reach more than 100 million tons
by the Iranian calendar year of 1400 and to
130 million tons or nearly doubled by 1404.

Govt. entities ink MOU for optimizing
energy consumption

Mexican renewables score one point
against government over CELs, report says

E N E R G Y TEHRAN — Iran
d
e
s
k Fuel Conservation
Company, Tehran municipality,
and the Construction Engineering
Organization of Tehran Province signed
a memorandum of understanding (MOU)
on optimization of energy consumption
in buildings, Shana reported.
Based on the MOU, the mentioned
entities will cooperate in various
areas including implementation of
energy conservation optimization
plans, utilization of renewable energy
sources, and reduction of peak energy
consumption at critical points.
Reducing at least five percent per
year of energy losses in buildings under
the Sixth National Development Plan
Act, as well as supplying at least 20
percent of the electricity consumed by
ministries, state-owned corporations
and NGOs from renewable energy along
with promoting the use of renewable

One clean energy company on Thursday
succeeded in getting a federal judge in Mexico
City to reverse a lower court decision regarding
a legal challenge presented in the wake of the
Mexican government’s resolution to change
the rules for clean energy certificates (CELs).
Bloomberg reported Friday, citing sources
familiar with the case, that one unnamed
company secured the legal victory that
guarantees the value of the CELs, a court
ruling that will only apply to that complainant.
The Bloomberg report says that there are
at least 18 injunctions filed in Mexican courts
to contest the decision by energy ministry
SENER to grant the issuance of CELs to old
state-owned clean energy producers. Some
of the injunctions were filed by the world’s
biggest electricity producers, including AES
Corp (NYSE:AES), Enel SpA (BIT:ENEL),
Electricite de France SA (EPA:EDF), among
others, none of which confirmed their legal
battles to Bloomberg, according to an earlier
report.

sources in other buildings, are also
among the goals mentioned in the
signed MOU.
Protecting
the
environment,
achieving the provisions of international
agreements
and
commitments
regarding global warming and air
pollution, holding training courses,
conferences, specialized seminars and
related exhibitions are also reported
to be among the issues covered in the
mentioned agreement.

CELs, or Certificados de Energia Limpia
in Spanish, were originally designed for new
renewable energy power plants as part of the
2013/2014 energy reform to help Mexico meet
its decarbonization objectives.
In 2018, large power consumers, including
state-owned utility CFE, and energy traders
were required to buy CELs equal to 5% of
the energy they consumed from non-clean
sources. This quota was lifted to 5.8% in 2019
and will rise to 7.4% in 2020, 10.9% in 2021
and 13.9% in 2022.
SENER’s decision to level the playing
field to include old CFE clean energy plants
caused an outrage in the Mexican wind and
solar power sector.
Last week, Amdee and Asolmex,
representing the wind and solar power
industries, respectively, said in a joint statement
that the government’s measure defeated the
purpose of CELs entirely and devalued the
renewable energy assets already in operation.
(Source: renewablesnow.com)
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The battle for Libya’s oil is
heating up
By Julianne Geiger

The past two days have seen forces loyal to Libya’s Government
of National Accord (GNA) seize and then lose a key oilfield in the
south, suggesting that General Khalifa Haftar’s Libyan National
Army (LNA) is still the king of the country’s oil.
On Wednesday, the GNA announced it had taken control of
the El Feel oilfield, which produces about 70,000 bpd, pushing
Haftar’s forces out.
Later that same day, Haftar’s LNA launched airstrikes at the
gates of the facilities, retaking the oilfield without causing any
damage.

On Thursday, forces loyal to Haftar said that Chadian forces
working for the GNA were preparing to attack the nearby Sharara
oilfield, the country’s largest, Reuters reported. LNA warplanes
claim to have repelled the attack, though this could not be confirmed independently.
Production at El Feel had been suspended on Wednesday,
but was gradually restarting by Thursday, as confirmed by the
Libyan National Oil Company (NOC).
No NOC staff were harmed in the fighting, and facilities suffered only minor damage.
In a statement on Thursday, NOC Chairman Mustafa Sanalla
said: “I remind all parties that Libya’s oil and gas fields are vital
sources of revenues for the benefit of all Libyans. They must not
be treated as military targets. Any fighting in the vicinity of any
of our facilities forces us to cease production, in order to ensure
the safety of our employees. When production ceases, all Libyans
lose out.”
Last week, the Trump administration seemed to be moving
towards support for General Haftar following a series of meetings
with Eastern Libyan representatives and suggestions that one
of Haftar’s representatives, Aref al-Nayed, would be expected
to play a key role in the new Libyan leadership once Tripoli was
“liberated” by the LNA.
U.S. support for Haftar has gone back and forth this year. In
April, Trump was clearly supporting Haftar’s push to take over
Tripoli, but by the summer, pressure was on to distance the administration from Haftar’s destructive war for the Libyan capital
and the mounting civilian deaths.
(Source: oilprice.com)

Cooperative Movement
in I.R.Iran and Korea
TEHRAN — The second edition of IranSouth Korea Joint Seminar on Cooperatives Affairs was held at Tehran’s Milad
Tower Conference Hall on Wednesday,
in which the two sides explored ways of
mutual cooperation.
The event was attended by senior officials from both sides including Mashallah Azimi, the Secretary General of Iran
Chamber of Cooperatives (ICC), South
Korean Ambassador to Tehran Ryu
Jeong-Hyun, and Choi Hee-won, the
head of Rural Research team at National
Agricultural Cooperative Federation of
South Korea, in addition to businessmen
and representatives of cooperatives from
both sides.
During the event the officials from
both sides delivered speeches and briefed
the attendees about the capacities and
capabilities of the cooperatives in their
countries.

Sharing knowledge and experience

Delivering his speech in the opening of
the seminar, South Korean Ambassador
to Tehran Ryu Jeong-Hyun expressed
gratitude to ICC and the Iranian government for making necessary arrangements
for organizing the second Iran-Korea
joint cooperatives seminar.
Pointing to the significance of such
event, Ryu Jeong-Hyun noted that the
South Korean Government is determined
to hold this event annually in collaboration
with ICC in order to raise awareness and
make the two countries’ cooperatives to
get to know each other better and explore
potential areas for mutual cooperation.
According to the official, nowadays,
cooperatives play a very important role in
the economy of the countries all around
the world.
“Cooperatives create jobs and provide various services for the society
and in this way have a significant role
in the economic development of the
countries,” he said.
Elsewhere in his remarks he stressed
the need for the two countries to share

their knowledge and experience in order
to expand their cooperation in a variety
of fields through cooperatives and small
and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs).
“If I am not mistaken, Iran Chamber
of Cooperatives currently has about
14 million members and plays a great
role in Iran’s economy,” he said adding
that Iran is one of the biggest markets
in the region and South Korea has a
lot of experience in cooperative affairs
so the two sides could cooperate in a
win-win situation.
“When small and medium-sized enterprises work together through national
cooperative chambers and federations,
development would be much faster and
much easier and they can achieve great
outcomes,” he stressed.
He finally expressed hope that the
two countries’ governments would support cooperation between their SMEs
and chambers of cooperatives so that the

exchange of knowledge and experience
between the two sides lead to further
economic development for both countries.
“I hope that through cooperation
and by joining hands, the two countries
would create a new chapter in promoting
social welfare and social justice in both
countries,” he said.

A social movement

In another part of the event, ICC’s
Secretary General Mashallah Azimi delivered his speech, in which he presented
a brief history of cooperatives in Iran
along with the country’s capacities and
capabilities in various areas.
According to Azimi, cooperatives
are not just established for pursuing
economic benefits, but they are in fact
seen as a movement toward promoting
social justice and social welfare all around
the world.
“One of the very important features
of all cooperatives in the world is paying

attention to social values in line with
the economic aspects of their activities,”
he said.
Azimi further highlighted that in the
past two decades, cooperatives have
engaged in bigger and more important
infrastructure projects across the globe.
In Iran such infrastructure projects
account for five to eight percent of the
country’s total Gross Domestic Product
(GDP), he added.
The official elsewhere noted that the
Iranian government is paying more and
more attention to cooperatives in recent
years, because of their growing significant
role in the country’s economic structure.
Azimi further mentioned Iranian
Leader’s recent remarks in a meeting
with the country’s businessmen and
entrepreneurs, saying “As the Leader
mentioned, cooperatives create new
job opportunities and attract new investments and when joined together
they could create a powerful force for
development of the country.”
Elsewhere in his remarks, the official stressed the need for expansion of
cooperation between the two countries’
SMEs in the sanctions era, calling on

the South Korean government for facilitating transfer of knowledge and
experience to Iran through cooperation
between SMEs.
He finally mentioned Iran’s plans for
further expansion of the role of cooperatives in the country’s economy, saying
“According to the Sixth Five-Year National Development Plan (2016-2021),
the share of cooperatives in Iran’s GDP
is set to increase to 25 percent from the
current six percent and we hope to achieve
this goal in a constructive cooperation
with our reliable trade partners such as
South Korea.”
Yet in another part of the event, Choi

Hee-won, the head of Rural Research
team at National Agricultural Cooperative
Federation of South Korea, presented
the history about establishment of cooperatives in his country and explained
some of South Korea’s regulations, laws
and acts regarding the cooperatives and
also the government’s support system
for them.
Following the seminar, the experts of
the Iran’s Cooperative Movement presented some specialized topics on the
employment and entrepreneurship, cooperatives and the emergence of start-ups
and the role of women in the development
of the cooperative movement.
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By Saeed Sobhani
TEHRAN — In recent days, some analysis has been published
about Ukraine Gate. These varied analyzes show that the
dimension of Ukraine Gate’s story is very broad. Against
this backdrop, US President Donald Trump is facing a
tough path in next year’s US presidential election. Even
if the US president wins next year’s presidential election,
Ukraine’s Gate story will remain a political-security puzzle
in the United States for a long time. Here’s a different
analysis of Scott Ritter:
Scott Ritter is a former Marine Corps intelligence officer
who served in the former Soviet Union implementing arms
control treaties, in the Persian Gulf during Operation Desert
Storm, and in Iraq overseeing the disarmament of WMD.
The ‘Whistleblower’ and the Politicization of
Intelligence
As Consortiumnews reported,The whistleblower complaint
has opened a window into the politicization of the intelligence
community, and the corresponding weaponization of the
national security establishment, argues Scott Ritter.
The whistleblower. A figure of great controversy, whose
actions, manifested in an 11-page report submitted to the
Intelligence Community Inspector General (ICIG) on August
12 alleging wrongdoing on the part of the president of the
United States, jump-started an ongoing impeachment process
targeting Donald Trump that has divided the American
body politic as no other issue in contemporary time.
His identity has been cloaked in a shroud of anonymity
which has proven farcical, given that his name is common
knowledge throughout the Washington-based national
security establishment in whose ranks he continues to
serve. While Trump publicly calls for the identity of the
whistleblower to be revealed, the mainstream media has
played along with the charade of confidentiality, and Congress
continues to pretend his persona is a legitimate national
security secret, even as several on-line publications have
printed it, along with an extensive document trail sufficient
to corroborate that the named man is, in fact, the elusive
whistleblower.
There is no legitimate reason for the whistleblower’s
identity to remain a secret. The Democratic chairman of
the House Intelligence Committee, Representative Adam
Schiff, (D-CA) has cited statutory protections that simply do
not exist while using his authority as chairman to prohibit
any probe by his Republican colleagues designed to elicit
information about the whistleblower’s identity. “The
whistleblower has a right, a statutory right, to anonymity,”
Schiff recently opined during recent impeachment-related
testimony. And yet The Washington Post, no friend of
Trump, was compelled to assign Schiff’s statement three
“Pinocchios”, out of a scale of four, in rejecting the claim
as baseless.
The myth of statutory protection for the whistleblower’s
identity has been aggressively pursued by his legal counsel,
Andrew Bakaj, the managing partner of the Compass Rose
Legal Group, which has taken on the whistleblower’s case
pro bono. In a letter to the president’s legal counsel, Pat
Cippolone, Bakaj demanded that Trump “cease and desist in
calling for my client’s identity”, claiming that the president’s
actions, undertaken via Twitter and in press briefings,
constituted violations of federal statutes prohibiting, among
other things, tampering with a witness, obstruction of
proceedings, and retaliating against as witness.
All of Bakaj’s claims are contingent upon the viability of the
whistleblower’s status as a legitimate witness whose testimony
can, therefore, be tampered, obstructed or retaliated against.
The legal foundation of the whistleblower’s claims are based
upon the so-called Intelligence Community whistleblower
statute, 50 USC § 3033(k)(5), which stipulates the processes
required to report and sustain an allegation of so-called
“urgent concern” to the U.S. intelligence community.
An “urgent concern” is defined, in relevant part, as: “A
serious or flagrant problem, abuse, violation of the law
or Executive order, or deficiency relating to the funding,
administration, or operation of an intelligence activity
within the responsibility and authority of the Director
of National Intelligence involving classified information,
but does not include differences of opinions concerning
public policy matters.”
The Call
At issue was a telephone call made between President
Trump and the newly elected President of Ukraine,
Volodymyr Zelensky, on July 25 of this year. According
to the whistleblower’s report to the ICIG, “Multiple White
House officials with direct knowledge of the call informed me
that, after an initial exchange of pleasantries, the President
used the remainder of the call to advance his personal
interests.” President Trump, the whistleblower alleged,
“sought to pressure the Ukrainian leader to take actions
to help the President’s 2020 reelection bid,” an act which
the whistleblower claimed presidential abuse of his office
“for personal gain.”
Upon review of the whistleblower’s report, which consisted
of a nine-page unclassified letter and a separate two-page
classified annex, Michael K. Atkinson, the Inspector General
of the Intelligence Community, initiated an investigation
of the complaint as required by the whistleblower statute.
This investigation must be completed within a 14-day period
mandated by the statute, during which time the ICIG “shall
determine whether the complaint or information appears
credible.”
While the statute is silent on the methodology to be
used by the ICIG in making this determination, Atkinson
had testified during his Senate confirmation hearing that,
when it came to any investigation of a whistleblower
complaint, “I will work to ensure that ICIG personnel
conduct investigations, inspections, audits, and reviews
in accordance with Quality Standards promulgated by
CIGIE (Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity
and Efficiency) to keep those activities free from personal,
external, and organizational impairments.” The CIGIE
standard in question requires that, “Evidence must be
gathered and reported in an unbiased and independent
manner in an effort to determine the validity of an allegation
or to resolve an issue.”
In a letter transmitting the whistleblower complaint
to the Director of National Intelligence (DNI), Atkinson
stated that he had “determined that the Complainant (i.e.,
whistleblower) had official and authorized access to the
information and sources referenced in the Complainant’s
Letter and Classified Appendix, including direct knowledge
of certain alleged conduct, and that the Complainant has
subject matter expertise related to much of the material
information provided in the Complainant’s Letter and
Classified Appendix.”
However, when it came to assessing whether or not the
whistleblower, in reporting the second-hand information
provided to him by White House persons familiar with the
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July 25 Trump-Zelensky phone call, had done so accurately,
Atkinson did not review the actual records of the telephone
call, noting that he “decided that access to records of the
telephone call was not necessary to make my determination
that the complaint relating to the urgent concern ‘appears
credible.’”
Atkinson declared that “it would be highly unlikely
for the ICIG to obtain those records within the limited
remaining time allowed by statute,” and opted to perform
an investigation in violation of the very CIGIE standard he
had promise to adhere to in his Senate testimony. In short,
no evidence was gathered by the ICIG to determine the
validity of the whistleblower’s allegation, and yet Atkinson
decided to forward the complaint to the DNI, certifying
it as “credible.”
The whistleblower statute allows the DNI seven days
to review the complaint before forwarding it to the House
Committee on Intelligence, with comments if deemed
appropriate. However, in reviewing the actual complaint,
Joseph McGuire, the acting DNI who took over from Dan
Coats, who was fired by President Trump in early August,
had questions about whether or not the matters it alleged
fell within the remit of the whistleblower statute, and rather
than forwarding it to the House Intelligence Committee,
instead sent it to the Justice Department Office of Legal
Counsel for legal review.
The Office of Legal Council, on September 3, issued
a legal opinion rejecting the ICIG’s certification of the
whistleblower complaint as constituting an “urgent concern”
under the law. “The complaint,” the opinion read,
“does not arise in connection with the operation of any
U.S. government intelligence activity, and the alleged
misconduct does not involve any member of the intelligence
community. Rather, the complaint arises out of a confidential
diplomatic communication between the President and a
foreign leader that the intelligence-community complainant
received secondhand. The question is whether such a
complaint falls within the statutory definition of ‘urgent
concern’ that the law requires the DNI to forward to the
intelligence committees. We conclude that it does not.
The alleged misconduct is not an ‘urgent concern’ within
the meaning of the statute.”
As related in the Office of Legal Counsel’s opinion,
the Justice Department did, however, refer the matter
to the Criminal Division of the Department of Justice for
appropriate review. After considering the whistleblower’s
complaint and classified annex, the Criminal Division
opted not to pursue charges, in effect determining that
no crime had been committed.
Under normal circumstances, this would have concluded
the matter of Trump’s phone call with Zelensky, and the
second-hand concerns unnamed White House officials
had reported to the whistleblower. But this was not a
normal circumstance. Far from diffusing an improperly
predicated complaint, the failure of the acting DNI to forward
the whistleblower complaint to the House Intelligence
Committee, and the concurrent legal opinion of the Justice
Department’s Office of Legal Counsel rejecting the “urgent
concern” certification of the ICIG, opened the door for
the whistleblower, through legal counsel, to reach out to
the House Intelligence Committee directly.
The whistleblower followed procedures set forth in
the whistleblower statute detailing procedures for a
complaint, which had not been certified as an “urgent
concern,” to be forwarded to Congress. The issue is that
the matter was being treated by the ICIG, Congress and
the whistleblower’s attorney’s as an “urgent concern”, a
status that it did not legally qualify for.
On September 24, Bakaj sent a “Notice of Intent to Contact
Congressional Intelligence Committees” to acting DNI
McGuire providing “formal notice of our intent to contact
the congressional intelligence committees directly” on
behalf of the whistleblower, identified only as “a member of
the Intelligence Community.” Almost immediately, Schiff
announced via Twitter that “We have been informed by
the whistleblower’s counsel that their client would like
to speak to our committee and has requested guidance
from the Acting DNI as to how to do so. We‘re in touch
with counsel and look forward to the whistleblower’s
testimony as soon as this week.”
Thus was set in motion events which would culminate
in impeachment proceedings against President Trump. On
the surface, the events described represent a prima facia
case for the efficacy of statutory procedures concerning
the processing of a whistleblower complaint. But there
were warning signs that all was not right regarding both
the whistleblower himself, and the processes involved
leading to the whistleblower’s complaint being presented
to Congress.

Far from an exemplar in bureaucratic efficiency, the
whistleblower complaint has opened a window into the
politicization of the intelligence community, and the
corresponding weaponization of the national security
establishment, against a sitting president.
As I shall show, such actions are treasonous on their
face, and the extent to which this conduct has permeated
the intelligence community and its peripheral functions
of government, including the National Security Council
and Congress itself, will only be known if and when an
investigation is conducted into what, in retrospect, is
nothing less than a grand conspiracy by those ostensibly
tasked with securing the nation to instead reverse the will
of the American people regarding who serves as the nation’s
chief executive.
The key to this narrative is the whistleblower himself.
Understanding who he is, and what role he has played
in the events surrounding the fateful July 25 telephone
conversation, are essential to unravelling the various threads
of this conspiracy.
Much has been made about the political affiliation of
the whistleblower, namely the fact that he is a registered
Democrat who supports Joe Biden as the Democratic
candidate for the 2020 presidential election. On the
surface this information is not dispositive—the intelligence
community is populated by thousands of professionals of
diverse political leanings and affiliations, all of whom have
been trained to check their personal politics at the door
when it comes to implementing the policies promulgated
by the duly elected national leadership.
Indeed, Inspector General Atkinson, while acknowledging
in his assessment of the whistleblower’s complaint an
indication of possible political bias on the part of the
whistleblower in favor of a rival political candidate, noted
that “such evidence did not change my determination that the
complaint relating to the urgent concern ‘appears credible’”.
But when one reverse engineers the whistleblower’s career,
it becomes clear that there in fact existed a nexus between
the whistleblower’s political advocacy and professional
actions that both influenced and motivated his decision
to file the complaint against the president.
Like most CIA analysts, the whistleblower possessed
a keen intellect born of stringent academic preparation,
which in the whistleblower’s case included graduating
from Yale University in 2008 with a degree in Russian and
East European studies, post-graduate study at Harvard,
and work experience with the World Bank.
Andrea Kendall-Taylor, a contemporary colleague of
the whistleblower, has provided an apt account for what is
expected of a CIA analyst. “The CIA is an intensely apolitical
organization,” Kendall-Taylor wrote. “As intelligence
analysts, we are trained to check our politics at the door.
Our job is to produce objective analysis that the country’s
leaders can use to make difficult decisions. We undergo
rigorous training on how to analyze our own assumptions
and overcome biases that might cloud our judgement.”
The training program Kendall-Taylor referred to is
known as the Career Analyst Program (CAP), a four-month
basic training program run out of the CIA’s in-house
University, the Sherman Kent School, which “introduces
all new employees to the basic thinking, writing, and
briefing skills needed for a successful career. Segments
include analytic tools, counterintelligence issues, denial
and deception analysis, and warning skills.”
The standards to which aspiring analysts such as the
whistleblower were trained to meet were exacting, and
included a requirement to be “independent of political
considerations,” meaning the product produced should
consist of objective assessments “informed by available
information that are not distorted or altered with the intent
of supporting or advocating a particular policy, political
viewpoint, or audience.” As an analyst, the whistleblower
would have chosen a specific specialization, which in his
case was as a “Political Analyst”, charged with examining
“political, social, cultural, and historical information to
provide assessments about foreign political systems and
developments.”
By the time the whistleblower completed his application
process with the CIA, which requires a detailed background
check, several rounds of interviews, and final security and
psychological evaluation before an actual offer of employment
can be made, and by the time he finished his basic analytical
training, the U.S. had undergone a political and social
revolution of sorts with the election of Barack Obama as
the 44th president of the United States.
The whistleblower was assigned to the Office of Russian
and Eurasian Analysis (OREA), within the CIA’s Directorate
of Intelligence, at a time when U.S.-Russian policy was
undergoing a radical transformation.

Under the guidance of Michael McFaul, President
Obama’s special advisor on Russia and the senior director
of Russian and Eurasian Affairs at the National Security
Council, the Obama administration was seeking to take
advantage of the opportunity afforded by the election of
Dmitri Medvedev as Russia’s president in 2008. Medvedev
had succeeded Vladimir Putin, who went on to serve as
prime minister. Medvedev was a more liberal alternative
to Putin’s autocratic conservatism, and McFaul envisioned
a policy “reset” designed to move relations between the
U.S. and Russia in a more positive trajectory.
As a junior analyst, the whistleblower worked alongside
colleagues such as Andrea Kendall-Taylor, who joined
OREA about the same time after graduating from UCLA in
2008 with a PhD is Slavic and Eurasian studies. A prolific
writer, Kendall-Taylor wrote extensively on autocratic
leaders and Putin in particular. Her work was in high
demand at both the CIA and NSC, which under the Obama
administration had undergone a massive expansion intended
to better facilitate policy coordination among the various
departments that comprised the NSC.
The whistleblower had a front-row seat on the
rollercoaster ride that was U.S.-Russian policy during
this time, witnessing the collapse of McFaul’s Russian
“reset,” Putin’s return to power in 2012, and the U.S.-backed
coup in Ukraine that led to the annexation of Crimea and
Russian support for rebels in the Donbas region.During his
tenure at OREA, the whistleblower obviously impressed his
superiors, receiving several promotions and, in July 2015,
he detailed to the NSC staff at the Obama White House as
the Director for Ukrainian Affairs. According to a former
CIA officer, any high-performing analyst who aspires to
be promoted into the ranks of the Senior Intelligence
Service must, prior to that time, do a rotation as part of
the overall policy community, which includes the NSC or
another department, such as Defense or State, as well as
a tour within another directorate of the CIA.
NSC positions were originally intended for senior CIA
analysts, at the GS-15 level, but waivers could be made for
qualified GS-14 or “very strong” GS-13’s (the whistleblower
was a GS-13 at the time of his assignment at the NSC,
a reflection of both his qualification and the regard to
which he was held by the CIA.) NSC assignments do not
coincide with the political calendar—detailees (as career
civil servants who are detailed to the NSC are referred)
are expected to serve in their position regardless of what
political party controls the White House. When an opening
becomes available (usually when another detailee’s
assignment has finished), prospective candidates apply,
and are interviewed by their senior management, who
forward qualified candidates to another board for a final
decision.Assignments to the NSC are considered highly
sought after, and while the process for application must
be followed, the selection process is highly political, with
decisions being signed off by the director of the CIA. In
the case of the whistleblower, his candidacy would have
been approved by both Peter Clement, the director of
OREA, and John Brennan, the CIA director.
Into the Lion’s Den
By the time the whistleblower arrived at the NSC, the
NSC staff had grown into a well-oiled policy machine
managing the entire spectrum of Obama administration
national security policy-making and implementation. The
NSC staff operated in accordance with Presidential Policy
Memorandum (PPM) 1, “Organization of the National
Security Council System”, which outlined the procedures
governing the management of the development and
implementation of national security policies by multiple
agencies of the United States Government.
The vehicle for accomplishing this mission was the NSC
Interagency Policy Committee (NSC/IPC). The NSC/IPCs
were the main day-to-day fora for interagency coordination
of national security policy. They provided policy analysis
for consideration by the more senior committees of the
NSC system and ensured timely responses to decisions
made by the president. NSC/IPCs were established at
the direction of the NSC Deputies Committee and were
chaired by the relevant division chief within the NSC staff.
The whistleblowers job was to develop, coordinate and
execute plans and policies to manage the full range of
diplomatic, informational, military and economic national
security issues for the countries in his portfolio, which
included Ukraine. The whistleblower coordinated with
his interagency partners to produce internal memoranda,
talking points and other materials for the National Security
Advisor and senior staff.
The whistleblower reported directly to Charles Kupchan,
the Senior Director for European Affairs on the NSC.
Kupchan, a State Department veteran who had previously
served on the NSC staff of President Bill Clinton before
turning to academia, in turn reported directly to Susan
Rice, President Obama’s national security adviser.
When the whistleblower first arrived at the NSC,
he volunteered for the Ukraine portfolio. Kupchan
was impressed by the whistleblower’s work ethic and
performance, and soon expanded his portfolio to include
the fight against the Islamic State. The whistleblower was
aided by another organizational connection—his colleague
and mentor at OREA, Andrea Kendall-Taylor, had been
selected to serve in the Office of the Director of National
Intelligence as the deputy national intelligence officer for
Russia and Eurasia. Among Kendall-Taylor’s responsibilities
was to closely coordinate with the NSC staff on critical
issues pertaining to Russia and Ukraine.
The whistleblower’s arrival at the NSC staff also coincided
with the start of Trump’s improbable candidacy for the
presidency of the United States. As 2015 transitioned
into 2016, and it became apparent that Trump was the
presumptive nominee for the Republican Party, allegations
about the Trump campaign colluding with Russia began to
circulate within the interagency. Trump’s electoral victory
in November 2016 , the shocked the whistleblower, like
everyone else on the NSC staff.
Alarmed By Trump on Russia
The line between policy and politics began to blur, and
then disappeared altogether. National Security Advisor Rice
was becoming increasingly alarmed by the activities of the
Trump transition team, especially when it came to issues
pertaining to Russia. According to The Washington Post,
“Rice apparently was closely monitoring the high-profile
7
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The President-elect had, during the campaign, openly advocated for better relations between
the U.S. and Russia and had even suggested that
the Russian annexation of Crimea could eventually
be accepted by the U.S. This stance was anathema
to the policies that had been massaged into place
by the NSC in general, and the whistleblower in
particular. According to multiple sources familiar
with the whistleblower during this time, his animus against Trump was palpable.In December
2016, Rice was involved in the unmasking of the
identities of several members of the Trump transition team. Various sensitive intelligence reports
were circulating within the NSC regarding the interaction of unnamed U.S. citizens with foreign
targets of intelligence interest. In order to better
understand the significance of such a report, Rice
has acknowledged that, on several occasions, she
requested that the identity of the U.S. persons
involved be “unmasked.”
The U.S. intelligence community is prohibited
by law from collecting information about U.S. citizens. As such, when a conversation undertaken
by a foreign national of intelligence interest was
captured, and it turned out the person or persons
whom the target was speaking to was a U.S. citizen, the analysts preparing the report for wider
dissemination would “mask”, or hide, the identities
of the U.S. citizens involved. Under relevant laws
governing the collection of intelligence, up to 20
officials within the Obama administration had the
authority to unmask the identities of U.S. citizens.
One of those was Rice.
In late December 2016, the crown prince of the
United Arab Emirates, Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed
al-Nahyan, arrived in New York for a meeting with
several top Trump transition officials, including
Michael Flynn, Trump’s son-in-law, Jared Kushner, and the President-elect’s top strategist Steve
Bannon. Intelligence reports had been circulating
about the UAE coordinating a backchannel for the
Trump transition team and Russia.
Zayed’s arrival, which was unannounced and
had not been coordinated with the U.S. government, caused great concern among the NSC staff
especially given the context of allegations of collusion between Trump and Russia to influence
the outcome of the 2016 election.
The principle NSC staffers who would logically
been advising Rice on this matter were Kupchan,
the whistleblower, and Sean Misko, a State Department detailee who served as the director for
the Gulf Arab States (According the NSC staffers
who worked in the White House at the time, Misko and the whistleblower were said to be close
friends, frequently socializing with one another
after hours, and possessing a common dislike for
Trump.) Rice requested that the intelligence reports pertaining to Zayed’s visit be subjected to
unmasking procedures.
While the subsequent reporting about the
three-hour meeting between Zayed and the Trump
transition team failed to uncover any evidence
of a secret communications channel with Russia,
Rice (who would logically have been assisted by
Kupchan and the whistleblower) facilitated the
near continuous unmasking of intelligence reports
involving Flynn, who was in contact with Russian
officials, including Sergei Kislyak, the Russian ambassador to the U.S.

The Greatest Sin

As a professional intelligence analyst detailed
to the NSC, the whistleblower was committed to a
two-year assignment, extendable to three years upon
the agreement of all parties. President Obama’s
departure from the White House did not change
this commitment. According to NSC staffers
who served in the White House at the time, the
whistleblower, like many of his fellow detailees,
had grown attached to the policies of the Obama
administration which they had fought hard to formulate, coordinate and implement. They viewed
these policies to be sacrosanct, regardless of who
followed in the White House.In doing so, they had
committed the greatest sin that an intelligence
professional could commit short of espionage—they
had become political.
In December 2016, the whistleblower was, based
upon his role as a leading Russian analysts advising
Rice directly, more than likely helping unmask
Flynn’s communications with Russians; a month
later, he was working for Flynn, someone he had
likely actively helped conspire against, using the
unfettered power of the intelligence community.
The Trump administration had inherited a national
security decision-making apparatus that was bloated,
and which fostered White House micromanagement
via the NSC. While the Obama NSC had proven able
to generate a prolificate amount of “policy”, it did
so by relying on a staff that had expanded to the
largest in the history of the NSC, and at the expense
of the various departments of government that were
supposed to be the originators of policy.As the new
national security adviser, Flynn let it be known from
day one that there would be changes. One of his first
actions was to hire four new deputies who centralized much of the responsibilities normally tasked to
regional directors such as the whistleblower. Flynn
was putting in place a new level of bureaucracy that
shielded professional detailees from top level decision makers.
Moreover, it recognized that the NSC, while
staffed with professionals who are supposed to
be apolitical, was viewed by the White House as
a partisan policy body whose work not only furthered the interests of the United States, but also
the political interests of the president. When Trump
included his top political advisor, Bannon, on the
list of people who would comprise the National
Security Council (normally limited to cabinet-level
officials), it sent shockwaves through the national
security establishment, which accused Trump of

politicizing what they claimed was an apolitical
process.
But the reality was that the NSC had always
functioned as a partisan decision-making body.
Its previous occupants may have tried to temper
the level to which domestic politics intruded on
national security decision-making, but its presence was an unspoken reality. All Trump did by
seeking to insert Bannon into the mix was to be
open about it.
Like the other professional detailees who comprised 90 percent of the NSC staff and were expected to remain at their posts as part of a Trump
administration, the whistleblower was dismayed
by the changes. Some accounts of the early days
of the Trump NSC indicate that the whistleblower
was defensive of the Ukraine policies he had helped
craft during his tenure at the NSC. When his immediate superior, Kupchan (a political appointee)
departed the NSC, the whistleblower was temporarily elevated to the position of senior director for
Russia and Eurasia until a new replacement could
be found. (Flynn had reached out to Fiona Hill,
a former national intelligence officer for Russia
under the administration of George W. Bush, to
take this job; Hill had accepted, but would not be
available until April.)
The whistleblower was a known quantity within
the NSC, as were his decidedly pro-Obama political leanings. As such, he was not trusted by the
incoming Trump officials, and his access to the
decision-making process was limited.According to
persons familiar with his work at the NSC during
the Trump administration, the whistleblower’s
frustration and anger soon led to acts of resistance designed to expose, and undermine public
confidence in President Trump.

Cut Out of Call to Putin

In late January 2017 Trump made several introductory telephone calls to world leaders, including President Putin. Normally the NSC director
responsible for Russia would help prepare the
president for such a call by drafting talking points
and supporting memoranda, and then monitor the
call directly, either from within the Oval Office or
from the White House situation room.According
to sources familiar with the incident, Flynn did not
coordinate Trump’s call with NSC staff, and as such
the whistleblower, who was acting as the director
for Russia and European Affairs at the time, would
have been cut out of the process altogether. When
the whistleblower tried to access the read out of the
phone call afterwards, he found that no verbatim
record existed, only a short summary released by
the White House, presumably prepared by Flynn.
More frustrating was the fact that the official
readout of the call released by the Kremlin contained
much more information, putting Russia in the
driver’s seat in terms of defining U.S.-Russian policy
priorities—the very policy blunder the NSC was supposed to prevent from happening. While searching
for the non-existent records of the Putin-Trump
conversation, however, the whistleblower came
across detailed verbatim transcripts of two other
calls made by Trump that day—one with Mexico,
and one with Australia.Within days the details of
these calls were leaked to the media, resulting in a
series of unflattering articles being published by
the mainstream media. While no direct evidence
has emerged about who was responsible for leaking
these calls, NSC staffers who worked in the White
House at the time suspected the whistleblower.
(One of the byproducts of this incident was the
decision by NSC lawyers to move the records of
Presidential phone calls to a more secure server,
significantly limiting access by NSC staff.)
On February 13, 2017, Flynn resigned from his
position as President Trump’s national security
adviser. The reason given was Flynn’s having misrepresented his conversations with Russian Ambassador Kislyak when questioned by Vice President
Mike Pence. For the whistleblower, whose previous
work in the Obama NSC appeared to help Rice’s
efforts to unmask the very conversations Flynn
was being held accountable for, this had to have
been a satisfying moment. He had to have been
even more pleased by Trump’s choice to replace
Flynn —Lieutenant General H. R. McMaster, a
decorated combat veteran known for his intelligence
and willingness to challenge the establishment.
In the little more than a month that transpired
between McMaster coming on board and the arrival of Hill as the new director for Russia and
Europe, the whistleblower would have had the
opportunity to meet his new boss and work with
him on repairing what they both viewed as the
flawed changes undertaken by Flynn at the NSC.
McMaster rewrote the presidential guidance
regarding the functioning of the NSC, replacing
the original Presidential Policy Memorandum 1

with a new version, PPM 4, which removed Bannon
from the NSC and restored much of the policy
coordinating functions that characterized the NSC
under Obama.Moreover, McMaster stuck up for
the professional detailees, such as the whistleblower. When Hill arrived in April 2017 to assume
her responsibilities as the NSC director for Russia and Europe, the whistleblower found himself
without a job.
But instead of being returned to the CIA, McMaster, who had come to know the whistleblower
during his first month as national security adviser,
appointed him to serve as his personal assistant.
The whistleblower moved from his desk next door
in the Executive Office Building, where most NSC
staffer work, to the West Wing of the White House,
a move which gave him direct access to every issue
that crossed McMaster’s desk.

Oval Office Leak

The new job, however, did nothing to diminish
the disdain the whistleblower had for Trump. Indeed, the proximity to the seat of power may have
served to increase the concern the whistleblower had about Trump’s stewardship. On May 10,
President Trump played host to Russian Foreign
Minister Sergey Lavrov and Russian Ambassador Kislyak. During the now-infamous meeting,
Trump spoke about the firing of former FBI Director Jim Comey; a sensitive Israeli intelligence
source related to the ongoing fight against ISIS
in Syria; and alleged Russian interference in the
2016 presidential election.
As McMasters’ assistant, the whistleblower was
privy to the readout of the meeting, and was so
alarmed by what he had seen that he sent an email to
John Kelly, who at that time was serving as director
of the Department of Homeland Security, detailing
the president’s actions and words. All materials
relating to this meeting were collected and secured
in the NSC’s top secret codeword server; the only
unsecured data was that contained in the whistleblower’s email. When the media subsequently
reported on the details of Trump’s meeting with
the Russians, the White House condemned the
“leaking of private and highly classified information” which undermined “our national security.”
According to a NSC staffer who worked in the
White House at the time, an internal investigation
pointed to the whistleblower’s email as the likely
source of the leak, and while the whistleblower was
not directly implicated in actually transmitting
classified information to the press, he was criticized
for what amounted to unauthorized communication
with an outside agency, in this case the Department
of Homeland Security. When his initial two-year
assignment terminated in July 2017, the White
House refused to authorize a one-year extension (a
courtesy offered to the vast majority of detailees).
The whistleblower had become a liability, publicly
smeared by right-wing bloggers and subjected to
death threats. He was released from the NSC and
returned to the CIA, where he resumed his role as a
Eurasian analyst. Shortly after the whistleblower left
the NSC, the full transcripts of President Trump’s
January 28, 2017 conversations with the leaders
of Mexico and Australia were leaked to the press.
While several colleagues in the NSC believed that
the whistleblower was behind the leaks, McMaster
refused to authorize a formal investigation which,
if evidence had been found that implicated the
whistleblower, would have effectively terminated
his career at the CIA.
It is at this juncture the saga of the whistleblower should have ended, avoiding the turn of
events which ended up labeling him with the now
famous (or infamous) appellation. However, in
June 2018 the whistleblower’s colleague, Kendall-Taylor, ended her assignment as the deputy
national intelligence officer for Russia and Eurasia.
An announcement was made to fill the vacancy,
and the whistleblower applied.
Despite having left the NSC under a cloud of
suspicion regarding the unauthorized disclosure
of sensitive information, and even though his anti-Trump sentiment was common knowledge among
his colleagues and superiors, the whistleblower was
picked for a position that would put him at the center
of policy formulation regarding Russia and Ukraine,
and the sensitive intelligence that influenced such. His
appointment would have been approved by Director
of National Intelligence Dan Coates.
The whistleblower was well versed in the collaborative functions of the deputy national intelligence
officer position, having worked with Kendall-Taylor
during his time at the NSC. He began to develop
professional relationships with a number of individuals, including the new director of Ukraine at the
NSC, Army Lieutenant Colonel Alexander Vindman.
Vindman had extensive experience regarding Ukraine
and had been detailed to the NSC from the Joint

Chiefs of Staff. The two soon appeared to share a
mutual concern over President Trump’s worldview
of both Russia and Ukraine, which deviated from
the formal policy formulations promulgated by the
interagency processes that both Vindman and the
whistleblower were involved in.
The whistleblower’s concerns about President
Trump and Ukraine predated the July 25, 2019
telephone call, and mirrored those expressed by
Lieutenant Colonel Vindman, both in chronology
and content, provided during his testimony before
the House Intelligence Committee. While Vindman
was critical of President Trump’s deviation and/or
failure to conform with policy that had been vetted
through proper channels (i.e., in conformity with PDD
4), he noted that, as president, “It’s his prerogative
to handle the call whichever way he wants.”
Vindman took umbrage at the non-national
security topics brought up by the president, such as
investigating former Vice President Joe Biden and
his son, Hunter, regarding their relationship with
a Ukrainian energy company, Burisma Holdings,
and other references to the 2016 U.S. presidential
election.
According to Vindman, it was this aspect of the
telephone call Vindman believed to be alarming,
and which he subsequently related to an authorized contact within the intelligence community.
While Vindman remained circumspect about the
identity of the intelligence community official he
communicated with about his concerns over Trump’s
Ukraine policy, the fact that the chairman of the
House Intelligence Committee refused to allow
any discussion of this person’s identity strongly
suggests that it was the whistleblower who, as the
deputy national intelligence officer for Russia and
Ukraine, would be a logical, and fully legitimate,
interlocuter.
According to an account published in The Washington Post, sometime after being informed by
Vindman of the July 25 Trump-Zelensky telephone
call, the whistleblower began preparing notes and
assembling information related to what he believed
was untoward activity vis-à-vis Ukraine on the part
of President Trump and associates who were not part
of the formal Ukraine policy making process. He
made numerous telephone calls to U.S. government
officials whom he knew from his official work as
the deputy national intelligence officer for Russia
and Eurasia. Because much of the information he
was using was derived from classified sources, or
was itself classified in nature, the whistleblower
worked from his office, using a computer system
approved for handling classified data.

Off Limits

From the perspective of security, the whistleblower’s work was flawless. There was one problem,
however; investigating the actions of the president
of the United States and officials outside the intelligence community who were carrying out the
instructions of the president was not part of the
whistleblower’s official responsibilities.Indeed,
anything that whiffed of interference in domestic
American politics was, in and of itself, off limits to
members of the intelligence community.
Robert Gates, a long-time CIA analyst and former
CIA director, had warned about this possibility in
a speech he delivered to the CIA in March 1992
on the issue of the politicization of intelligence.
“National intelligence officers”, Gates noted, “are
engaged in analysis and—given their frequent contact with high-level policymakers—their work is
also vulnerable to distortion.”
There was no greater example of politicized distortion than the rabbit hole the whistleblower had
allowed himself to fall into. From Gates’ perspective, the whistleblower had committed the ultimate
sin of any intelligence analyst—he had allowed his
expertise to become tarnished by political considerations.Worse, the whistleblower had crossed the
threshold from advocating a politicized point of view
to becoming political—that is, to intervene in the
domestic political affairs of the United States in a
manner which influenced the political future of a
sitting president of the United States.Once he had
assembled his notes, he sought out staffers on the
House Intelligence Committee for guidance on how
to proceed. Schiff, the chairman of the House Intelligence Committee, had hired two former members
of the Trump NSC staff who had served at the same
time as the whistleblower.
One, Abigail Grace, had worked at the NSC
from 2016-2018, covering U.S.-Chinese relations.
Grace was hired by Schiff in February 2019 for the
express purpose of investigating the Trump White
House. A second NSC veteran was hired in August
2019, around the same time that the whistleblower was preparing his complaint. That staffer was
none other than Sean Misko, the whistleblowers
friend and fellow anti-Trump collaborator.Both
Misko and the whistleblower departed the NSC in
2017 under a cloud. Misko went on to work for the
Center for New American Security, a self-described
bipartisan think tank set up by two former Obama
administration officials, Michèle Flournoy and Kurt
M. Campbell, before being recruited by Schiff. It
is not known if Misko was one of the House Intelligence staffers the whistleblower approached, or
if there had been any collaboration between the
whistleblower and Misko about the nature of the
complaint prior to Misko being recruited by Schiff.
After conferencing with the House Intelligence
Committee staffers, the whistleblower sought legal
counsel. He reached out to a lawyer affiliated with
Whistleblower Aid, a group of national security
lawyers who came together in September 2017—
eight months after the inauguration of President
Trump—to encourage whistleblowers within the
U.S. government to come out agains Trump, and
provide legal and financial assistance to anyone
that chose to do so. One of Whistleblower Aid’s
founding members was a lawyer named Mark Zaid.

In the days following Trump’s swearing in as
president, Zaid turned to Twitter to send out messages supportive of a “coup” against Trump that
would lead to the president’s eventual impeachment. The identity of the lawyer who met with the
whistleblower is not known. However, this lawyer
referred the whistleblower to Bakaj, a fellow member of Whistleblower Aid, who took on the case
and provided procedural guidance regarding the
preparation of the complaint. Bakaj later brought
on Zaid and another lawyer, Charles McCullough,
with close ties to Senator Chuck Schumer and
Hillary Clinton, to assist in the case.On August
12, the whistleblower completed his complaint,
and forwarded it to the intelligence community
inspector general, thereby setting in motion events
that produced weeks of hearings before the House
Intelligence Committee that will very likely result
in Trump’s impeachment.

Shielded from Questions

While the whistleblower, through counsel, had
expressed a desire to testify before the House Intelligence Committee about the issues set forth in
his complaint, he was never called to do so, even in
closed-door session. The ostensible reason behind
this failure to testify was the need to protect his
anonymity, a protection that is not contained within the relevant statutes governing whistleblower
activities within the intelligence community.Later,
as witnesses were identified from the content of the
whistleblower’s complaint and subpoenaed to testify
before the House Intelligence Committee, both
Schiff and Bakaj indicated that the whistleblower’s
testimony was no longer needed, since the specific
issues and events covered in his complaint had been
more than adequately covered by the testimony of
others.But the apparent reason Schiff and Bakaj
refused to allow the whistleblower to testify, or to be
identified, was to avoid legitimate questions likely
to be asked by Republican committee members.
Namely, what was a deputy national intelligence
officer of the U.S. intelligence community doing
investigating activities of a sitting president? Who,
if anyone, authorized this intervention in U.S. domestic political affairs by a CIA official? How did the
whistleblower, who had a history of documented
animosity with the Trump administration that
included credible allegations of leaking sensitive
material to the press for the express purpose of
undermining the credibility of the president, get
selected to serve as a deputy national intelligence
officer? Who signed off on this assignment? What
was the precise role played by the whistleblower in
unmasking the identities of U.S. citizens in 2016,
during the Trump transition?
Did the whistleblower maintain his friendship
with Misko after leaving the NSC in July 2017? Did
the whistleblower collaborate with Misko to get the
House Intelligence Committee to investigate the
issues of concern to the whistleblower before his
complaint was transmitted to the ICIG? Who did
the whistleblower meet on the House Intelligence
staff? What did they discuss? Who was the lawyer
the whistleblower first met regarding his intent to
file a complaint? Did the whistleblower have any
contact with Whistleblower Aid prior to this meeting?
Answers to these questions, and more, would have
been useful in understanding not only the motives
of the whistleblower in filing his complaint—was
he simply a concerned citizen and patriot, or was
he part of a larger conspiracy to undermine the
political viability of a sitting president? There is
no doubt that Congress has a constitutional right
and obligation to conduct proper oversight of the
operations of the executive branch, and to hold the
president of the United States accountable if his
conduct and actions are deemed unworthy of his
office. Whether or not the facts surrounding the
July 25, 2019 telephone call between Trump and
Zelensky constitute grounds for impeachment is
a political question for Congress to decide.

Intervening in Domestic Affairs

There is, however, the major issue looming
in the background of this impeachment frenzy:
the intervention by elements of the intelligence
community in the domestic political affairs of the
United States. There is no question that the whistleblower’s complaint served as the genesis of the
ongoing impeachment proceedings.
The American people should be deeply concerned that an inquiry which could result in the
removal of a duly elected president from office
was initiated in secrecy by a member of the intelligence community acting outside the four corners
of his legal responsibilities. The legitimacy of the
underlying issues being investigated by the House
Intelligence Committee is not at issue here; the
legitimacy of the process by which these proceedings were initiated is.
To find out what happened, the whistleblower
should not only be identified, called before the
House Intelligence Committee, and other relevant
Congressional committees, and be compelled to
answer for his actions.
Impeachment is a constitutional remedy afforded
to the U.S. Congress to deal with the political issues
surrounding the conduct of a sitting president. If
this constitutional remedy can be triggered by the
intelligence community in a manner which obviates laws prohibiting the intrusion of intelligence
agencies into the domestic political affairs of the
United States, and done so in a manner where the
identities of the persons and organizations involved,
along with their possible motives, are shielded from
both American people and those whom they elect
to represent them in Congress, then a precedent
will have been set for future interventions of this
nature which undermine the very foundation of
American democracy.The political weaponization
of intelligence represents a significant threat to the
viability of the American constitutional republic
that cannot be ignored.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

Apt in Kamranieh
almost new, 1th floor, 192 sq.m
3 Bdrs., unfurn, spj, parking
$2600
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Apt in Zafaranieh
2th floor, 160 sq.m, 3 Bdrs.
fully furn, balcony, equipped
kitchen, lobby, 2 parking spots
Price: negotiable
Ms.Sara: 09128103207
Apt in Elahieh
brand new, 5th floor, several apts
from 120 sq.m to 270 sq.m, furn
& unfurn, terrace spj , nice view
lobby, parking
near French school
$1500 to $4000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Apt in Jordan
3th floor, 275 sq.m, 4 Bdrs.
furn, equipped kitchen
elevator, storage, parking
$2000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Apt in Saadat Abad
9th floor, 95 sq.m, 2 Bdrs.
fully furn, sauna, Jacuzzi
billiard table, parking
$1200
Ms.Sara: 09128103207
Apt in Fereshteh
brand new, 2th floor, 280 sq.m
3 Bdrs., unfurn, spj, elevator
storage, parking, $5500
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Villa in Tajrish
2 floors, each floor 270 sq.m
3 Bdrs., 70 sq.m suite, unfurn
terrace, outdoor swimming pool
completely renovated, parking
$4000
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Whole building in Darous
administrative office license
brand new, 6 floors, 6 offices
400 sq.m land, each office
183 sq.m, parking, $15000
Ms.Sara: 09128103207
Whole Building in Heravi
7 floors, 3500 built up
units between 110 sq.m &
160 sq.m, spj, elevator
40 parking spots
$13 per sq.m
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Villa in Shahrak Qarb
duplex, 300 sq.m, 4 Bdrs.
semi furnished/unfurnished
green yard, parking
storage, large terrace
backyard with good privacy
outdoor swimming pool
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Villa in Mahmoodieh
Triplex villa, 620 sq.m land
800 sq.m built up, 10 Bdrs.
unfurn, balcony, 8 bath rooms
2-side entrances, lots of parking
$7000
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Holder of
ISO 9001:2008
ISO 10004:2012
ISO 10002:2014
From Oxford Cert Universal

Triplex Villa in Jordan
1380 sq.m land, 2000 sq.m built
up, furn, outdoor swimming pool
parking, 4-side entrances
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

LOOKING FOR RENTAL PROPERTY?

Call: 22041212 – 09121081212

Visit: WWW.FIRSTCHOICECO.COM
E-mail: property@firstchoiceco.com
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Whole Building
in South Kamranieh
20 apts, 216 sq.m to 204 sq.m
70 Bdrs. totally, spj, gym
industrial kitchen, restaurant
driver’s room, 20 parking spots
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Whole Building in Zafaranieh
brand new, 5 floors, each apt
250 sq.m, spj, elevator, roof top
10 parking spots, $18000
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

REAL ESTATE

times1979@gmail.com

Office in Mirdamad
administrative office license
4 offices, each office 600 sq.m
elevator, 32 parking spots
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Office in North Shirazi
administrative office license
brand new, 6 floors, 6 units
each unit 120 sq.m flat
5 parking spots, $12000
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Villa in Elahieh
duplex, 4500 sq.m land, 1000 sq.m
built up, one separate suite servant
quarter, beautiful green garden,
outdoor swimming pool football
field, renovated & renewed, 2-side
entrances
lots of parking
$20000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
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Apt in Mirdamad
1th floor, 110 sq.m, 2 Bdrs.
furn, parking
$800
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Apt in Jordan
70 sq.m, 1 Bdr., furn
equipped kitchen, parking
$700
Ms.Sara: 09128103207
Apt in Qeytarieh
105 sq.m, 2 Bdrs., furn equipped
kitchen, elevator parking, near
Qeytarieh park
$1000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Apt in Fereshteh
5th floor, 125 sq.m, 2 Bdrs.
fully furn, spj, billiard table
elevator, storage
parking spot
$1300
Ms.Sara: 09128103207
Apt in Chizar
1th floor, 110 sq.m, 2 Bdrs.
fully furn, equipped kitchen
back yard, elevator
storage, parking
$1000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Apt in Tajrish
almost new, 5th floor, 144 sq.m
3 Bdrs., furn, roof top
lobby, parking
$2000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Modern Stadium of
Martyrs of Khuzestan
Football Club (KSC)

INTERNATIONAL DAILY
DECEMBER 1, 2019

S C I E N C E

Scientists spot huge
stellar black hole

Astronomers have spotted a huge stellar black
hole in our galaxy, many times bigger than
ever thought possible.
Scientists thought that such black holes
could only reach about 20 times the mass of
the Sun. But the newly discovered object is 70
times great, astronomers from the Chinese
Academy of Sciences say.
As such, the discovery could re-write our
understanding of how such vast, mysterious
objects form, scientists say. Stellar black holes,
so dense that light can’t escape from them,
come about when a massive star collapses.
“Black holes of such mass should not even
exist in our Galaxy, according to most of the
current models of stellar evolution,” said
Professor Liu.
“We thought that very massive stars
with the chemical composition typical of
our Galaxy must shed most of their gas in
powerful stellar winds, as they approach
the end of their life. Therefore, they
should not leave behind such a massive
remnant. LB-1 is twice as massive as what
we thought possible.
“Now theorists will have to take up the
challenge of explaining its formation.”
The vast object is in our own Milky Way

galaxy, which is thought to contain 100 million
such stellar black holes. The new one, known
as LB-1, is 15 thousand light-years from Earth.

Until recently, stellar black holes could
only be spotted when they were seen eating
up gas from a nearby star. As they do, an

X-ray emission is thrown through the galaxy
and towards Earth, where we can detect the
collapsing star.
But most of the stellar black holes in
our galaxy aren’t eating stars, and so we
can’t see them this way. That means that
despite the huge number thought to exist
in our Milky Way, we have only ever been
able to properly identify and understand
a few of them.
To learn more, the researchers on the
new paper looked for stars that appeared to
be getting pulled towards the gravity of an
invisible object. This was first suggested as a
way of observing space in the 18th century,
but has only recently become possible.
After using that technique, scientists
used more observations to learn about
the stellar black hole they thought they
had spotted. They were shocked by what
that found, showing that a star eight times
heavier than our own Sun was orbiting the
vast black hole every 79 days.
“This discovery forces us to re-examine
our models of how stellar-mass black holes
form,” said LIGO Director Prof. David Reitze
from the University of Florida in the U.S.
(Source: The Independent)

SpaceX’s Starship prototype blows its top during Texas test
An early prototype of SpaceX’s Starship rocket blew its top
during a test Wednesday at the company’s construction
yard in Boca Chica, Texas.
Images captured by two independent videographers from
outside the plant — LabPadre and SPadre on YouTube —
showed the top of the rocket flying into the air as a cloud of
white vapor vented. Vapor and condensation engulfed the
plant for several minutes before dissipating.
SpaceX will now move toward flight design for the stainless
steel rocket, company founder and CEO Elon Musk said on
Twitter soon afterward.
“This had some value as a manufacturing pathfinder, but
flight design is quite different,” Musk tweeted.
A company statement said there were no injuries, and
said the mishap wasn’t a serious setback.

“The purpose of today’s test was to pressurize systems to
the max, so the outcome was not completely unexpected,”
the statement said. “The decision had already been made
to not fly this test article.”
At the end of September, Musk hosted an event in front
of the same rocket, saying he planned to see it in a test flight.
“This thing is going to take off, fly to 65,000 feet, about
20 kilometers, and come back and land, in about one or two
months,” he said at the time.
Musk said he hoped to reach Earth orbit with a Starship
prototype in about six months, with human passengers by
next year. The company has plans to go to the moon and
Mars, and to use Starship for planetary commercial flights.
SpaceX is building a second Starship at an industrial
park in Cocoa, Fla.
(Source: UPI)

One of last dinosaurs to walk Earth,
replaced its teeth as fast as sharks

Big star energy: Record-breaking
explosion recorded

A meat-eating dinosaur that was one of
the last to walk Earth replaced its teeth as
often as modern sharks do, scientists have
discovered. Majungasaurus, which lived
between 66 and 70 million years ago, was
found to grow new teeth about once every
two months. That is up to 13 times faster
than some other carnivorous dinosaurs,
such as Tyrannosaurus Rex, which took
about two years to grow new teeth.
In a study published inPLOS One,
researchers led by Michael D. D’Emic,
from Adelphi University in New
York, analyzed the tooth replacement
patterns in three species of carnivorous
dinosaurs—Allosaurus, Ceratosaurus and
Majungasaurus. Allosaurus lived between
145 to 155 million years ago, Ceratosaurus
lived between 145 and 161 million years ago,
while Majungasaurus emerged far later,
from 66 to 70 million years ago—the point
when dinosaurs went extinct.
Previous research has shown dinosaurs
replaced their teeth, with different species
doing so at different rates. Before this
research, it was thought herbivores replaced
their teeth every few weeks or months,
while carnivores did so at a slower rate,
taking months—if not years—to do so.
However, this was based on the study of
just 17 species, only three of which were
carnivorous. “We show in this new study
that some carnivores replaced their teeth
on par with rates seen in herbivores, which
was surprising,” D’Emic told Newsweek.
The team created the largest dental
dataset for Majungasaurus, taking scans
of their jawbones as well as studying the
microscopic growth lines in their teeth.
Majungasaurus was an apex predator on
its island home of Madagascar. It is one
of the few dinosaur species that is known
to have been cannibalistic. Because of the
amount of preserved skeletal material, it is
one of the best-studied species of theropod
dinosaur from the Southern Hemisphere.
“The project started as a Majungasaurusonly study,” he said. “The reason that species
in particular was selected was that thousands

When gigantic stars run out of fuel they
collapse under their own gravity and, in
a last hurrah, send out a blast of light and
matter in the most violent known explosions
in the universe.
Now astronomers have discovered that
these cataclysmic events, known as gamma
ray bursts, release roughly twice as much
energy as previously thought.
The rethink comes after an international
team registered a record-breaking
observation of the highest-energy radiation
ever measured from gamma ray bursts.
“These are the craziest energies emitted
– the most intense electromagnetic events
known in the universe,” said Razmik Mirzoyan,
an astrophysicist at the Max-Planck-Institute
for Physics in Munich and spokesman for
the Major Atmospheric Gamma Imaging
Cherenkov (Magic) telescopes on La Palma.
“Now it turns out that these gamma ray bursts
are even more powerful than that.”
The discovery was made possible by an
exquisitely choreographed alert system
that allowed more than 20 ground-based
telescopes to simultaneously record the
same event.
Gamma ray bursts happen in the sky
roughly once a day and a typical burst
releases as much energy in a few seconds as
the sun will in its entire 10bn-year lifetime.
They are thought to be the result of
gigantic stars, 30-50 times the mass of
the sun, collapsing under their own gravity
when they run out of fuel. At this point
they transform into a black hole or a small,
dense neutron star and, in the process,
blast out jets of radiation and matter at
close to the speed of light.
The emission from the initial jet lasts only a
few seconds, but an afterglow, which happens
as the jet slows down in the surrounding
interstellar medium, can be observed for hours
after the event. On 14 January, the initial
flash of a gamma ray burst was detected by a
NASA space telescope, which within seconds
sent an alert to more powerful ground-based
instruments.
The pair of Magic telescopes in La

of shed fossil teeth are known for it, which
is highly unusual for a dinosaur. We wanted
to understand why so many shed teeth were
present in museum collections. When we
got our surprising result—that it replaced
its teeth frequently, with a new tooth in
each socket on average every 56 days—we
wanted some context.”
The team analyzed the teeth of the
two other species to establish their tooth
replacement rate. It was found to be about
half as fast as Majungasaurus, but still far
faster than the other carnivorous dinosaurs
previously studied.
“I was very surprised—Majungasaurus
replaced its teeth as fast as or faster than
some duck-billed, horned, or long-necked
herbivorous dinosaurs,” D’Emic said. “This
is by far the fastest tooth replacement rate in
carnivorous dinosaurs, for example about 14
times faster than the replacement rate in T. rex.”
The team says Majungasauruses may have
replaced their teeth at this fast rate because
they would gnaw on bones, which would wear
their teeth down quickly. “[This] is supported
by independent evidence in the form of gouges
and scratches on many bones from the same
geologic layer Majungasaurus is found in,
which match the orientation and spacing of
Majungasaurus teeth,” D’Emic said.
Our understanding of dinosaur tooth
replacement is still rudimental. Why, when
and how faster tooth replacement rates evolved
will require far more research from different
species of dinosaur across different times—
something the team is now hoping to do.
(Source: msn)

Palma were among those that had been
programmed to automatically abandon any
observations in the case of such an alert
and point at the right bit of sky. Ground
crew were taken by surprise when the
64-tonne telescopes swiveled by themselves
and began observing an unknown event,
just 58 seconds after it was logged by the
NASA instrument, allowing it to make the
unprecedented detection.
Scientists calculate the amount of energy
released in gamma ray bursts by measuring how
many photons are detected in telescopes and
how much energy each has. But the calculation
is hampered by the fact that the highest-energy
gamma rays, counterintuitively, are the least
likely to make it all the way to Earth because
they are more likely to interact with background
light on the way.
“The burst was 4.5bn light years
away. While the gamma ray is travelling
this distance it has a certain chance to
encounter low-energy photons, the so-called
extragalactic background light, which is
old light emitted by all the stars and all
the galaxies during the entire lifetime of
the universe and filling it like a gas,” said
Mirzoyan. The highest-energy photons are
more likely to be lost to these encounters.
The latest observations are the first to
detect extremely high energy radiation
released by gamma ray bursts, showing
that previously unknown physical processes
are taking place in the aftermath of the
explosion and roughly doubling the total
amount of energy thought to be released.
(Source: The Guardian)

Musk suggests Tesla has 250,000 orders for Cybertruck
Tesla Inc has received 250,000 orders for its electric pickup
truck unveiled five days ago, Chief Executive Officer Elon
Musk suggested in a tweet on Tuesday.
Musk has been promoting the Cybertruck on Twitter and
cryptically tweeting out updates to the number of orders
the company has received since the launch late Thursday.
After more than 50 interaction on Twitter since the launch,
he tweeted “250k” on Tuesday night in an apparent reference
to the number of orders.
The company did not immediately confirm the figure
after regular market hours.
Tesla opened preorders immediately after the unveiling
and allowed potential buyers to book the truck by depositing
a fully refundable $100, compared with the $1,000 it charged

for booking Model 3 sedans in 2016.
Not all orders translate into sales as many are likely
eventually to be canceled and money refunded to depositors.
Tesla plans to start manufacturing the truck around late-2021.
The electric carmaker received 325,000 orders for the
Model 3 in the first week of bookings three years ago, and
the Cybertruck could rival that figure with two days still to
go for its first week of preorders.
The truck, made of stainless steel used in rockets and
priced at $39,900 and above, failed to impress Wall Street
last week after its “armored glass” windows shattered in a
launch demonstration and analysts argued the design would
not have mass appeal.
(Source: Reuters)
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Mysterious radio signal hints
at a new type of star system in
our galaxy
By Laura Nicole Driessen
After observing a part of the sky near the Southern Constellation of
Ara for about two months using MeerKAT, a radio telescope based
in the Karoo desert in South Africa, our team of scientists noticed
something strange. The radio emission of an object brightened
by a factor of three over roughly three weeks.
Intrigued, we continued watching the object and followed
this up with observations from other telescopes. We discovered
that the unusual flare came from a binary star system – two stars
orbiting each other – in our own galaxy.
The finding, published in the Monthly Notices of the Royal

Astronomical Society, has, however, turned out to be very difficult
to explain.
This is MeerKAT’s first discovery of a “transient source” – an
object that is not constant, either undergoing a significant change
in brightness or coming in and out of view altogether. Given
the catchy name “MKT J170456.2-482100”, it was found in the
first field observed with the telescope, which means it is likely
to be the tip of an iceberg of transients waiting to be discovered.
To understand our discovery, we started by matching our
source with the position of a star, called TYC 8332-2529-1, about
1,800 light years from Earth. Because this star is relativity bright,
we anticipated that a number of different optical telescopes –
detecting visible light rather than radio waves – would have
observed this star in the past.
Luckily, this turned out to be the case, allowing us to use such
data to find out more about the star. It is a giant – about two and
a half times the mass of the Sun.
Some of the optical telescopes, including ASAS, KELT and
ASAS-SN, provided us with over 18 years of observations of the
star. These helped us discover that the brightness of the star
changes over a period of 21 days. We think this is because the
star has large spots on it, just like sunspots.
We used the SALT telescope to obtain optical spectra of the star
– similar to using a prism to split white light into its constituent
wavelengths. This can be used to determine the chemical elements
present in the star, as well as the presence of a magnetic field.
What’s more, they enable scientists to tell if a star is moving, as
movement causes these spectral lines to shift (Doppler shift).
The spectra revealed that the star has a magnetic field, and
that it orbits a companion star every 21 days.
However, we can only see a very faint, possible signature of
the companion star in our observations so far. This tells us that
the companion must be much fainter than the giant star. We also
found, however, that the companion is likely to have at least 1.5
times the mass of the Sun.
So what could the companion be? A white dwarf (a cold, dead
star) may seem likely, as they are often part of binary star systems
like this. However, most white dwarfs have a smaller mass than
the companion we spotted – with a maximum mass of 1.6 times
the mass of the Sun. So it is unlikely to be such a star.
The radio flare itself could be caused by magnetic activity of
the giant star, similar to solar flares but much brighter and more
energetic. However, such flares are usually observed on dwarf
stars rather than giant stars.
Known star systems involving a giant star and a Sun-like star
could explain the findings – with the magnetic activity of the giant
star giving rise to flares. However, this doesn’t fit, as there is no sign
in the spectra that the binary companion is actually a Sun-like star.
Ben Stappers, principal investigator of MeerTRAP, one of the
teams working on the project, said that because the properties of
the system don’t easily fit into our current knowledge of binary
or flaring stars, it “may represent an entirely new source class”.
We suspect that this might be some sort of exotic system that
we have never seen before involving a radio-flaring giant star
orbiting a neutron star (the dense remnant of a supernova star
explosion) or a black hole.
MeerKAT is going to continue observing this source every
week for the next four years, with the ASAS-SN optical telescope
continuing to observe the giant star. This means we will be able
to explore the physics and nature of this source and its flares for
many years to come.

NASA refuses to give up on
its struggling Mars mole
NASA’s InSight lander wants to dig into Mars to take its temperature,
but Mars hasn’t been cooperating. We got a glimmer of good
news Thursday when the InSight team announced the mole is
once again on the move.
InSight is equipped with the Heat and Physical Properties
Package probe, better known by its “mole” nickname. The heat
probe is designed to burrow down to a depth of 16 feet (5 meters)
to collect data on the planet’s temperature from the inside. It
hasn’t been easy.
NASA had some initial success with getting the mole to move,
but it soon stalled and was even ejected halfway out of the ground
in October. The space agency and the German Aerospace Center,
which designed the heat probe, have been working out a new
plan to save the mole.
The latest development gives us some room for optimism.
InSight is using its robotic arm to apply pressure to the side of
the mole where it’s sticking out of the ground. The mole has now
moved down roughly 1.25 inches (32 millimeters). That’s not a
lot, but it’s forward progress.
(Source: msn)
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Iranian police seize ancient
relics from smuggler
H E R I T A G E TEHRAN — A number of ancient relics,
d
e
s
k estimated to date from prehistoric times to
the [early] Islamic era, have recently been confiscated from a
smuggler in Nahavand, Hamedan province, west-central Iran.
“The accused was traced and lastly arrested in Nahavand after
police received reports from cultural heritage aficionados about
him [illegally] keeping relics, some of which date back to the first
millennium BC,” a senior police official in charge of protecting
cultural heritage said on Saturday, Mehr reported.

File photo shows ancient Iranian coins
Recovered objects include 13 silver and copper coins, bronze
figurines, seven rings made from silver or copper, agate beads,
a copper bowl, three daggers, and a semi-circular metal object,
which experts of the Ministry of Cultural Heritage, [Tourism
and Handicrafts] declared date from the 1st Millennium BC to
Parthian and Islamic periods, Amir Rahmatollahi added.
The culprit was surrendered to the judicial system for further
investigation, the report said.

Winter storm strands 1,000
near Grand Canyon, delays
Thanksgiving travelers
PHOENIX (Reuters) — Some 1,000 people were stranded
without heat or power in a small Arizona town near the Grand
Canyon on Friday during a major winter storm that threatened
to disrupt travel for millions as it moves east one day after the
Thanksgiving holiday.
The Town Council of Tusayan, just south of Grand Canyon
National Park, declared a state of emergency early on Friday
morning, citing the power outage and nearly two feet (60 cm)
of snow that has made roads impassable.
“We are working to arrange emergency shelter at the National Park, in buses, and at other locations,” said Mayor Craig
Sanderson said in a written statement.
“We are working with the County Emergency Management
team, Arizona Department of Transportation, (Arizona Public
Service) and the National Park Service with a priority on clearing
roads,” Sanderson said.
More than 1,000 residents and tourists were stranded in
Tusayan, along State Route 64, as of Friday evening, the mayor
said and shelters had been set up inside the national park.
The National Weather Service said on Twitter snow had been
reported “all the way down at the bottom” of the Grand Canyon.
Some snow could appear in the Northeast by Sunday morning, the weather service said. New York City and other areas
further down the Atlantic Coast could expect a wintry mix of
precipitation on Sunday.
More than 4 million Americans were expected to fly and another 49 million expected to drive at least 50 miles (80 km) or
more this week for Thanksgiving, according to the American
Automobile Association.

ROUND THE GLOBE

Garamba National Park
Covering vast grass savannas and woodlands interspersed
with gallery forests and marshland depressions, Garamba
National Park is located in the north-eastern part of the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) in the transition zone
between the dense tropical forests of the Congo Basin and
the Guinea-Sudano savannas.

It contains the last worldwide population of the northern white rhinoceros, endemic sub-species of Congolese
giraffe and a mixed population of elephants, combining
forest elephants, bush elephants and individuals demonstrating morphological characteristics common to the two
elephant sub-species.
It is also characterized by an exceptionally high level of
biomass of great herbivores as a result of the vegetation productivity of the environment.
Extending over 490,000 ha and surrounded by 752,700
ha of three hunting grounds that contribute to an effective
protection of the property against threats from the adjacent
area, this property is an outstanding sanctuary with its unusual
mix of large spectacular mammals.
Garamba National Park is delineated to the east, south
and west by major rivers that constitute natural and precise boundaries, recognized by all. To the north, it shares
its boundaries with the Lantoto National Park in South
Sudan, offering interesting possibilities of protection on
the transfrontier and regional level. In a virgin landscape,
no human presence or installations were indicated in the
Park at the time of the nomination and the peripheral population was sparse.
(Source: UNESCO)

Sojourning with dancing colors of the light
Lavishly decorated house to be turned into boutique hotel
T O U R I S M TEHRAN — Private
d
e
s
k
landlord of Mollabashi
(Motamedi) house in the city of Isfahan
is to turn the centuries-old mansion
into a boutique hotel, Mehr reported
on Saturday.
The mansion is a superb example of
traditional Iranian architecture in terms of
lavish interior design as it features richly
colored tiles, stucco decoration, mirrored
walls, extravagantly embellished ceilings
and stained glass windows throughout.
Visitors to the house recommend
others to tour it in the middle of the day
if interested to witness dancing colors
of the light!
Mollabashi house, which is inscribed
on the National Cultural Heritage list,
according to its owner, has passed three
historical periods of Safavids, Zand and
Qajar dynasties, the report said.
“Foundation of the house is historical
(original) but its decorations are
completely new,” Salar Motamedi, son
of the landlord told Mehr.
“We decided to turned it into a boutique
hotel because too much commuting may
cause harm to the building, therefore we could
not accommodate many people,” he noted.
“For this reason, we planned to provide
only nine rooms for tourists. We will
not have beds in these rooms and each
room will be appropriate for two to six
peoples.”
Why some call the house a
must-see
The mansion is in fact a fascinating
example of traditional Iranian houses,
meaning that they really lived in it and
lived close to the lives of ordinary people of
their time. Therefore, Mollabashi’s house
can take you in a time travel.
The house is divided into two parts:
the living spaces and service spaces. In
living spaces, you may be faced with
warm and intimate, high energy and
high lighting, and in the service spaces
there are rooms for rest and business,
in which the space is more closed, more
serious and less decorated.
The gorgeous interior design of
entrance with mogharnas tiles, a

Scenes of the atmospheric Mollabashi (Motamedi) house, Isfahan, central Iran.
entire room.
Tabestan-Neshin (Summeralcove)
From the courtyard or adjoining
corridor, which is fully decorated, you can
reach the summer alcove of the home, which
is a memorial to the Zand period. Of course,
this part is also completely refurbished,
and maybe sometimes it seems that they
are very beginner and bad on it.
Inner courtyard
What may you expect from a historic
home is here! This part completely
preserved its historical space, and the
nine doors and the five doors with that
old woods gave a strange glory to the
space. Only one side of this mansion does
not attract you in the first stage, and it
seems just a wall is simple, but when
you look at the same angle, it’s full of
beautifully colored paintings to add to

polygonal room with a water pond in
the middle for use in the summer, a
rectangular big room with a mirrored and
fresco walls designed to host, celebrate
& reception of special guests are only
a few of the unique attractions of this
beautiful historic house.
Exterior courtyard
When you step in the exterior
courtyard, which is in fact a cozy little
garden with well-manicured trees, there
is also a staircase leading you to the upper
floor where the porch is located.
A beautiful room is located at the
end of the courtyard, with windows
facing the street, which is beautifully
decorated, it gives you the first picture
from Mollabashi’s house. In this room,
all the objects and tools will smell the
past, and if you look at it in the evening,
sunlight shines through the glass on the

the color of the building.
Why it’s great to wandering
about Isfahan?
Isfahan has long been nicknamed as
Nesf-e-Jahan which is translated into
“half the world”; meaning seeing it is
relevant to seeing the whole world. In
its heyday it was also one of the largest
cities in the region with a population of
nearly one million.
The cool blue tiles of Isfahan’s Islamic
buildings, and the city’s majestic bridges,
contrast perfectly with the encircling hot,
dry Iranian countryside.
It is filled with many architectural
wonders such as unmatched Islamic
buildings, bazaars, museums, Persian
gardens and tree-lined boulevards. It’s a
city for walking, getting lost in its mazing
bazaars, dozing in beautiful gardens, and
meeting people.

Tehran, Beijing hold enormous potential for tourism co-op: minister

T O U R I S M TEHRAN — Iran’s tourism minister
d
e
s
k Ali-Asghar Mounesan on Thursday
called for tapping into Iran-China tourism capacity,
which he referred to it as “enormous”, Fars reported
on Friday.
Mounesan made the remarks in a gathering of international tourism officials, marketers, hoteliers, private investors
and tour operators, which was held in Beijing, China, on
the sidelines of the third ministerial meeting of the Ancient
Civilizations Forum.
Given the [high] rate of economic and political ties between the two countries, tourist exchanges are also expected
to further improve, the minister noted.
Elsewhere in his remarks, Mounesan described tourism
as a means for [securing] peace, dialogue, and interaction
among nations.
“Iranian people are very interested to visit China and get
familiar with its culture and that’s why the number of Iranians
visiting China exceeds Chinese traveling to Iran,” he said.
Mounesan further noted that his ministry has always
tried to ease entrance of the Chinese visitors to Iran.
Last year, 52,800 Chinese tourists visited Iran and it

is anticipated the figure hit one million in the very near
future, he said.
Earlier on the day, upon arriving in China, Mounesan
said that his country is eyeing more inbound tourists from

China, adding that Tehran is planning to attract 1.5 million
tourists from China in the next four to five years.
Back in June, the Iranian government approved a proposal for allowing visa-free entry of the Chinese nationals
into the country. The law took effect on July 16.
The decision came in response to a joint request by the
Foreign Ministry and the then Iran’s Cultural Heritage,
Handicrafts and Tourism Organization of Iran (which later
transformed into a ministry).
At that time, Mounesan said the decision would greatly
boost Iran’s ability to attract Chinese tourists to the country
amid attempts to increase Iran’s foreign currency revenues
from the tourism sector.
“Our target is to use the vast potentials and attractions
in our country to host two million Chinese tourists each
year,” said Mounesan, while announcing the government
decision, Fars reported.
Prior to this law, the Chinese needed to obtain visa upon
their arrival in Iran. It comes as Iranians still need to receive visas to travel to China. The two countries have been
working on a scheme since 2014 to reciprocally waive visa
requirements, the report added.

South African Airways shunned by insurers as financial doubts grow
JOHANNESBURG (Reuters) — Two
big travel insurance companies in South
Africa have stopped covering tickets issued by South African Airways (SAA)
against insolvency as doubts grow about
whether the struggling state-owned airline can survive.
While the move is unlikely to push SAA
into liquidation by itself, it will hurt ticket
sales and exacerbate a cash crunch that
left the airline unable to pay salaries on
time this month, analysts said.
SAA has not made a profit since 2011
and has been struggling with an unprofitable network, inefficient planes and a
bloated workforce, despite bailouts of
more than 20 billion rand ($1.4 billion)
over the past three years.
Its financial position worsened dramatically after Nov. 15, when two of its
largest unions began an eight-day strike
over pay that forced SAA to cancel hundreds of flights.
Banks want additional guarantees from
the state before they lend SAA more money
but Finance Minister Tito Mboweni has
refused, leaving the airline’s finances on
a knife edge.
Public Enterprises Minister Pravin
Gordhan still wants to save SAA, which
says it needs to more than 2 billion rand
($136 million) quickly to stay afloat.
President Cyril Ramaphosa has stayed
out of the tussle so far but the longer
Mboweni refuses to sign off on guarantees, the more likely it is that SAA will
shut down - an outcome an SAA board
member said last week was a possibility.
Santam’s (SNTJ.J) Travel Insurance

Consultants (TIC) said this week it had
stopped its travel supplier insolvency
benefit for SAA flights then Australian
agency Flight Centre Travel Group (FLT.
AX) said it would stop selling SAA tickets.
The company that administers Hollard
Travel Insurance told Reuters on Friday
it had also excluded SAA from its travel
supplier insolvency coverage, citing the
airline’s finances.
Bryte Insurance’s head of travel Anrieth Symon said on Friday it had reversed
its position on SAA and would cover its
flights against insolvency.
SAA spokesman Tlali Tlali declined
to comment when called by Reuters on
Friday and did not respond to emailed
questions.
Neither Mboweni’s spokeswoman nor
Gordhan’s spokesman answered their
phones when called by Reuters.
SAA said in a memo to staff on Friday seen by Reuters that its board and
executives were in intense discussions
with the government and that the airline’s leaders were exploring “all options
regarding SAA’s future”.
Guy Leitch, an aviation analyst who
edits the SA Flyer magazine, said the decisions by the insurers and Flight Centre
to drop the airline were hugely significant.
“No one managing SAA, from Minister Gordhan downwards, anticipated the
flight of confidence that the strike would
have,” Leitch said.
In a letter to clients dated Nov. 28, Flight
Centre said its preferred travel insurance
provider was no longer willing to cover SAA
due to doubts about its long-term viability.

A South African Airways Airbus A340-300 plane prepares to take off at the O. R.
Tambo International Airport in Kempton Park, South Africa, June 7, 2019. REUTERS
Siphiwe Sibeko/File Photo
TIC said its reinsurers had instructed it to exclude SAA from its insolvency
coverage. It did not disclose the names
of its reinsurers.
Ramaphosa’s government has taken
a harder line on SAA recently, saying
repeated bailouts must come to an end.
He is trying to preserve the country’s last
investment-grade credit rating and revive
growth in Africa’s second-biggest economy.
South Africa’s sovereign debt is rated

“junk” by S&P Global and Fitch Ratings but
Moody’s still ranks it as investment grade,
helping to prevent a spike in borrowing
costs typically sparked by a downgrade
from all three agencies.
Leitch said SAA’s liabilities exceeded
its assets by a huge amount and the recent
loss of confidence in the airline would
force the government to decide whether
to rescue it.
“This is a high-stakes game.”
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The real danger of the U.S.
normalizing Israeli settlements
By Ramzy Baroud
It is hardly shocking that the United States
government has finally decreed that illegal
Jewish settlements which have been built in
defiance of international law, are, somehow,
“consistent” with international law. US foreign
policy has been edging closer towards this
conclusion for some time. Since his advent to
the White House in January 2017, President
Donald Trump has unleashed a total and
complete reversal of his country’s foreign
policy regarding Palestine and Israel.
Let us not have any illusion regarding
the American approach to the so-called ‘Israeli-Palestinian conflict’ prior to Trump’s
Presidency. The US has never, not even once,
stood up for Palestinians or Arabs since the
establishment of the State of Israel over the
ruins of historic Palestine in 1948. Moreover, Washington has bankrolled the Israeli
occupation of Palestine in every possible
way, including the subsidizing of the illegal
Jewish settlements.
However, Pompeo’s statement at a State
Department press conference on November
18 that, “the establishment of Israeli civilian
settlements is not, per se, inconsistent with
international law,” is still very dangerous and
it does, in fact, constitute a political departure
from previous US policies. How?
Historically, the US has struggled in its
understanding of international law, not because of its lack of legal savvy but because,
quite often, US interests clashed with the
will of the international community. A recurring case in point is the Israeli occupation of
Palestine, where the US has vetoed or voted
against numerous United Nations Security
Council and General Assembly resolutions
that either criticized Israel or supported the
rights of the Palestinians.
Only in 1978, did an American Administration dare describe Israeli settlements as
“inconsistent with international law”. That
declaration took place during Jimmy Carter’s
Presidency, when Washington began earnestly
fiddling with the “peace process” political
model, which eventually led to the signing
of the Egypt-Israel Peace Treaty, signed at
Camp David in 1979.

“Since then,” Joseph Hincks wrote in Time
magazine online, “Republican and Democratic
Presidents have referred to settlements as
‘illegitimate’ but declined to call them illegal – a designation that would make them
subject to international sanctions.”
That said, it was Reagan himself – although objecting to the principle of illegality of the settlements – who deemed them
to be an “obstacle to peace”, demanding a
freeze on all settlement construction.Pompeo’s statement is, in fact, compatible with
Washington’s self-contradictions regarding
the construction of Israel’s illegal settlement
in occupied Palestine.
In December 2016, the Barack Obama
administration declined to veto a UN Security Council resolution that described
the settlements as a “flagrant violation” of
international law, adding that they have “no
legal validity”.
Although Obama chose to abstain from
the vote, that very decision was, itself, seen
as a historical departure from traditional
US foreign policy-making, further highlighting the US unconditional and, often, blind
support for Israel. While, in some way, the
Trump administration’s support for Israel
is a continuation of the dismal trajectory of
American bias, it is also particularly unique
and disturbing.Previous US administrations
attempted to maintain a degree of balance

between their own interests and those of
Israel. Trump, on the other hand, seems
to have aligned his country’s foreign policy
regarding Palestine and Israel entirely with
that of Israeli Prime Minister, Benjamin Netanyahu, and his right-wing camp.
Indeed, for over two years, the State Department has been giving Israel political carte
blanche, agreeing to all of Israel’s demands
and expectations and asking for nothing in
return. As a result, Washington has accepted
Israel’s designation of Jerusalem, including
occupied East Jerusalem, as Israel’s “eternal
and undivided capital”; agreed to Israel’s
sovereignty over the occupied Golan Heights;
and actively plotted to dismiss the issue of
Palestinian refugees altogether. The latest
announcement by Pompeo was but one of
many such steps.
One theory regarding the ongoing surrender of US foreign policy to Israel is that
Washington is slowly, but permanently, withdrawing from the Middle East, a process that
began in the later years of George W. Bush’s
presidency and continued unabated throughout the two terms of Obama administration
as well. The current succumbing to Israel’s
wishes is like America’s departing gift to its
most faithful ally in the Middle East.Another
explanation is concerned with the apparently
defunct “deal of the century”, a vaguely defined political doctrine that seeks to normalize

Israel, regionally and internationally, while
keeping the status quo of occupation and
Apartheid untouched.
For that deal to be resurrected after months
of inertia, Washington is keen to prolong
Netanyahu’s premiership, especially as the
long-serving Israeli Prime Minister is facing his greatest political challenge and even
a possible jail time for various corruption
charges.Currently, Israel is undergoing a political crisis – two general elections within
six months, with the possibility of a third
election, coupled with a historic socio-economic and political polarization among the
people. To keep Netanyahu politically alive,
his allies in Washington have thrown him
some major lifelines, all in the hope of winning
him more support among Israel’s dominant
right-wing political camp. By rendering the
illegal settlements “consistent” with international law, Washington is paving the road
for Israel to annex all major settlement blocs
in the occupied West Bank.
Israel, which was never truly concerned
with international law in the first place, urgently required this American nod to move
forward with annexing at least 60% of the
West Bank.With the hemorrhaging of US
concessions to Israel, Netanyahu is eager for
more. Desperate to strengthen his faltering
grip on power, the Israeli leader agreed on
November 20 to advance a bill that calls for
the annexation of the Jordan Valley.
The bill was drafted by a member of the
Israeli Likud – Netanyahu’s party – Sharren
Haskel, who tweeted following Netanyahu’s
decision, that the US announcement was “an
opportunity to promote my law for sovereignty
in the [Jordan] Valley.”
The US decision to defy international law
on settlements is not dangerous because it
violates international law, for the latter has
hardly been a concern for Washington. The
danger lies in the fact that the US foreign
policy regarding the Israeli occupation has
become a mere rubber stamp, that allows
Israel’s extreme right-wing government to
single-handedly determine the fate of the
Palestinian people and sow the seed of instability and war in the Middle East for many
years to come.

Why Chinese Yuan is becoming a globally accepted currency?
TEHRAN (FNA) — With de-dollarisation becoming a
global trend, China’s role in global financial markets is
getting bigger by the day.
The same could be said about Russia and others which
are also increasingly trading in local currencies because
of US trade wars, sanctions and restrictions.
Indeed, having currently the world’s third-largest equity
market and the world’s second-largest bond market does
not stop China from seeking more long-term goals. This is
reflected in the launch of China’s largest dollar bond sale
in a move that has doubled last year’s issuance and tripled
that of 2017. It will satisfy global investors’ demand for a
higher-yielding dollar debt and increase diversification
for Chinese corporations when they need to raise capital.
The issuance hits the market with a government bond
offering that rose to six billion US dollars with tenures of
three years, five years, 10 years and 20 years, making it
the biggest offering for China. After roughly 15 years of no
offshore bond activity, China has revived its international
debt issuance program, returning to the dollar bond market
in 2017 with an offer of two billion US dollars.
According to the term sheet of the deal, China has given
a mandate to a pool of 13 banks for a US dollar bond issue.
The Bank of China and Bank of Communications have
been appointed as joint lead managers while China Construction Bank, China International Capital Corporation,
Bank of America, Crédit Agricole, CTBC Bank, Deutsche
Bank, Goldman Sachs, HSBC, JPMorgan, Mizuho Securities and Standard Chartered have been appointed as joint
book runners.
China’s economy currently represents around 20 percent

of global GDP with a market capitalization of its equity
market at about six trillion US dollars and a bond market
capitalization of 12 trillion dollars, ranking as the world’s
second largest debt market. The Chinese dollar bond market is valued at around 740 billion dollars, according to
Bloomberg data, and represents an important source of
funding for local borrowers that can get an exposure to
offshore bond markets.
Although China has the world’s second-largest bond
market, it still remains relatively underdeveloped where
foreign investors own a tiny part of the Chinese bond market
compared to a much more consistent foreign ownership
across the developed markets such as Germany, France
and the UK.
To give an example, the record sale that China has just
reached isn’t huge in relation to some other sovereigns
such as Italy, which sold 7 billion dollars of dollar bonds
last month, and Argentina which sold 9 billion dollars in

January 2018. These figures show clearly that China has
untapped potential within its domestic market.
The country is currently building its domestic institutional investor base where yuan-based banks are the main
bondholders. This represents a different landscape from
overseas markets where pension funds, mutual funds and
insurers are the major bondholders.
The US dollar bond issue does not represent a stand-alone
market operation. China sold its first euro-denominated
bond in 15 years earlier in November, raising 4.4 billion
dollars and making stakeholders predict that European
markets will become a larger source of funds for China in
the upcoming future.The issuance of dollar-denominated
and euro-denominated bonds have both a strategy at its
core. The euro issuance’s aim is helping to guide corporate
issuance away from dollar-denominated debt, especially in
a historical period when the US has no intention of lifting
its illegal sanctions on friends and foes, and China and the
United States are involved in a long-lasting trade war and
where Europe is considered a more trustworthy partner.
The dollar issuance aims at accumulating dollar borrowings because once China replaces the dollar as a reserve
currency with the Chinese yuan, it is going to be much
cheaper to repay the dollar debt with US currency that is
not so strong and popular anymore.China, in this sense, is
playing a long game that goes beyond any other country’s
prediction and that will make the Chinese financial market
stronger, self-reliant, and in perspective with a truly globally
accepted currency. The time is now for other nations to join
the race and deal and trade in their own local currencies.
The collapse of the greenback is inevitable.

Esther Iverem: Israel creates terror atmosphere for palestinians, Arab-Israelis
TEHRAN (FNA) — Eshter Iverem, independent author
and journalist, says the Israeli regime by its policies such
as the Nation State Law and demolition of Palestinians
homes makes people feel unsafe, to keep them under
its control.Speaking in an exclusive interview with FNA,
Iverem said, “It is disappointing that the international
bodies like the United Nations have not been able to rein
in Israel in terms of its blatant war crimes against the
Arab communities […] Every time an international court
or other international bodies condemn Israel, Israel and
the United States ignore it.”
Esther Iverem is an artist, author and independent
journalist. She is also a radio producer and host. Before
working as an independent writer and artist, she was a
staff writer for The Washington Post, New York Newsday
and the New York Times.
Below is the full text of the interview:
How does the Israeli regime, which is not accepted
by many people in the occupied lands, impose control
over people?
A: Israel’s policy is to make an atmosphere to make
the people feel unsafe. If you look at policies such as
Nation State Law, the demolition of Palestinians homes,
the violation of religious spaces and the murder of people
on the fence line in Gaza, you see an atmosphere of terror is
created for Palestinians and even Arab-Israelis. When you

have a system which demolishes home and disfranchises
people from their rights and properties, it means this
policy continues to exist.
How can people stop the regime’s spreading terror
atmosphere?
A: Unless the people inside the occupied lands are
educated and provided with more information about the
brutality of the regime, the regime continues to make them
feel unsafe and commit genocide against Palestinians. The
Jewish people also have to come to this understanding
that the Arabs and Muslims are no aliens to that land, and
they have the right to feel safe. It is disappointing that the
international bodies like the United Nations have not been
able to rein in Israel in terms of its blatant war crimes against
the Arab communities. What is happening on the fence
line with Gaza, demolition of homes, violation of voting
rights, all of them are violation of international laws; but,
Every time an international court or other international
bodies condemn Israel, Israel and the United States ignore
it. If such crimes take place in the countries which the
United States has in its regime change list, the United
States will be up in arms talking about the violations of
the human rights, but it ignores the violations of human
rights by the Israeli regime.
Considering such moves by the Israeli regime, do
you believe it can be called democratic?

A: Israeli is a neo-fascist entity and surveillance is a
part of their wrongs. The regime uses that to marginalize
people, especially at a voting season to decrease the number
of people from Arab communities who would go out to
vote against the regime in power. There is the same story
in the United States, where people from the Republican
Party and affiliated with Trump’s Administration try to
prevent African Americans and other people of color from
voting. The US Administration has exported this attitude
to the Israeli regime. This indicates the regime can never
be democratic.
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Is Ukraine vital to U.S.
security?
By Edward Lozansky

ANTIWAE—The ongoing impeachment inquiry of President Trump can certainly compete with Hollywood’s most
successful drama or comedy shows. However, when we deal
with national security issues one expects the actors, in this
case members of Congress and witnesses, to tell the truth. In
this case, some do, but some regrettably do not. The whole
picture, said House Minority Whip Steve Scalise, Louisiana
Republican, looks like a “Soviet-style” event.
As someone who grew up in the Soviet Union, I tend to
agree with Mr. Scalise. When I listen to Adam B. Schiff and
Co. they indeed remind me of Soviet apparatchiks who knew
they were telling lies, contemptuous of the fact that their
hearers didn’t believe a single word they said. These were
the unspoken rules everyone had to accept – or else. But for
God’s sake, we are in America, aren’t we?
When Ukraine and all other Soviet republics, including
Russia, became independent states, I organized with the
help of Paul Weyrich, the late leader of the Free Congress
Foundation, a trilateral meeting on Capitol Hill of legislators
from the U.S. Congress, Russia’s Duma and Ukraine’s Rada.
The goal was to discuss what the US was prepared to do to
help Russia and Ukraine in their difficult transition from
communism to democracy.
Rep. Tom Lantos of the House Foreign Affairs Committee, who chaired this meeting, said that had Soviet leader
Mikhail Gorbachev told us in 1989 that he was prepared to
dissolve the USSR and the Warsaw Pact – and requested
$1 trillion to do it – Congress would most likely agree to
authorize $100 billion annually for 10 years.
As it turned out, Gorby and his successor, Russian President Boris Yeltsin, did it by themselves. So why spend US
taxpayers’ money when the job is already being done? “You
are on your own, guys,” Mr. Lantos said.
If that message sounded cynical, well, politics always
is. But it was also a bit misleading because the US did not
leave Russia and Ukraine alone.The story of how the Clinton administration helped destroy the Russian economy is
described in some detail in a US congressional report titled
“Russia’s Road to Corruption: How the Clinton Administration Exported Government Instead of Free Enterprise and
Failed the Russian People.” The report outlines in detail
why America, which was very popular in Russia in the late
1980s and early ‘90s, is now regarded by Russians as one
of the most unfriendly countries.
As for Ukraine, billions of American tax dollars were and
still are readily available, but for a different purpose. It was
Victoria Nuland, assistant secretary of state for European
affairs, who said: “The United States has supported Ukraine’s
European aspirations. … We have invested over $5 billion
to assist Ukraine in these and other goals that will ensure a
secure and prosperous and democratic Ukraine.”
Others say the purpose is to drive a wedge between Russia
and Ukraine by breaking centuries-old family, religious and
economic ties between the Slavic nations.
How all this corresponds to Western or in broader terms
Judeo-Christian values is hard to explain.
Former senior CIA analyst Raymond McGovern, who was
responsible for daily briefings on the USSR for President
Reagan and knows the region well, reminds us that Mr. Putin made it immediately clear that Ms. Nuland’s choice for
Ukraine’s post-coup d’etat pro-NATO government in 2014
and U.S.-NATO plans to deploy anti-ballistic missile systems
around Russia’s periphery and in the Black Sea were the
prime motivating forces behind returning Crimea to Russia.
I’d like to remind that it was Soviet dictator Nikita Khrushchev who transferred Crimea from Russia to Ukraine in
1954, emulating 19th century monarchs who at their pleasure
shifted real estate together with its people from one noble
house to another, no questions asked.
Those familiar with the history of this region know that
America was on the Russian side against the Ottoman, British
and French empires during the 1853-1856 Crimean War.Mr.
McGovern is right when he says that no one with a rudimentary
knowledge of Russian history should have been surprised
that Moscow would take no chances of letting NATO grab
Crimea and Russia’s only warm-water naval base.
Space does not allow mentioning all of the inconsistencies and outright lies presented by impeachment witnesses,
but the statement by Deputy Assistant Secretary of State
George Kent deserves the top prize. Mr. Kent went so far as
to draw analogies between the American Revolution and the
2014 coup d’etat in Ukraine. According to him, Ukrainian
battalions are equivalent to American Minutemen in 1776
fighting for independence from the British Empire.
It looks like Mr. Kent missed the recent letter from 40
members of Congress, including Rep. Eliot L. Engel, New
York Democrat and chairman of the House Foreign Affairs
Committee, to his boss, Secretary of State Mike Pompeo,
describing the neo-Nazi Ukrainian Azov Battalion as a
terrorist organization.
Do not look for logic here because the hatred of Mr.
Trump made his enemies’ behavior irrational.
Despite its pandemic corruption, Ukraine is now pronounced to be vital to the security of the United States
and is being used as a pawn by Democrats and the swamp
in attempts to orchestrate another coup – this time to
overthrow the president of United States.I and many other
Americans believe that security of the US, and for that matter
Ukraine or any other European country, would be much
better served if we rethought American foreign policy and
accepted the sad fact that under Bill Clinton, George W.
Bush and Barack Obama it was a total disaster and imposed
huge human and material costs on America and the world.
I agree with President Trump that “getting along with
Russia is a good thing, not a bad thing.” Since 63 million
Americans voted for him, I assume that many of them
share his opinion.In fact, polls show that close to 60% of
Americans think the same way, which means that not only
“deplorables” understand what is best for their country.
This is despite 24/7 anti-Russia hysteria in the fake news
media and Congress, whose approval ratings are below
20% versus 80% disapproval.
In this political atmosphere, anyone who calls for resumption of U.S.-Russian dialogue is labeled as Mr. Putin’s
bootlicker or useful idiot at best. It was French President
Macron who pronounced NATO’s brain to be dead and has
come up with some ideas on how to avoid, in the words of
former Sen. Sam Nunn and many other serious analysts,
the process of “sleepwalking into nuclear catastrophe.”
Will Washington listen? Chances are not good, but what
is the alternative?
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Healthy coral sounds lure
fish back to abandoned reefs,
study finds
Playing sounds of a healthy coral reef can attract fish back to reefs
that have become degraded and abandoned, researchers have found.
Global heating together with factors such as pollution are causing widespread damage to coral and harming delicate reef ecosystems.
Reefs offer a home to a plethora of fish species, some of which play
roles including cleaning the reef and recycling nutrients. However,
previous research has shown degraded reefs sound and smell less
attractive to young fish, meaning populations around them dwindle
in what scientists fear could be a negative spiral to silence.
But now experts said they have found a way to entice young
fish back to degraded reefs, offering a way to potentially speed
their recovery.

“[We thought] if one of the things that a degraded reef is missing is its sounds, well, that is something that on a local level we
can replace and if we do we might pull in some fish and we might
kickstart a recovery a little quicker,” Tim Gordon, first author of
the latest study from the University of Exeter, told the Guardian.
Writing in the journal Nature Communications, the researchers reported how they created 33 patches of dead coral rubble
and placed these at locations around Australia’s northern Great
Barrier Reef in water a few metres deep.
On 11 of the patches, the team played the sounds of a healthy reef at
night through loudspeakers, starting shortly before sunset and ending
just after sunrise – when fish are known to turn up and settle at reefs.
Healthy reefs, said Gordon, are bustling places. “The first thing
that strikes you is this really loud crackle sound – it is almost like
static on the radio, or some people describe it like frying bacon,
and that is the sound of thousands and thousands of snapping
shrimp, all clicking their claws,” he said, adding that fish make
noises ranging from grunts to hums, buzzes and whoops.
On the other 22 patches no sounds were played – although
in half of these a dummy speaker was present.
After 40 days, the team deconstructed the patches and looked
at the fish living on the coral rubble. The results revealed that
there were twice as many young fish living on the patches where
the sounds were played than in either type of patch without
such sounds, while the diversity of species was 50% greater
where recordings were played.
What’s more, the team found the influx of fish came from every
level of the food chain, from those that eat seaweed to those that
prey on other fish – something Gordon said is important, since
the different types play different roles on a coral reef.
The researchers said the recordings could be helping to lure
young fish to the degraded reefs either by making fish aware that
the reef is there, or by making it more likely that fish will settle
there once they turn up.
While they said there is more work to do, including unpicking
which particular sounds might be behind the effect, whether
different sounds might be needed for different reef habitats, and
how sounds might affect adult fish, they said the approach has
promise in speeding up reef recovery – although it should be
combined with other techniques to boost the habitat.
(Source: The Guardian)

WORDS IN THE NEWS
State of the British Monarchy
(June 03, 2002)
During an extended Jubilee weekend, Britain is celebrating the
fiftieth year of Queen Elizabeth II’s reign. But what is the current
state of the British monarchy? This report from Paul Reynolds.
The standing of the British monarchy is much stronger now than
most thought possible ten years ago. The Queen herself described
1992 as her «annus horribilis». The marriages of her children
were breaking up, the royal family›s finances were under attack
and, in a metaphor for the fall of the house of Windsor, Windsor
Castle had just caught fire.
In fact, worse was to follow, in 1997, after the death of Diana, Princess
of Wales when the royal family failed to respond to the public sense
of shock. But that moment of crisis became a turning point as
the Queen realized that further change was needed. Since then she
has steadied the ship and during these jubilee celebrations, it
has become clear that the tide of republicanism has ebbed.
This doesn›t mean an end to reform. The monarchy continues to
be based on legislation, the Act of Settlement dating from 1701,
under which the monarch has to be of the Protestant religion and
has to swear to uphold it in the coronation oath.
There is a movement which questions how long, in a land where
discrimination is largely outlawed, the highest office can be
based on discrimination. And there are other potential problems
ahead if the Prince of Wales seeks to marry his companion Camilla
Parker Bowles. She would become Queen if he becomes King and
there is uncertainty as to whether the people would readily accept
that. Which is one reason why many Britons are saying with more
than the usual ritualistic feeling: long live the Queen.

Words

standing: status
annus horribilis (Latin): a very bad year
in a metaphor for: as a physical representation of
a turning point: a time when things change greatly
steadied the ship: taken control and improved things
jubilee: a special anniversary of an event, especially one celebrating
twenty-five or fifty years of a reign or activity
the tide of republicanism has ebbed: republicanism has
become less of a threat
coronation oath: the promise a monarch makes to the people
when he/she is crowned
discrimination: the unjust or prejudicial treatment of different
categories of people, especially on the grounds of race or age
outlawed: illegal
readily: happily, willingly
ritualistic: traditional, ceremonial
(Source: BBC)
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World should not remain silent on inhumane
conduct of the U.S., says Iran’s health minister

S O C I E T Y TEHRAN — Iranian
d
e
s
k Health Minister Saeed
Namaki in separate letters to UN Secretary-General António Guterres, United
Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF)
Executive Director Henrietta H. Fore,
and World Health Organization (WHO)
Director-General Tedros Adhanom, urged
the international community to break the
silence on inhumane sanctions imposed
by the United States against the country.
“I urge you to take necessary measures
to end the illegitimate unilateral coercive
measures and inhumane conduct of the
United States that is inflicting pain and
death upon Iranians, bringing negative
consequences for global health and health
security,” Namaki wrote in his letter to
WHO director general on November 17.
Previous instances of silence brought
nothing but shame for humanity and our
collective human conscious, he stressed.
Iranians are victims of
far-reaching tools of U.S. economic
warfare
“As you are certainly aware, my brave
fellow Iranians are the victims of far-reaching tools of economic warfare inflicted
by the Government of the United States
of America,” he added.
The tight restrictions imposed through
the United States’ unilateral coercive measures (UCM) have made the procurement
and importation of food, medicines and
medical devices all but impossible for my
fellow citizens, he noted.
While on paper, the claim is that these
harsh measures do not include medicines,
foodstuff and medical devices, the blocking
of almost all financial transactions with
my country, through the international
banking system, and the re-imposition
of the recent draconian regulations that
require absurd amounts of information
for any company involved in “humanitarian transactions”, could not be described
as anything but a deliberate attempt to
prevent such goods from entering Iran
in reach the people in need, Namaki
explained.

As President Rouhani addressed the
opening ceremony of 66th Session of
WHO Regional Committee for the Eastern Mediterranean Region, the United
States, through sanctioning Iran, has not
only engaged in “economic terrorism”,
but is surely committing crimes against
humanity, the letter also reads.
“The major obstacles for importing
medicines and medical devices have negatively affected the quality of pharmaceuticals and treatment options available to
Iranian patients. In particular, they have
impeded the ability to maintain radiotherapy machines for treatment of cancer
patients, preventing cobalt sources, PET
scan Cyclotrons and Gamma Knife even

simple bandage care for children with EB
for Iranian patients.”
“Two American pharmaceutical companies, which exclusively produce specific
medicines for Mucopolysaccharidosis
(MPS) patients, have clearly denied
provision of these drugs to be imported
to Iran. These are certainly against our
global commitment to achieve Universal
Health Coverage, leave no one behind
and providing health for all.”
The U.S. has demonstrated
disregard for international law
and UN charter
Namaki went on to say that the Islamic Republic of Iran has always sought
constructive and dignified engagement

with the world on the basis of shared
interests and mutual respects. On the
contrary, the United States has demonstrated complete and utter disregard
for International Law and the United
Nations Charter, mainly through its
unilateral withdrawal from the JCPOA,
among other examples of disastrous
unilateralism and illegality.
“I would like to inform you that Iranian
patients are at the risk of mortality and
amplified side effects due to the shortage
of drugs and medical devices. I, as the
Minister of Health and Medical Education,
am responsible for assuring access to adequate medications and medical services
to my compatriots.
I wish to stress - this is a preventable
disaster in every sense. I believe that the
WHO as the main agency responsible
for implementation of Universal Health
Coverage cannot and should not remain
silent on this matter.”
“Previous instances of silence brought
nothing but shame for humanity and our
collective human conscious. The Iranian
people have seen silence from the International Community in the past - including
when Saddam Hussein used chemical
weapons against them. We shall not allow
the international community to repeat
that mistake again.
The United States administration must
be held accountable for its actions which
have detrimentally affected the rule of law,
including human rights and humanitarian law, multilateralism and the foundations of international diplomacy. Most
importantly, our innocent civilians are
the prime victims of such measures by
the United States.”
Thus, I urge you to take necessary
measures to end the illegitimate unilateral
coercive measures and inhumane conduct of the United States that is inflicting
pain and death upon Iranians, bringing
negative consequences for global health
and health security. History will be the
judge of the responses to this preventable situation.

World AIDS Day: 200 HIV counseling centers active across Iran

S O C I E T Y TEHRAN — Some 200 human immud
e
s
k nodeficiency viruses (HIV) counseling
centers are active across the country which offer training,
prevention, control and treatment of AIDS, head of AIDS
and sexual disease control department at the Ministry of
Health has announced.
Parvin Afsar Kazerouni made the remarks on the occasion
of World AIDS Day which is annually observed on December 1.
World AIDS Day is an important opportunity to recognize the essential role that communities have played
and continue to play in the AIDS response at the international, national and local levels.
The theme of this year is “Communities make the
difference”.
HIV is a manageable infectious disease that, if diagnosed
early and begins treatment, will not only interfere with the
patient’s normal life span, but the probability of disease
transmission reaches nearly zero, she highlighted.
“So, our important mission is to inform people on prevention, eliminate false beliefs, provide early diagnosis
and timely treatment,” she noted.
Over 40,000 people diagnosed with HIV in Iran
She went on to said that since the beginning of the epidemic, a total of 40,735 cases of HIV have been registered
in the country, 60.1 percent of which were infected with
drug injection equipment and 22.2 percent due to highrisk sexual behavior.
Men held a share of 82 percent and women 18 percent

among people who infected with HIV, she lamented, adding,
50 percent of the patients age 20-35.
Referring to the newly diagnosed cases of HIV in the
first six months of this year, she said that about a thousand
people have been diagnosed during this period, 31 percent
of whom were women and 69 percent were men.
AIDS prevalence during past 6 months
During the aforementioned period, 22 percent of HIV
diagnoses occurred among those injected drugs, and 46.4
percent were sexually transmitted, she added.
Our estimates show a number of 60,000 live AIDS cases,
but currently, 21,635 have been diagnosed so far, so 65 percent of the patients are unaware of their disease, not under
any care or treatment, thus the virus is likely to transmit to

the newborns and the incidence increases, she explained.
Media should be more active on the issue
Referring to the national HIV prevention and control
program, she stated that 23 ministries, organizations and
NGOs are cooperating in this regard.
“What is important now is the role of the media in raising
public awareness about the disease, ways of preventing it
and encouraging people to refer to training centers and
take up voluntary testing,” she noted.
HIV prevalence in the world
The human immunodeficiency viruses are two species
of Lentivirus that causes HIV infection and over time acquired immunodeficiency syndrome. AIDS is a condition
in humans in which progressive failure of the immune
system allows life-threatening opportunistic infections
and cancers to thrive.
Since the beginning of the epidemic, 75 million people
have been infected with the HIV virus and about 32 million
people have died of HIV.
Globally, 37.9 million people were living with HIV at
the end of 2018. An estimated 0.8% [0.6-0.9%] of adults
aged 15–49 years worldwide are living with HIV, although
the burden of the epidemic continues to vary considerably
between countries and regions.
The WHO African region remains most severely affected,
with nearly 1 in every 25 adults (3.9%) living with HIV and
accounting for more than two-thirds of the people living
with HIV worldwide.
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Precipitation forecast to reach
above normal in next 3 months
The country is predicted to receive above normal rainfall over the
next three months (February 20-May 21), head of the climatological
research institute affiliated to Iran’s Meteorological Organization
(IMO) has said.
The whole country will meet normal and above normal rainfalls,
the northern parts will receive above normal rainfall while southern
provinces will receive normal to lower-than-normal rainfall, IRNA
quoted Iman Babaeian as saying on Sunday.
This month, northern and eastern provinces will receive rain above
normal averages, while in the first month of spring precipitation will
be at normal amounts across the country, he noted, adding, during
the second month of spring rainfall will reach its peak.

PREFIX/SUFFIX

پیش رو بیش از نرمال است
ِ بارشهای کشور در سه ماه
 پیشبینیهــا نشــان:رئیــس پژوهشــکده اقلیمشناســی ســازمان هواشناســی گفــت
 فروردیــن و،97 میدهــد میــزان بــارش در کشــور در ســه ماهــه پیــش رو (اســفند
.) در حــد نرمــال و متمایــل بــه بیــش از نرمــال خواهــد بــود98 اردیبهشــت
 مجمــوع بارشها در:ایمــان باباییــان روز یکشــنبه در گفتوگــو بــا خبرنــگار ایرنا افــزود
 بیشــتر،ســطح کشــور نرمــال و متمایــل بــه بیشــتر از نرمال اســت اما در نیمه شــمالی
.از نرمــال و در نیمــه جنوبــی در محــدوده نرمــال تــا کمتــر از نرمال خواهــد بود
 در نیمــه شــمالی و شــرقی بیشــتر97  بارشهــا در اســفندماه:وی اظهــار داشــت
 نیــز بارشهــا در محــدوده نرمــال و بــرای98  در فروردیــن مــاه، از نرمــال اســت
.اردیبهشــت بیشــتر از نرمــال پیشبینــی شــده اســت

PHRASAL VERB

IDIOM

“hemi-”

Hear from

Build bridges

Meaning: half
For example: Damage to the corresponding part of
the right hemisphere had no effect on speech.

Meaning: to receive news or information from
someone:
For example: Police want to hear from anyone who
has any information.

Explanation: help opposing groups to cooperate and
understand each other better
For example: A mediator is trying to build bridges between the local community and the owners of the new plant.
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Germany denies planning to
ban Hezbollah

Germany has denied media reports that it
intends to impose a complete ban on the
Lebanese movement Hezbollah in its entirety.
Interior Ministry spokesperson Steve
Alter announced on Twitter Friday that
“an alleged government decision on a ban
on Hezbollah” could not be confirmed, rebutting a report by Germany’s leading news
weekly Der Spiegel.
On Thursday, Der Spiegel claimed it
had “learned from government circles” that
the Foreign Ministry, the Interior Ministry
and the Ministry of Justice had reached an
agreement in the previous week to designate the political wing of Hezbollah as a
terrorist organization in line with the official
position of the United States, Israel and the
Arab League.
Thus far, most EU member states have
refrained from branding the political arm
of the Lebanese resistance movement as a
“terrorist organization”.
Earlier this year, the British government
broke with the rest of Europe to designate the
entire Hezbollah organization as a terrorist
entity.
UK Home Secretary Sajid Javid said at
the time that the UK government was no

longer able to maintain a distinction between
Hezbollah’s political and military activities
and thus would include the group’s political
unit in its blacklist.
The political wing of Hezbollah is a
democratically elected political party with

representation in the Lebanese parliament.
In May 2018, the Hezbollah resistance
movement and its political allies secured
more than half the seats in the country’s
parliamentary elections.
Israel reacted to the results with typical

animosity, with the regime’s then education
minister Naftali Bennett saying Hezbollah’s
gains showed that the Lebanese state was
indistinguishable from the group and that
Tel Aviv should not distinguish between
them in any future war.
Hezbollah’s role in an anti-militancy campaign in Syria has angered Western countries
that have, for the past eight years, supported
terrorist groups opposed to the government
of President Bashar al-Assad.
Hezbollah has played a major role in
helping Assad purge the Syrian territory
from terrorist groups.
The resistance group also responds to
Israel’s frequent aerial incursions into
Lebanon.
Lebanon has been afflicted with political
uncertainty following nationwide protests
against economic mismanagement and corruption which have led to the resignation
of Prime Minister Saad Hariri.
The economic protests come as growth
in the country has plummeted in the
wake of endless political deadlocks and
economic woes of a remarkable scale in
recent years.
(Source: Press TV)

Syrian government troops repel terrorist attack in militant-held Idlib
Syrian government troops have successfully foiled an offensive
by members of the Jabhat Fateh al-Sham, formerly known
as al-Nusra Front, Takfiri terrorist group in the country’s
northwestern province of Idlib, as they continue to seize
back more areas in the embattled territory from extremists.
Syria’s official news agency SANA reported that the militants used tanks and heavy vehicles to attack a position
of Syrian army soldiers on the outskirts of Ejaz villages,
which lies in the Maarrat al-Nu’man district of the province,
triggering violent clashes.
The report added that Syrian government forces well
managed to repel the attack, inflicting losses on the Takfiris’
military ranks and hardware.
SANA further noted that two of the terrorists’ military
vehicles were destroyed in the process.
On August 5, the Syrian army declared in a statement the
start of an offensive against foreign-sponsored militants in
Idlib after those positioned in the de-escalation zone failed
to honor a ceasefire brokered by Russia and Turkey and
continued to target civilian neighborhoods.
“Even though the Syrian Arab Army declared a ceasefire

in the de-escalation zone of Idlib on August 1, armed terrorist
groups, backed by Turkey, refused to abide by the ceasefire
and launched many attacks on civilians in surrounding
areas,” SANA cited a statement released by the General
Command of the Army and Armed Forces.
“The Turkish regime’s persistence in allowing its terrorist
pawns in Idlib to carry out attacks proves that Ankara is
maintaining its destructive approach and is ignoring its
commitments as per the Sochi agreement. This has emboldened terrorists to fortify their positions and led to the
spread of the threat of terrorism across the Syrian territory,”
the statement added, referring to the Russian city where
the truce deal was agreed.
Under the Sochi agreement, all militants in the demilitarized zone that surrounds Idlib and also parts of the
provinces of Aleppo and Hama were supposed to pull out
heavy arms by October 17 last year, and Takfiri groups had
to withdraw two days earlier.
The National Front for the Liberation of Syria is the main
Turkish-backed militant alliance in Idlib region, but the
Takfiri Hayat Tahrir al-Sham (HTS) terrorist group, which

Angela Merkel’s decision in 2015 to admit
almost one million, mainly Muslim asylum
seekers.
The AfD also sits on opposition benches in
all of Germany’s 16 state parliaments, where
it is ostracised by all established parties,
including Merkel’s centre-right Christian
Democrats (CDU) and the centre-left Social
Democrats (SPD).
“They call us Nazis, fascists and right-wing
terrorists,” said Gauland. “But we need to be
wise and resilient. The day will come when
a weakened CDU has only one option: us.”
Merkel’s conservatives have stated that
they cannot work with the party, saying its
anti-immigrant and antisemitic rhetoric
contributes to an atmosphere of hate that
encourages political violence.
Gauland, 78 and seen as a unifying figure

is a coalition of different factions of terror outfits largely
composed of Jabhat Fateh al-Sham, holds a large part of
the province and the zone. The HTS, which is said to be in
control of some 60 percent of Idlib, has yet to announce
its stance on the buffer zone deal.
(Source: agencies)

in the AfD, has indicated that he might run
again for the leadership if he doubts the
quality of the candidates.
His leadership partner, European Parliament lawmaker Joerg Meuthen, who is
seeking re-election, echoed aspirations
to prepare the party for a possible role in
government.
“We need to make ourselves ready to
govern,” said Meuthen. “It is not going to
happen in 2019 or in 2020. But is going to
happen.”
The party has said it wants to continue
with the co-leadership model.
Tino Chrupalla, a lawmaker from the
eastern state of Saxony, is the candidate
favoured by senior AfD members. He also
has the backing of Bjoern Hoecke, AfD leader
in the eastern state of Thuringia, who leads

a radical wing within the party that is under
surveillance by the domestic intelligence
agency for possible unconstitutional activities.
“If we want more success we need to
change,” Chrupalla said on Friday during
a reception. “We want to move toward the
centre. This will work because the CDU keeps
moving to the left.”
The AfD won around a quarter of votes in
elections in three eastern states this year. The
party is more popular in former Communist
eastern states, with double the support that
it has in the west of the country.
Chrupalla’s main challenger is lawmaker
Gottfried Curio, a physicist and musician,
whose rhetoric against Muslims has turned
him into a YouTube star with almost 52,000
followers.
(Source: Daily Star)

No phones, scripted tweets: How Trump’s Afghanistan trip was kept under wraps

Notorious for leaks and chastened by previous security
lapses, the White House went to unusual lengths to keep
President Donald Trump’s Thanksgiving trip to Afghanistan
under wraps, devising a cover story for his movements that
included posting scripted tweets while he was in the air,
administration officials said.
On Thursday, Trump dropped in unannounced on troops
at Afghanistan’s Bagram military air base in his first trip to
the country and only his second to a war zone during his
presidency. He served soldiers a turkey dinner and posed
for selfies, before telling reporters that the United States
and Taliban hoped to resume peace talks.
Perhaps the most surprising aspect of the 33-hour
roundtrip, which White House spokeswoman Stephanie Grisham said had been weeks in the making,
was the administration’s success in keeping it secret
until shortly before the president left Afghanistan
to return home.
Frequently wrong-footed by leaks and Trump’s freewheeling use of Twitter, the White House informed only
a tight circle of officials about the trip.
On Tuesday, Trump traveled to his Mar-a-Lago
resort in Florida as scheduled, accompanied by the
regular caravan of reporters which follows the pres-

ident on all trips.
When those journalists waited for him to emerge for a
Thursday afternoon conference call with the troops, per his
official schedule, they learnt that overnight he had flown
the 13,400 km (8,331 miles) to Afghanistan to visit them
in person.
“It is a dangerous area and he wants to support the troops,”
Grisham told a small group of correspondents aboard Air
Force One on Wednesday evening, explaining why the White
House had concealed Trump’s true movements.
Only hours before, that second group of reporters had
secretly gathered at a parking lot near the Joint Base Andrews
outside Washington, a regular departure spot for Trump,
from which they were driven in minivans into the complex.

They had been told ahead of time that Trump would be
traveling incognito to an undisclosed location.
Once inside the base, all smart phones and any devices
that could send a signal were confiscated and not returned
until at least two hours after Trump’s arrival at Bagram,
the largest U.S. base in Afghanistan.
Throughout the 13-hour flight, nobody on board Air
Force One had access to their phones, including White
House staff, Grisham said. The cabin lights were mostly
switched off and window blinds stayed shut.
Last Christmas, en route to a troop visit in Iraq, Air Force
One was identified above England by a plane spotter who
tweeted a photo of its distinctive turquoise livery, sparking a
social media storm. Many speculated then that Trump was on
his way to a war zone, pointing to his unusually quiet Twitter
account, which had sent dozens of tweets the day before.
This time, Grisham said the White House made arrangements to ensure continuity in the president’s Twitter account,
which posted happy Thanksgiving tweets as he was in the
air, including one thanking the military.
“We just had a nice Thanksgiving dinner,” Trump said
amid chants of “U-S-A” during his speech at the Bagram base.
“I thought I was going to be doing it someplace else.”
(Source: Reuters)

Hamas: All plots against Palestinian refugees deemed to fail

All suspicious deals aimed at eliminating the
issue of Palestinian refugees are bound to fail,
the Hamas website reported a member of the
Hamas Political Bureau, Khalil Al-Hayya, as
stating. During a visit to Palestinian refugee
camps in Lebanon, Al-Hayya assured Palestinian refugees that the Palestinian people
across occupied Palestine had embraced the
option of resistance in their struggle against
the Israeli occupation.
Al-Hayya visited the refugee camps in
Lebanon, along with several Hamas officials

from Gaza and Lebanon. The delegation
included Rawhi Mushtaha, a member of
Hamas politburo, Wesam Abu Shamala,
Ayman Shanaa, in charge of Hamas’ Lebanese Relations and Ali Qasem, in charge
of Hamas’ political affairs in Beirut.
In a visit to Burj Al-Barajneh camp, the
delegation was briefed about the harsh conditions that Palestinian refugees are enduring
in the camp, where they also met with some
Palestinian dignitaries and factions.
Mushtaha, during a gathering in the camp,

What scenario has
infiltrators started in Iraq?
In the meanwhile, certain other Iraqi groups, such
1
as Asa’ib Ahl al-Haq (AAH), the National Wisdom Movement,
and some parliamentarians referred to the religious authority
as their red line.
In any case, it is clear that the recent events in Najaf are a new
scenario, which is being led by foreign elements and carried out
by the infiltrators in Iraq.

Shadow of strife looms over
Iraq’s political crisis
Currently there is confusion in Baghdad about the
1
legal process the prime minister must follow in formally offering his resignation. Regardless of whether it is submitted to the
parliament or the president, Abdul Mahdi’s government will
remain as a caretaker one until a new prime minister is chosen.
As various forces collide in Iraq’s political arena, officials and
analysts say the country is facing political deadlock and is at risk
of a civil war. The situation is compounded by the two major
foreign players in Iraq - Iran and the US. While Tehran has interfered, escalating the violence in Iraq to protect its interests,
Washington’s position has been harder to read.
These developments come as the U.S. is pivoting out of the
Middle East leaving behind a political vacuum.

Political uncertainty

Since the outbreak of the crisis in early October protesters
called for Abdul Mahdi to quit, but he also faced intense pressure
to remain in his position.
Other forces within the country, including the major political blocks in parliament, al-Sistani and the Kurdistan Regional
Government (KRG) also wanted him to remain in power for lack
of an alternative.
The KRG, in particular, had found in Abdul Mahdi a partner
willing to negotiate and put an end to the five-year-old dispute
between Erbil and Baghdad over budget allocations and the
KRG’s oil sales, which the previous two Iraqi prime ministers
had escalated. The negotiations with his cabinet were ongoing
when he announced his resignation.

N. Korea warns Japan’s Abe
may soon see ‘real ballistic
missile’

Germany’s far-right AfD eyes path to government with new leaders

Hundreds of people rallied on Saturday
in protest against the far-right Alternative
for Germany in the western German city
of Brunswick, where the party gathered to
elect new leaders.
Riot police fenced off the Volkswagen
Halle sports venue hosting some 550 AfD
delegates to keep protesters waving rainbow flags and banners reading “Against the
AfD and its incitement” from reaching the
building.
Party co-leader Alexander Gauland said
in an opening speech that the AfD’s goal was
to move from the opposition to government,
at least at the regional level.
The AfD is the biggest opposition party in
the Bundestag national parliament, which it
entered for the first time in 2017, propelled
by voters angry at conservative Chancellor
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called for the refugees to reinforce the national unity and end the internal division.
The member of the Hamas Political Bureau called on improving the living conditions of
the Palestinian refugees in Lebanon’s refugee camps.
Meanwhile, on the anniversary of the
UN-organized International Day of Solidarity
with the Palestinian People on November
29, Hamas has called on the people of the
world to support the Palestinians.
Islamic Resistance Movement Hamas
called on the world people to turn the Inter-

national Day of Solidarity with the Palestinian
People an opportunity to garner worldwide
support for the Palestinians in their struggle against the occupying Zionist regime of
Israel and to support the Palestinian cause.
The Hamas statement also called for
International resolutions on Palestine to
be implemented and the Palestinian people
should be treated fairly and the leaders of
the Zionist regime be held accountable for
their crimes against the Palestinians.
(Source: agencies)

North Korea’s state media on Saturday lashed out at Japanese
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe as an “imbecile and political dwarf” for
calling Pyongyang’s latest test of a large multiple-rocket launcher
a ballistic missile launch and warned he may see a real one in
the near future.
North Korea fired two short-range projectiles into the sea off
its east coast on Thursday in a fourth test of its new “super-large
multiple-rocker launcher, “ with North Korean leader Kim Jong
Un expressing “great satisfaction” over the latest test.
In the wake of Pyongyang’s firing, Abe said on Thursday that
North Korea’s missile launch was a threat to Japan and the international community, and that Tokyo would monitor the situation
with its partners.
“It can be said that Abe is the only one idiot in the world and the
most stupid man ever known in history as he fails to distinguish
a missile from multiple launch rocket system while seeing the
photo-accompanied report, “ North Korea’s KCNA news agency
said, citing a vice director-general of the North Korean Foreign
Ministry’s Department of Japanese Affairs.
“Abe may see what a real ballistic missile is in the not distant
future and under his nose ... Abe is none other than a perfect
imbecile and a political dwarf without parallel in the world.”
UN Security Council resolutions ban North Korea from firing
ballistic missiles and using such technology, but North Korea
rejects the restriction as an infringement of its right to self-defense.
In early November, Pyongyang criticized the Japanese prime
minister after Tokyo said North Korea’s test of what it called
“super-large multiple rocket launchers” on October 31 was likely
ballistic missiles that violated UN sanctions.
The latest missile tests and increased rhetoric come as a yearend deadline Kim has set for the United States to show flexibility
in their stalled denuclearization talks.
Last month, Pyongyang also claimed to have tested a “new
type” of submarine-launched ballistic missile - a potential strategic game-changer.
(Source: al Jazeera)

London Bridge attacker had been
convicted of terrorism offenses, but
freed last year
The 28-year-old British man who killed two people in a stabbing
spree on London Bridge before police shot him dead had previously been convicted of terrorism offenses and was released
from prison last year.
Sporting a fake suicide vest and wielding knives, Usman Khan
went on the rampage just before 2 p.m. on Friday at a rehabilitation conference beside London Bridge. He was wrestled to the
ground by bystanders and then shot dead by police.
Prime Minister Boris Johnson, who has called a snap election
for Dec. 12 and is due to host NATO leaders including U.S. President Donald Trump next week, said it was a terrorist attack and
said Britain would never be cowed.Khan, whose family is from
Pakistan-controlled Kashmir, was convicted in 2012 for his part
in an al-Qaeda-inspired plot to blow up the London Stock Exchange, but was released in December 2018 subject to conditions.
“This individual was known to authorities, having been convicted
in 2012 for terrorism offences,” Britain’s top counter-terrorism
police officer, Neil Basu, said in a statement.
“Clearly, a key line of enquiry now is to establish how he came
to carry out this attack,” Basu said.
Two people – a man and a woman – were killed in the attack.
In addition, a man and two women were injured and remain in
hospital, Basu said.
Britain’s security minister Brandon Lewis said police are not
looking for any other suspects over the attack.
During the 2017 election campaign, London Bridge was the
scene of an attack when three militants drove a van into pedestrians and then attacked people in the surrounding area, killing
eight and injuring at least 48.
(Source: Reuters)
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Ex-Angels 1B Bour to play
next season in Japan
Veteran first baseman Justin Bour has agreed to play next season
with the Hanshin Tigers in Japan, according to a report from the
Japan Times.
The 31-year-old Bour is coming off a difficult season in which
he hit .172 with eight homers and 26 RBIs in 52 games with the Los
Angeles Angels. He became a free agent at the end of the season.
Bour has belted 92 career homers over parts of six seasons with
the Miami Marlins, Philadelphia Phillies and Angels. The left-handed
slugger has an .833 on-base plus slugging percentage against righthanders, but his OPS plummets to .630 against southpaws.
Hanshin wanted to boost its lineup after finishing last in runs
scored in Japan’s Nippon Professional Baseball league, according
to the newspaper.
(Source: Reuters)

Cardinals’ Shaw suspended
for betting on games
Arizona Cardinals defensive back Josh Shaw has been suspended
until at least the end of the 2020 season for betting on National
Football League games, the league said on Friday.
The NFL said in a statement an investigation uncovered no evidence indicating any inside information was used or that any game
was compromised in any way.
“The continued success of the NFL depends directly on each of
us doing everything necessary to safeguard the integrity of the game
and the reputations of all who participate in the league,” said NFL
Commissioner Roger Goodell in a statement.
“At the core of this responsibility is the longstanding principle
that betting on NFL games, or on any element of a game, puts at risk
the integrity of the game, damages public confidence in the NFL,
and is forbidden under all circumstances.
“If you work in the NFL in any capacity, you may not bet on
NFL football.”
The Cardinals in an email to Reuters said they will not have
anything to say beyond the commissioner’s statement.
A fourth-round pick of the Cincinnati Bengals in the 2015 draft,
Shaw is currently on season-ending injury reserve.
He can petition for reinstatement on Feb. 15, 2021.
(Source: Reuters)

Slavia Prague: Inter’s
Lukaku should apologize
over racism claims
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Arsenal interim boss Ljungberg
coy about managing full-time
Freddie Ljungberg will take charge of Arsenal for the first
time as interim manager on Sunday against Norwich but said
on Saturday he is unsure whether full-time management
appeals to him.
The 42-year-old Swede -- who was a member of the
Arsenal ‘Invincibles’ side under Arsene Wenger in the
2003/04 season -- has been put in charge after Unai Emery’s
undistinguished 18 month reign came to an end on Friday.
However, Ljungberg -- who was an assistant to Emery
-- told Sky Sports it was too early to say whether being a
manager on a permanent basis would be to his liking.
“We’ll see in the future,” said Ljungberg.
“At the moment I’m learning the trade.
“This is a big responsibility and the moment I’m just
taking it game by game.”
Ljungberg’s first task will be to arrest the slump that
has seen the Gunners fail to win in seven matches -- their
worst run since 1992 when George Graham’s side failed
to win in eight.
Arsenal are presently eighth in the Premier League table,
eight points off the fourth and final Champions League
spot with a third of the league campaign gone.
Ljungberg -- who played over 200 games for Arsenal
in his nine years at the club and won the FA Cup on three
occasions -- has revealed no timescale has been set for his
spell as Emery’s temporary replacement.
“No, no indication of how long or how short. They just
said concentrate on your next game do as well as you can,”
he said.
Ljungberg, who away from the pitch was a successful
underwear model, said he was honoured to have been
entrusted with the job of at least for the moment reviving
Arsenal’s fortunes.
“It’s a great, great honour,” said Ljungberg.

“That’s how I feel. I feel this energy inside of me. It’s
special.
“Of course there’s sadness because of what’s happened
to the club and where we are, but also excitement for what
we can do for the future and also for tomorrow.

“Its a great honour and that’s what I said to the players
-- ‘you guys do the job and I’ll try to help and support you’.
“If you play good football and get results then there’s
nothing better than that to raise spirits.”
(Source: AFP)

Tokyo 2020 National Stadium
officially finished

Verstappen on top in final
Abu Dhabi practice

TOKYO (Reuters) — Tokyo’s National
Stadium, set to be the centerpiece of next
year’s Olympic Games, was officially finished
on Saturday and handed over to its owner
and operator, the Japan Sport Council.
Construction on the 60,000 capacity
stadium was finished earlier this month but
Saturday marked the official completion
date and a landmark moment for organizers
eight months out from the start of the
Games.
It will be officially unveiled on Dec.
21, with the Emperor’s Cup soccer final
being the first sporting event to be held
there on New Year’s Day.
“We are very pleased that construction
of the stadium – a key symbol of the Tokyo
2020 Games – has now been completed;
it makes us realize just how close we are
getting to the start of the Games,” said
Tokyo 2020 CEO Toshiro Muto in a
statement on Saturday.

Max Verstappen topped the times for Red
Bull ahead of both Mercedes in Saturday’s
closely-contested third and final practice
for Sunday’s Abu Dhabi Grand Prix.
The top three were separated by less
than a tenth of a second at the Yas Marina
circuit where the Dutchman clocked a best
lap in one minute and 36.566 seconds, 0.074
seconds ahead of Lewis Hamilton in the
leading Mercedes.
The six-time champion’s Mercedes
team-mate Valtteri Bottas, who is set to
start from the back of the grid after taking
another new power unit overnight, was third
ahead of Alex Albon in the second Red Bull.
The Ferraris of Sebastian Vettel and
Charles Leclerc were fifth and sixth running
on medium tyres to set their times ahead
of Racing Point’s Sergio Perez, Renault’s
Daniel Ricciardo, Carlos Sainz of McLaren
and Pierre Gasly of Toro Rosso.
At the other end of the lap-times, Wil-

Slavia Prague have rejected Inter Milan forward Romelu Lukaku’s
claim that he was the target of racist chants during their Champions
League match and want him to apologize.

Lukaku said the chants occurred on two different occasions on
Wednesday. He added, “I hope UEFA does something, because
the entire stadium behaved like that after the first goal by Lautaro
[Martinez] and that’s not nice for people watching the match.’’
But Slavia said on Friday they “analyzed available footages, and
none confirmed Mr. Lukaku’s statement.’’
The club said it “has already apologized for individuals’ behavior
and it would be appropriate for Mr. Lukaku to apologize for his
words, too.’’
Lukaku scored in Inter’s 3-1 win and also had a goal disallowed
by VAR. He held his hand to his ear after the VAR decision, apparently to bring attention to the racist chants.
Lukaku, who is black, was also targeted in September by monkey
chants from Cagliari fans in the Serie A.
In their apology, Slavia said “racism is incompatible with the
values of our club.’’
(Source: AP)

Chilean football season
ended early amid protests
The Chilean football season has been ended early following a meeting
of the Council of Presidents of Chilean professional football clubs
on Friday.
The decision was taken due to fears about security in the country,
following anti-government protests over inequality which have been
taking place for six weeks.
It’s the first time in its 86-year history that Chile’s professional
leagues have not been complete, as football continued to be played
even with the 1973 Chilean coup d’état.
A statement from the Chile’s national football league read: “The
Council of Presidents of Chilean professional football association
approved on Friday with 42 votes of a possible 48, to end the 2019
season in the Primera Division, Primera B and Segunda Division
owing to circumstances beyond our control.”
The decision covers both the Chilean Primera division and Primera
B division and has seen Universidad Catolica, who were 13 points clear
at the top of the table with six games remaining, named champions.
Universidad Catolica president Juan Tagle, who voted against the
tournament ending early, told the club’s website: “It’s not the way we
would have wanted to win the title but I hope everyone recognizes
that we are the legitimate champions. The gap that we had was the
biggest ever taken by a team in long tournaments were three points
were awarded per game. There is a bitter sweet feeling. Without a
doubt it’s a sad day for Chilean football to have had to end the tournament like this.”
In addition, it was decided that there would be no relegation or
promotion from either division. That means that University of Chile
avoided a first demotion since 1989 and Santiago Wanderers, who
were three points clear at the top of the second division with three
games remaining will miss out on promotion.
When violence first broke out six weeks ago all matches were
suspended. And earlier in November the Copa Libertadores final
between Flamengo and River Plate was moved to Peru from Chile
due to the unrest in the Chilean capital of Santiago.
Later in November, Chilean national team players opted against
playing a friendly vs. Peru due to the demonstrations.
(Source: ESPN)

“We are so looking forward to seeing
athletes from all over the world marching
into the new stadium at the Opening
Ceremony... when the eyes of the world
will be on this iconic symbol of the Tokyo
2020 Games.”
Completed at a cost of more than
$1.25 billion, the stadium, which can
accommodate 60,000, will also host the
athletics and soccer events during the
Games.
Construction started in December 2016,
about 14 months later than planned, after
the original design was scrapped because
of a public outcry over spiraling costs.
The delay meant the stadium could not
host matches of the Rugby World Cup, as
originally planned.
After several post-Games renovations
due to end late in 2022, the stadium will
host sporting and cultural events for years
to come.

liams’ George Russell outpaced his teammate Robert Kubica to confirm his recovery
from illness, rising to 19th as the former
champions continued to fill the back row
of the provisional grid.
Bottas, who had taken a fresh engine on
Friday, had another new one fitted because
of reliability fears after problems were detected following opening practice.
In another overnight development, it was
confirmed that Mercedes’ test and reserve
driver Esteban Ocon has been barred from
the team’s garage.
He will race for Renault next year as
successor to Nico Hulkenberg alongside
Daniel Ricciardo and is set to test for them
next week in the post-season event in Abu
Dhabi.
The highly-rated 23-year-old Frenchman explained why he was absent from
Mercedes’ garage.
(Source: AFP)

Young United talent gives Solskjaer food for thought
Ole Gunnar Solskjaer will continue the
difficult balancing act of integrating
Manchester United’s exciting young
talent into a first team still struggling to
find consistency when they take on Aston
Villa on Sunday.
United faced a marathon trek to play
Astana in Kazakhstan on Thursday although,
having already qualified from their Europa
League group, the United manager was able
to rest his entire first team squad.
Striker Jesse Lingard was the only
regular first team player to make the trip
as Solskjaer kept one eye on the Villa game
and an increasingly frustrating domestic
campaign.
United are presently nine points off the
fourth and final Champions League place
occupied by Chelsea, where Frank Lampard
has illustrated youth can flourish.
Solskjaer fielded a team on Thursday
with an average age fractionally over 22
and the majority acquitted themselves well
despite a 2-1 defeat.
Right-back Ethan Laird, midfielder Dylan
Levitt and center-back Di’Shon Bernard,
who was unfortunate to score an own goal,
all made debuts and were singled out for
praise by the manager.
Solskjaer spoke of possibly allowing a
number of the youngsters to leave in the
January transfer window to gain valuable
first team experience on loan elsewhere.
“I think some of these might benefit from

going out on loan,” he said.
“Of course, they need men’s football and
it was a first taste of it for some of them.
“Some of them are also knocking on
the door for us. Some of these have done
themselves a good favor.”
But, while the Norwegian’s selection
continued his admirable reliance on the
club’s youth production line, it did raise
the broader issue of how easy it will be to
ease such precocious talent into United’s
current first team.
‘Unhealthy emphasis’
Striker Mason Greenwood and midfielders

Tahith Chong, James Garner and Angel
Gomes have all made substitute appearances
in the Premier League this season while
injuries have seen left-back Brandon
Williams start two, and have a further
couple of outings off the bench.
Greenwood, 18, has been a particular
success coming on as a substitute in 10
Premier League games this season and
scoring five goals across all competitions.
His latest, and the first in the league,
came in the thrilling 3-3 draw at Sheffield
United last Sunday when Solskjaer’s team
came from two goals down to lead at one

stage, having scored three times in seven
minutes.
Williams, 19, also scored during that spell
while the third goalscorer -- 22-year-old
Marcus Rashford -- meant the three United
scorers had an average age of under 20.
But that game also illustrated the concerns
Solskjaer must overcome in introducing
such youngsters into his side.
United were overwhelmed for 70 minutes
by their opponents, and eventually failed to
hold onto a 3-2 lead, thanks to some deeply
average displays from more senior players
-- notably England defender Phil Jones who
was substituted at half-time by Solskjaer.
Harry Maguire, an £80 million ($103
million) summer signing from Leicester,
has also been criticized for some indifferent
form and a failure to lead by example.
Injuries in midfield, notably to the French
World Cup winner Paul Pogba and, more
recently, young Scotsman Scott McTominay,
have added to the impression an unhealthy
emphasis and level of expectation is being
placed on some of the United youngsters
with a possibly long-term damaging impact
on their development.
Solskjaer will be hoping the return of
Pogba -- possibly against former manager
Jose Mourinho’s Tottenham next Wednesday
-- will bring some much-needed experience
and stability to the heart of his team, and
help the young talent around him.
(Source: AFP)
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Iranian teams emerge victorious in IWBF
Asia Oceania Championships opening
S P O R T S TEHRAN — Iran’s men’s
d
e
s
k and women’s wheelchair
basketball teams defeated their rivals at the
2019 International Wheelchair Basketball
Federation (IWBF) Asia Oceania Championships in Thai city Pattaya on Saturday.
Iran’s men team beat China 64-60
at the Eastern National Sports Centre.
Iran’s Morteza Abedi scored a match-high
27 and Lin Yinhai led the Chinese team
with 18 points.
Team Melli will meet Japan on Sunday.
Earlier on the day, the Iranian women
beat Cambodia 40-22. Roghayyeh Amiri
scored 14 points for Iran and Sinet An led
the Cambodians with 13 points.
Iran will meet India on Monday.
The IWBF Asia Oceania zone has four
spots available for men and three for women
at Tokyo 2020, with one spot in each already
allocated to Japan as the host nation.
Fourteen men’s teams and an event-record
eight women’s teams will compete at the
competitions, taking place at the Eastern
National Sports Centre and are scheduled
to conclude on December 7.
In the men’s competition, the six topranked teams - Australia, China, Iran,
Japan, South Korea and Thailand - will
play in Division A, which will be a single
round-robin to determine first to sixth
place in the ranking.
The other eight teams - Afghanistan,
Chinese Taipei, India, Indonesia, Iraq,
Malaysia, the Philippines and Saudi Arabia - are drawn into two pools of four in
Division B.
The top two teams in Division B will become
the seventh- and eighth-ranked teams in Division A to make up the quarter-final pairings.

15

Iranian defender Majid
Hosseini on Hertha Berlin
Bundesliga football team Hertha Berlin are going to
sign Iranian international defender Majid Hosseini.
Trabzonspor will reportedly earn 2.5 million euros
by selling the player.

Hosseini joined the Turkish football team in July
2018 on a three-year contract.
The 24-year-old defender had been reportedly linked
with some European football teams.
Hosseini was a member of the Iran national football
team in the 2018 World Cup and 2019 AFC Asian Cup.
(Source: Karadenizgazete.com.tr)

Franco Di Santo linked
with Persepolis: report

Esteghlal left frustrated as IPL tie with
Sepahan ends in stalemate
S P O R T S TEHRAN — Esteghlal football team
d
e
s
k missed the chance to go top of Iran
Professional League (IPL) following a late draw against
Sepahan in Isfahan.
In the match held in Isfahan’s Naghsh-e Jahan Stadium,
Giorgi Gvelesiani beat the offside trap in the 14th minute
to give the hosts a lead.
Esteghlal were back on level terms courtesy of Mehdi
Ghaedi’s right-footed effort from inside the box in the
57th minute.
Malian forward Cheick Diabate scored with a header
for the visiting team in the 79th minute.
Omid Nourafkan’s added-time strike rescued a point

in a 2-2 draw against Esteghlal.
“I had already said the match against Sepahan would
be real test for our team. I am satisfied with the way we
played against them. But I think the referee’s decision
went against us in the second half. We should have had a
penalty, because handball is a blatant penalty,” Esteghlal
coach Andrea Stramaccioni said during the post-match
news conference.
Earlier on the day, Sanat Naft edged past IPL leaders
Shahr Khodro 1-0, thanks to Issa Alekasir’s first-half goal.
Sepahan overtook Shahr Khodro in the table thanks to
a better goal difference.
Esteghlal are third, one point behind them.

AFC Annual Awards Hong Kong 2019: All You Need to Know
The stars of Asia are set to shine in Hong
Kong as the city’s magnificent Convention
and Exhibition Centre plays host to Asian
football’s night of nights, starting at 7:00pm
local time on Monday.
Set against the backdrop of the world-famous Victoria Harbour, the AFC Annual
Awards Hong Kong 2019 will be a celebration of all that Asian football has to offer,
bringing together some of the Continent’s
biggest names in one iconic location.
The awards will officially begin with
a video of the AFC presenting the highly
coveted Diamond of Asia Award to one
of Asian’s football’s most passionate and
admired leaders, His Majesty Seri Paduka
Baginda the Yang di-Pertuan Agong Al-Sultan
Abdullah Ri’ayatuddin Al-Mustafa Billah

S

Shah Ibni Almarhum Sultan Haji Ahmad
Shah Al-Musta’in Billah.
Adding to the glittering occasion will be
a range of stunning performances mirroring
the host city’s unique marriage of tradition
and modernity, including a not-to-be-missed
appearance from Hong Kong’s legendary
Cantopop star, Kay Tse.

The AFC Annual Awards Hong Kong 2019
will recognize the year’s most successful
players, coaches and Member Associations
– culminating with the presentation of the
prestigious AFC Player of the Year and AFC
Women’s Player of the Year Awards - before
a spectacular and immersive performance
inspired by the work of Hong Kong movie
director Wong Kar Wai.
The star-studded event will be hosted
by two of the region’s leading sports presenters, Lisa Wong and ESPN Southeast
Asia’s Jason Dasey.
The award categories by order
of sequence are:
AFC Diamond of Asia Award
AFC Member Association of the Year
Award (Aspiring, Developing and Inspiring)

AFC President Recognition Awards for
Grassroots Football (Aspiring, Developing
and Inspiring)
AFC Coach of the Year Award (Women)
AFC Coach of the Year Award (Men)
AFC Futsal Player of the Year Award
AFC President’s Special Recognition
Award
AFC Women’s Player of the Year Award
AFC Player of the Year Award
The following award categories
will be announced at the gala event and
presented at another special event:
AFC Asian International Player of the
Year (Men)
AFC Youth Player of the Year (Men)
AFC Youth Player of the Year (Women)
(Source: the-afc)

Varzesh-e Pahlevani needs more support as world’s longest-running form of training
By Diego Vida

Since I’m in Iran, many wonderful things I could enjoy
to see, that’s why today I’m sharing my point of view
about the traditional Iranian wrestling sport, knows as
Varzesh-e Pahlevani.
Once upon a time in ancient Persia a group of valorous
warriors devoted to protect their land, they were known
as Pahlevani – heroes - and later Varzesh-e Pahlevani
that means the sport of the heroes was born.
This Iranian martial art is practiced inside the traditional gym named Zurkahaneh that it means the house
of the strength, it consists in a free fight like wrestling
and the old Greek Roman struggle.
This gym temple is covered with a single opening in
the ceiling, with a sunken 1m-deep octagonal or circular
pit in the center (gaud), surrounded by the audience and
musicians too.
A picture of the Imam Ali (AS) is hung on the wall.
Any participant can join the Pahlevani team after one
month of watching from the audience side.
In the ancient time, the Persian fighters used to gathering each other for training many hours on a day and
get deployed in the first line to defend their country from
the enemy intruder.
During the 637 CE the Arabs got repeatedly defeated on
the field by the Pahlevani fighters thanks to their courage,
belief, strength, and patriotism becoming a never-ending
army, although the Arabs used to targeting them over
and over destroying their homes, villages, killing innocent people. Just the Pahlevani heroes would always be
organized and ready to attack from any side.
The Islamic religious belief was truly important, indeed
the first Shite Imam Ali used to be the patron of their

Varzesh-e Pahlevani.
The training is really interesting because it combines
martial arts, calisthenics, bodybuilding with traditional
Iranian music, really similar to the ancient Siam fight
named Muy Thai now in Thailand as national box known
in west as Thai Box playing the music during the fight.
Varzesh-e Pahlevani became popular in Afghanistan,
Iraq and Azerbaijan now a days coming the first Asian
wrestling sport introducing the best Iranian fighters
winning several tournaments in worldwide.
UNESCO inscribed Varzesh-e Pahlevani as the world’s
longest running form of such rare training - sport in the
Iranian ancient martial art.
Actually, many Iranian fighters practice in the whole
country and outside in the Azerbaijan with the Asian
federation organizing training day, meeting, workshop,
and tournaments.
Pahlevan fighter should learn to be modest, pure,
truthful, good tempered and strong. Having the require-

ments of the physical skills, completing the profile being
a religious observer, during their meeting used to repeat
this verse: «Learn modesty, if you desire knowledge. A
highland would never be irrigated by a river».
Varzesh-e Pahlevani mimic the rituals Sufi orders,
by terminology like Murshed or Morshed that it means
Master, Pishkesvat meaning Leader, Taj as Crown and
Faqr as Poverty.
The ethics involved are also similar to Sufi ideals, with
a focus on the purity of heart.
Every session begins with pious praise to the Prophet
Muhammed and his family.
The athletes use a pair of wooden clubs said Mil, metal
shields called Sang, and bow-shaped iron weights named
Kabbadeh - Kaman.
This is followed by some exercises like Sufi Whirling and
Juggling, all of which are intended to build strength and
they move in unison to drum beats of the Morshed reciting
Gnostic poems and stories from Persian mythologies
finishing every session with bouts of Koshti Pahlavani.
Remembering the annual master championship of
Pahlevani held in Iran giving the honor to the winner to
wear the prestigious armband called Bazouband, among
these Iranian world champions I remind Mostafa Tousi,
Ahmad Vafadar, Abbas Zandi, Gholamreza Takhti, Alireza
Soleimani may god bless them.
Actually, the federation is IZSF meaning International
Zurkhaneh Sport Federation was established in 2004 to
promote this sport in worldwide, indeed 72 countries are
currently members of this federation.
In my opinion, Varzesh-e Pahlevani should be promoted to make this discipline as the national sport of Iran,
organizing many events in the schools, shopping center,
stadiums, parks, TV and many other places.

TASNIM — Argentine forward Franco Di Santo
has been linked with a move to Iranian football club
Persepolis.
The 30-year-old coach has reportedly caught the
attention of the Iranian club.
Persepolis parted company with Brazilian striker
Junior Brandao.
He failed to meet expectations in Persepolis after
five matches and left the team.
Di Santo started his football in Chilean club Audax
Italiano and has also played at English Premier League
Chelsea, Wigan and Blackburn Rovers.
He has most recently played at Brazilian club Atlético Mineiro.
Persepolis, as the Iran Professional League title
holders, are lacking cutting edge in the current season.

Iran runners-up in
Slovenia Int’l Karate
Tournament
IRNA — Iranian karate team ranked second in Ljubljana Open 2019- International Karate Tournament
held in Slovenia.
The event was held in the attendance of 1,300 athletes from 23 countries.
Slovenia ranked first, Iran stood on the second place
and Greece and Hungary jointly ranked 3rd.
Participants included Slovenia, Germany, Greece,
Iran, France, India, Macedonia, Italy, Hungary, Switzerland, Bosnia, Belgium, Croatia, Egypt, Australia,
Spain, Mexico, Czech Republic, Netherlands, Russia,
Norway, Austria and Sweden.
Iranian squad received 6 gold, 7 silver and 7 bronze
medals.

Iran to host Asian Junior
Handball Championship
IRNA — Iran was chosen as host of the 17th Asian
men’s Junior Handball Championship.
The Asian Handball Confederation has granted the
right to host the competition to Iran.
The competition will be held in the southern city
of Shiraz, Fars Province from July 10 to 22, 2020.
The Iran handball federation will be hosting an
Asian tournament after six years.

Nervous wait for Kuwait
after Palestine draw
Kuwait came from 2-0 down to force a 3-3 draw
with Palestine in Group A of the AFC U19 Championship Uzbekistan 2020 Qualifiers but now face
a nervous wait.
Palestine, needing a win to keep their qualification
hopes alive, had a dream start with Reebal Dahamshi
giving them the lead in the 24th minute.
Having entered the tie with six points to their name,
Palestine played with added urgency after the goal and
their efforts were rewarded when Khalied Alnabrisi
doubled their lead in the 33rd minute.
Kuwait, however, gave themselves hope going into
the break when defender Fawaz Alsaab narrowed the
deficit in the 44th minute.
Having given themselves a boost, Kuwait saw more
of the ball in the second half and drew level through
Bander Almutairi in the 65th minute.
The joy lasted mere seconds as Alnabrisi restored
Palestine’s lead just a minute later.
There was more drama to come, though, as Kuwait
refused to give up and salvaged a point with captain
Abdulaziz Mahran scoring the equalizer four minutes
from the end.
(Source: the-afc)
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GUIDE TO
SPIRITUAL AWAKENING
A trouble that saddens you is better than a blessing that
rouses your selfishness and loses you God’s favor; for,
the former grinds your body like a rasp, and the latter
burns your spirit little by little.
Imam Ali (AS)

Turkey picked as guest of honor
at Tehran Intl. Book Fair
C U L T U R E TEHRAN — Iran has selected Turkey as the
d
e
s
k guest of honor at the 33rd edition of the Tehran
International Book Fair.
The decision to choose the country was made during the fourth
round of a session the organizers held with Deputy Culture Minister
for Cultural Affairs Mohsen Javadi last Wednesday.

Evening: 17:27

Dawn: 4:11

(tomorrow)

Sunrise: 6:56 (tomorrow)
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Cinéma Vérité unveils national lineup

A
R
T TEHRAN — The 13th
d
e
s
k Cinéma Vérité, Iran’s
major international documentary film
festival, announced its lineup for the national
competition on Saturday.
Nineteen films will be competing in the
festival, which will take place at Tehran’s
Charsu Cineplex from December 9 to 16.
“It Is Winter” directed by Mehrdad
Zahedian is among the highlights of the
lineup. The film, which is about Tehran’s
Lalezar Street, which was regarded as
Iran’s Broadway and cradle of modernism
during the 1950s and 1960s, won the
award for best feature documentary
during the 21st Iran Cinema Celebration
in August.
Reza Farahmand’s acclaimed documentary
“Copper Notes of a Dream” will be also
screened in the national competition.
The film is about a ten-year-old Palestinian
refugee, Malook, who lives in Jarmuk, a
suburb of Damascus in Syria, which was
ruined during the war with ISIS.
Malook dreams of becoming a singer.
Together with his older sister Ghofran,
he is planning to organize a concert with
professional musicians.
To earn money for the concert, Malook
and some friends pull the copper wires out
of the walls of vacant buildings that are
riddled with bullets and rockets, and write
apologies for their theft on the walls, in hope
the people who have fled will understand,
if they ever return.
“The Forbidden Strings”, a co-production
of Afghanistan, Iran and Qatar by Afghan
director Hassan Noori, has been selected to
be screened in this category.
The documentary tells the story of Akbar,
Suri, Mohammed and Hakim, young Afghan
immigrants in Iran who have formed a rock

“The Forbidden Strings” by Hassan Noori.
band. They dream of performing live in a
concert in their homeland.
The lineup also includes Sam Kalantari’s
documentary “No Place for Angels” about

the national Iranian women’s hockey team
for the first time.
“Marriage Project” co-directed by Hesam
Eslami and Atieh Attarzadeh, “Lunar

Eclipse” by Mohsen Ostadali, “The Thin
Red Line” by Farzad Khoshdast and “Scenes
from a Separation” by Vahid Sedaqat are
among the films.

“Finding Farideh” crowned best at Italy’s Nostalgia Film Festival

Representatives of a publisher from China as the guest of
honor attend the 32nd Tehran International Book Fair on
April 26, 2019. (Shafaqna)
Oman, Afghanistan, Italy, Russia and China attended the book
fair as a guest of honor during the previous editions of the event.
The 33rd Tehran International Book Fair will be held during
April 2020.

A
R
T TEHRAN — Iran’s submission to the 2020
d
e
s
k Oscars “Finding Farideh” was named best
film at the 1st edition of the Nostalgia Film Festival (NFF),
an independent Iranian film event established by Iranian
director Mohammad Qanefard in Milan, Italy, the Persian
service of ISNA reported on Saturday.
Co-directed by Azadeh Musavi and Kurosh Atai, the film is
about a Netherland-based Iranian woman who was adopted
by a Dutch couple forty years ago, and returns to Iran to search
for her family.
“Finding Farideh” was selected as Iran’s submission to the
92nd Academy Awards in the best foreign-language film category.
It is also on the list of 159 documentary features submitted
for the Academy Awards.
“Are You Volleyball?!” by Mohammad Bakhshi won the best
short film award and “Time to Change” by Maryam Rahimi
received an honorable mention in this section.

New projects on display
during 10 Days with Iranian
Photographers
A
R
T TEHRAN — The eighth edition of the 10 Days
d
e
s
k with Iranian Photographers, an exhibition that
presents some of the latest projects by young photographers
from around the country, opened at the Iranian Artists Forum
in Tehran on Friday.
Forty projects, which are composed of nearly 600 photos
by 40 photographers under 35, are on view at the exhibition.

Art enthusiasts visit the 10 Days with Iranian Photographers’
exhibition at the Iranian Artists Forum in Tehran on November
29, 2019. (NIPS/Reza Zakeri)
The collections have been selected from among 280 projects
submitted to the National Iranian Photographer’s Society, which
is the main organizer of the event.
Photographers Hadi Azari, Sayyad Nabavi, Foad Najmeddini,
Roham Shiraz, Hamidreza Suri and Najaf Shokri are scheduled
to hold workshops during the exhibition.

A scene from the Iranian documentary “Finding Farideh”
co-directed by Azadeh Musavi and Kurosh Atai.

Greek animation festival honors Iran’s “Am I a Wolf?”

“Rumi Therapy” accessible to
Persian readers
C U L T U R E TEHRAN — Turkish psychiatrist Nevzat
d
e
s
k Tarhan’s book “Rumi Therapy” (“Mesnevi
Terapi”) has recently been published in Persian by Peykan
Publications in Tehran.
Translated by Fatemeh Heidari, the 2016 book discusses how
the universal teachings of the 13th-century Persian poet and
mystic Molana Jalal ad-Din Rumi are just as relevant today as
they were when he wrote them.
Tarhan believes that Rumi’s masterpiece Masnavi-ye Manavi
can be the cure we need for our souls and our psychological
wellbeing. He explains that we must take the living wisdom of Rumi
as a guide as we navigate our daily lives. He read the Masnavi-ye
Manavi as a work that treats our hearts and psyches in a manner
that is now accepted by modern psychology.
The Persian version of “Rumi Therapy” will be introduced
today during a special ceremony at Vartan House in Tehran.
Literati Tofiq Sobhani and Hossein Khatibi, cineaste
Mohammadreza Aslani and psychologist Keivan Arvandian are
scheduled to deliver speeches during the session.

“Are You Volleyball?!” is about a group of Arab asylum
seekers, who arrive at an English speaking country border
and can’t keep going. They have arguments with border
guards every day until a deaf-mute boy becomes the catalyst
for better communication between the two groups.
“Time to Change” is about some women who need to
change their lives under the societal pressures and the
difficulties of their lives.
Animated films “Parivash” by Ameneh Monshizadeh
and “The Spinning Top” by Shiva Momtahan shared the
festival’s director special award.
Over 30 Iranian feature and short films, including
“Orange Days” by Arash Lahuti, “Reza” by Alireza Motamedi,
“Kingslayer” by Vahid Amirkhani and “Birthday Night” by
Omid Shams, were also screened at the festival.
The festival mostly focuses on films that are overlooked
in Iran or international festivals.

A scene from “Am I a Wolf?” by Iranian director AmirHushang Moin.

A
R
T TEHRAN — Iranian director Amird
e
s
k Hushang Moin’s acclaimed short film
“Am I a Wolf?” won first prize at the 5th Animation
Marathon, an animation and audiovisual arts festival
in Athens, Greece.
The movie is about a group of children who perform the
familiar story of the wolf and the yearlings in school as a
puppet show. The nanny goat grieving for its yearlings and
the angry wolf in its solitude face each other.
Produced at the Institute for Intellectual Development
of Children and Young Adults, “Am I Wolf?” has received
several awards in Iranian and international events, including

the Grand Prix at the 12th Paris International Animation
Film Festival and the Light of Asia Grand Prize at the
15th Indie-AniFest Korea Independent Animation Film
Festival in September.
Earlier this month, the film received the Golden Dove for
best animated film at the 62nd DOK Leipzig in Germany.
“Heat Wave” by Fokion Xenos from Greece received
second prize at the Animation Marathon while third prize
went to “Scrambled” by Bastiaan Schravendeel from the
Netherlands.
The 5th Animation Marathon was held from November
20 to 24.

Harvey Weinstein loses bid to dismiss
sexual assault charges

British satirist and opera director
Jonathan Miller dies aged 85

NEW YORK (Reuters) — A New York
judge has denied Harvey Weinstein’s
request to dismiss two predatory sexual
assault charges, ahead of the former
Hollywood producer’s trial in January.
The decision released on Wednesday
by Justice James Burke of the State
Supreme Court in Manhattan is a victory for
prosecutors who have charged Weinstein
with five crimes.
Lawyers for Weinstein declined to
comment in an email sent by their office. A
spokesman for Manhattan District Attorney
Cyrus Vance declined to comment.
Weinstein, 67, has pleaded not guilty to
charges brought over allegations of sexual
misconduct toward two female accusers
in 2006 and 2013.
A trial is scheduled for Jan. 6, 2020.
Weinstein could face a life sentence if
convicted.
Weinstein has also denied allegations
by roughly 70 women of sexual misconduct
dating back decades, saying any contact
was consensual.
In refusing to dismiss the predatory
sexual assault charges, Burke rejected
Weinstein’s claim that an alleged rape
from the winter of 1993-94 occurred too
long ago to serve as an “aggravating” and
“underlying” crime, as required by state law.
The judge, in the decision dated Nov. 26,
also rejected Weinstein’s claims that dismissal
was required because he had not been given
fair notice of the earlier alleged rape, and
because the grand jury that indicted him
had been improperly convened.
Prosecutors have said they intend
to call the actress Annabella Sciorra,
who has appeared in the TV series “The

LONDON (Reuters) — British satirist
and director Jonathan Miller, whose
career spanned over 50 years from the
hit comedy review show “Beyond the
Fringe” to directing for some of the
world’s grandest opera houses, has
died aged 85.
In a statement released to British media,
his family said Miller died “peacefully
at home ... following a long battle with
Alzheimer’s”.
A qualified doctor, Miller decided to
put his fledgling medical profession on
hold to pursue a life in comedy.
He first came to prominence in the early
1960s when he appeared in the groundbreaking theatrical review “Beyond the
Fringe” with Alan Bennett, Peter Cook
and Dudley Moore.
Its success helped him go on to become
presenter of the BBC arts program
“Monitor” and a director of plays at the
National Theatre.
He made his directing debut in 1962,
with John Osborne’s “Under Plain Cover”
and branched out into opera in the 1970s,
when he worked for Glyndebourne and
English National Opera.
Miller also directed opera for
companies including La Scala in Milan,
the Metropolitan Opera in New York, the
Bavarian State Opera and Los Angeles
Opera.
In 2016, English National Opera
celebrated his four-decade association
with the company with the tribute
“Marvelous Miller”.
“Jonathan Miller was one of the most
important figures in British theater and
opera of the past half century,” the Royal
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Sopranos” and movies such as “The Hand
That Rocks the Cradle,” to testify that
Weinstein raped her in 1993.
Weinstein cannot be criminally charged
with raping Sciorra because the statute
of limitations has run out.
He said Weinstein’s lawyers can
introduce expert testimony on other topics
including how memory works and can be
distorted, and whether there is a link been
people’s confidence in their memory and
the accuracy of that memory.
Accusations against Weinstein
helped spark the #MeToo movement
in late 2017 - hundreds of women have
accused powerful men in entertainment,
business, media, politics and other fields
of sexual misconduct.

Jonathan Miller gestures during
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Miller’s career stretched through a
variety of roles-- research scientist,
comic, acclaimed opera and theatre
director, author, and television
personality. (Reuters/Dylan Martinez)
Opera House’s director of opera Oliver
Mears said in a statement.
“Combining a supreme intellect with a
consistently irreverent perspective, formed
from his experiences in both comedy and
medicine, Miller shone a unique light on
our art form.”
BBC Director General Tony Hall
said Miller was “a creative genius whose
imagination knew no bounds ... he brought
arts and culture to millions on the BBC.”
Miller was made a Knight Bachelor in
2002 for services to music and the arts.

